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THE DEFINITIVE GUIDE FROM 

CONCERTSINYOURHOME.COM 
 
 
Artists: You can download this section for free at …  
and share it with your fans to help them host shows for you.  
 
Most downloaded house concert guide on the planet.  
 
2016 Edition Includes: 
 

• Making backup plans 
• House concert checklist 
• Promoting safely and effectively 
• New cartoons from Roy Schneider 
• TenTen Concerts and other easy formats. 
• Benefit concerts and workshops 
• Staying out of trouble 
• Getting Volunteers 
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famous, getting rich simply aren't motivating enough. Fran wants to change 
things. He wants music to connect people in ways much deeper than having 
everyone sing the same song. 
 
His 20 year career of writing, recording, and touring includes much of the 
standard fare (clubs, colleges, theaters, etc.), but what sets Fran apart is an 
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About Concerts In Your Home 
 
ConcertsInYourHome.com (CIYH),  established in 2006, quickly became the 
number one resource for house concerts around the world. Ten years later, hosts 
and artists use the site to create thousands of events each year. A few core 
principles help the site stand out among many other websites:  
 
Community - the network encourages friendships and lasting bonds. 
Curation - artists are vetted through an audition process, and hosts are 
personally assisted in getting started. 
Commitment - CIYH consistently invests in new tools and content to help 
members have great events.  
Innovation - CIYH creates new ways for music fans to enjoy and succeed at 
hosting shows. Formats like DinnerAndSong, DessertAndSong, TenTen 
Concerts, as well as the Listening Room Festival, have made house concerts 
accessible to thousands of new people.   
 
The latest development is Listening Room Network - a fan-friendly website that 
will promote public listening rooms in the same way CIYH has served house 
concerts. www.ListeningRoomNetwork.com

http://concertsinyourhome.com/
http://www.fransnyder.com/
http://concertsinyourhome.com/
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What follows is a 60-minute read on how to organize and promote house concerts. If you move your lips 
while you read, it could take longer. 
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——————————————— 
I. Introduction 
What have I gotten myself into? 
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What is a House Concert? 
 
Simply put, a house concert is an invitation-only music performance in 
someone’s home, presented by a host who does not profit from the event. 
Traditionally, artists are paid by a suggested donation ($10-20) requested of 
each attendee.  
 
Most house concerts are: 
 

• held indoors and on weekends 
• attended by 15-50 people 
• put on inexpensively. Hosts spend from $50 - $125 on food and beverage. 

Attendee donations pay the performer.  
• known to include light snacks, beverages or a pot-luck dinner 
• attended by the host’s friends, neighbors, co-workers, and maybe a few 

fans of the artist 
• performed by solo acts, duos and small groups 
• performed with a very small sound system or no amplification. Artists 

usually bring what they need. 
• intimate — audiences sit close and are attentive 
• stronger for artist merchandise sales than traditional venues 
• willing to house and feed the artist for the night 

 
Some changing trends:  [sidebar section] 

 
Demographics - baby boomers have dominated as hosts and audience 
for decades, but more young people are discovering and hosting house 
concerts.  
 
Genres - once the domain of classical, then mostly traditional and folk 
music, house concerts increasingly support acoustic contemporary music 
as well as other genres. 
 
Formats - generally, house concerts tend to be two-set performances, 
with an intermission in between, to make it a full night event suitable for 
weekends. Thanks to TenTen Concerts, DinnerAndSong, 
DessertAndSong, and other programs developed by 
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ConcertsInYourHome (CIYH), people are putting on “one-set house 
concerts” (covered in more detail later) as shorter events most suitable for 
weeknights. 

 
 
Although house concerts will adhere to most of these traditions above, each 
house concert is a collaboration between an artist, a host/presenter, and their 
friends and supporters. What will yours be like?
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About this book 
 
Format 
 
Many of the chapters in this book are divided into recurring headings, to help you 
quickly navigate to the information you need.  
 

• Basics - things you must know about the subject.  
• Consider - background or context.  
• Option - there’s often more than one way to do things! 
• Tips - it’s customary to tip, and this generous book tips most of the time. 
• Sidebar - usually a story or tips on a related issue.  

 
We’ll occasionally abandon this format when I’m tired, or when it feels silly to 
force it. 
 
Americanisms 
 
Even though I’m Canadian, I live in the U.S of eh? America. So references to 
money will typically be in U.S. dollars, which is all they accept here in Florida. 
Fortunately, the rest of the world is adept at converting dollars to their own 
currency. Since there are no physical measurements in this book, we’ll be using 
the metric system to broaden our appeal to other countries. 
 
ConcertsInYourHome-isms 
 
Since most of what I’ve learned about house concerts comes from ten years of 
building and promoting CIYH, it’s hard not to reference our website. In fact,  
CIYH is designed to solve challenges and tasks you’ll read about in this book. At 
the risk of sounding like a promoter, I will bring up CIYH when I feel our tools can 
help with a particular task or problem.  
 
Hey look, this shoe fits!
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——————————————- 
II. Hosting
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A. Intro 
 
Why Host House Concerts? 
 
Chances are you already have a couple of reasons to get started. However, you 
might be inspired by some of the other ways we benefit from hosting house 
concerts.  
 
Love of music and artists 
 
Some people feel a deep connection to the touring artist. These fans often have 
a music background, and they admire musicians who make the sacrifices 
necessary for a life on the road. Artists delay (or abandon) financial security, 
dreams of family and a modest home. They also give up the powerful luxury of a 
stable career routine, which might allow weekly outings with friends, dance 
lessons with a spouse, and more. Yes, there is plenty of magic in return, but the 
sacrifices are real. For these reasons and more, many hosts feel fortunate to be 
able to contribute to a musical dream, and to see it happen in their home.  
 
Love of community 
 
House concerts are a powerful way to unite friends and build community. These 
events enhance friendships, foster new ones, and create sublime moments that 
allow us to weave our memories together. House concert hosts often become 
tastemakers in their communities, and even inspire music scenes to develop in 
their towns. Neighbors and friends rediscover their love for the arts and the 
power of music.  
 
Love of entertaining 
 
Despite the multiplex-sized television screens in people’s homes, very few 
people actually entertain in their home on a regular basis. It seems like the dinner 
party is a myth of the wealthy past. House concerts provide an inspiring reason 
to clean the house and make good use of the lovely spaces we inhabit. Consider 
the fact that many apartments today are bigger than the homes of just a few 
generations ago. Did your grandparents have a guest room? Probably not. 
House concerts are a great use of your space, as well as your time.  
 
Love of a cause 
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One of the novel applications of house concerts is to honor and support a cause. 
Many fundraising events require large teams of volunteers, whereas a monthly 
house concert series can be organized by one or two people. Furthermore, 
artists typically have affinity for charitable causes as well as songs that relate to 
them. Imagine a wonderful artist inspiring your audience with a personal story or 
song that is on-message for your favorite charity. (See Chapter on Benefit House 
Concerts) 
 
Being the change you want to see in the world 
 
For artists, one of the best ways to create house concert opportunities where you 
live is to start your own series. The generous act of shining the light on someone 
else can be the catalyst for others to start hosting. With a healthy house concert 
scene, you may find your own opportunities to play in someone else’s home. 
 
Building an audience for your future commercial venue  
 
We’ve seen house concert hosts graduate to promoting bigger events in their 
towns, and some eventually open their own listening room venue. Starting any 
new business involves risk, but the entertainment venue is especially risky. 
Wouldn’t it make sense to build an audience and a great reputation before 
committing to the overhead (rent, employees, licenses, etc.) of a commercial 
venue? 
 
 
These are some of the most common reasons why people host concerts in their 
homes. Most of us can relate to more than one, and that provides a strong 
enough “why” to do the work of putting on your first event. After a few great 
shows, your own list will certainly grow, and you might even imagine a long 
legacy of concerts in your home.  
 
[Picture: Russ and Julie 114 shows and going…] 
KC young audience 
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B. Plan Your House Concert 
 
 
 
Where, When, Who and How Many? 
 
These are the first four decisions you’ll probably make regarding your house 
concerts. The fifth decision is: thin or stuffed-crust? 
 
Your location, your date and time, and your choice of performer are the most 
obvious parameters of your house concert. You also have a choice in terms of 
audience size; maximum capacity may not always be your best goal for 
attendance. 
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Choose a Location 
 
Here is a common question we receive at ConcertsInYourHome.com:  
 
Is my house big enough to host house concerts?  
 
Yes, it probably is. Of course, a small house concert will not appeal to acts with a 
lot of notoriety in your town. But when properly timed to fill a gap in their 
schedule, there are excellent musicians and touring acts who are willing to play 
to as few as 10 people. Ideally, you’d want to seat 15 or more people, which is 
well within reach of many living rooms.  
 
Basics: 
 
Although similar results can be achieved in different locations, a house concert 
takes place at a house. When the weather turns seasonally ideal, some hosts do 
patio, garden, or backyard shows, but you should have a backup space in case 
the weather doesn’t cooperate. Indoors, the living room is usually the best 
choice, providing a balance between a cozy spot and the opportunity to stretch 
into an adjoining area. Also, a window or fireplace can make a nice background 
scene for the performer. 
 
Consider: 
 
You’ll probably need to re-arrange some furniture, like removing the coffee table 
and pushing the couches to the side of the room. You’ll most likely use every 
chair in the house (dining room chairs, barstools, ottomans, office chairs, etc.) 
Your neighbors can be a great resource for free chairs (especially barstools — 
which make a great back row.) They are coming over anyway, aren’t they?  
 
Don’t feel obligated to overdo it — just make the room comfortable and 
accessible. You don’t have to create Carnegie Hall in your home. 
 
Options: 
 
Basements work too. If you live in an apartment or condo, there is often a 
clubhouse or common area that can be reserved at little or no expense. Some 
hosts, who aren’t satisfied with their spaces, recruit like-minded friends to co-host 
the shows in their homes. It can be terrific to work with a close friend as a partner 
in these events. 
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Tips: 
 
Can a space be too big? Yes it can. The key is to match the space of the room 
with the size of the audience. Filling a big space can require a lot more work and 
organizational skill. Don’t be afraid to start small. Experienced hosts will tell you 
it’s always better to turn away a few people than to have to beg people to attend. 
 

Sidebar: Getting more chairs 
 
If you are confident you’ll have more guests than you can comfortably 
seat with your existing chair count, there are many options, including buy, 
rent, and borrow. You can buy folding chairs for $15-30 each, or rent 
them for as little as $1.50 each. For outdoor concerts many hosts 
encourage people to bring their own chairs.  
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Choose the Date/Day of your House Concert 
 
Although some great events have been thrown together with little advance 
notice, it’s best to allow at least 4-6 weeks to promote your house concerts. Many 
hosts book their schedules three to twelve months in advance to secure 
shows with great acts. 
 
Basics: 
 
If you choose the performers first, then you’ll need to collaborate with them to 
choose a date that works with their touring schedule. However, if you plan on 
hosting house concerts on a regular basis, it can be helpful to choose a 
consistent schedule that makes it easier to plan and build a strong repeat 
audience.  
 
For example, you could decide to host events on the first Thursday of every 
month, except for the winter months. That would give you 8 or 9 shows per year. 
 
Consider: 
 
For some hosts, weekend shows (Saturdays are very popular) attract draw a 
larger crowd. It also keeps them from having to pull things together quickly at the 
end of a long day at work. However, choosing other times (Sunday afternoon, 
Thursday evenings) can give you a great edge for capturing amazing talent when 
they tour through your area. You will be astonished at the caliber of artists who 
would be grateful to fill a Tuesday night with a short concert that includes an 
attentive audience, reasonable pay, food and lodging. 
 
Options: 
 
Weekend house concerts tend to be two sets: 40 minutes of music, a break, then 
another 30-40 minutes of music. However, there are several one-set formats that 
make it easy to host shows on weeknights. DinnerAndSong, DessertAndSong, 
and TenTen Concerts are covered in detail later in this guide. TenTen Concerts, 
for example, consist of ten songs for ten or more guests. This makes a short and 
easy evening for the host, the artist, and the audience - perfect for weeknights. 
 
Tip: 
 
Be aware of local events and celebrations in your area that could interfere with 
the turnout for your event. Sporting events (especially playoffs) can wreak havoc 
on concert attendance. It is also challenging to keep a concert/listening 
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atmosphere if you combine your house concerts with birthdays and other 
celebrations. It’s best (at least until you have an established audience) to keep 
your guests focused on the music.  
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Choose the Performer/Artist/Group 
 
Basics: 
 
Be picky. There is so much fantastic talent available that there is absolutely no 
reason to book an artist that you aren’t thrilled about. Got that? No favors! Only 
book acts that thrill you. (In this book, we’ll use terms like artist, musician, 
performer, act, and group interchangeably.) 
 
Consider: 
 

• Genre: Do you have friends that would also be into this kind of music? 
Face it, if you love jazz, but you don’t know anyone else who does, you’ll 
have a tough time getting an audience for that kind of show. 

• Act size: Unless your space is large (seating for 25 or more people), you’ll 
probably want to stick with solo acts and duos, since larger groups will take 
up valuable seating space and limit the size (and comfort) of the audience. 
Drum kits and horn sections take up extra room and bring the volume way 
up! 

• Energy level and content: Some great acts are very low-key and rely on 
the power of their words to connect with the audience. If you and your 
friends need an act with more physical energy and liveliness, you should 
keep that in mind. Also, some acts may include mild profanity, political 
songs, or suggestive material, and it’s important to let them know what is or 
is not acceptable in your home — before you book the show. 

 
Options: 
 

• Seek acts you already know and enjoy, and contact them through their 
websites. Also, ConcertsInYourHome.com (CIYH) lists hundreds of talented 
artists who love to perform house concerts. With CIYH, you can even see if 
the performers have been recommended by other hosts. 

• Attend other house concerts in your area (see CIYH listings) and music 
festivals/conferences such as Listening Room Festival and Folk Alliance 
(folk.org). 

• Some hosts create websites or social media pages for their series, but 
beware of the disadvantages. You are likely to hear from many more artists 
than you care to, and many of them will not be at the professional level. 
Social media and websites are covered in more detail later in this guide. 

http://folk.org/
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• List your house concert “series” at CIYH. ConcertsInYourHome.com helps 
you attract the right kinds of artists, and allows you to choose when booking 
inquiries can be sent to you. CIYH keeps your series private and connected 
to vetted artists and fans. 

 
Tip: 
 
Get some friends involved in helping you choose performers. Once you’ve 
chosen a handful of artists who interest you, share links with friends who might 
be interested in attending your shows. It’s a great way to get people involved, 
committed to attend, and eager to help you promote your event to their friends as 
well. 
 
Imagine having a core group of friends attend every show because you make 
them feel like an important part of the series. 
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Choose Your Attendance Goal - What’s Your 
Number? 
 
It’s better to be succeed with small than to struggle with big. 
 
Hosts who set achievable attendance goals have the best results. Your first 
house concert is an opportunity to set your own standard, and to create exactly 
the type of event that you want. Choose the right attendance goal and your 
concerts will be easy, successful and fun. Don’t make it difficult! 
 
Basics: 
 
The easiest way to get started is to make your first concert intentionally small. A 
TenTen Concert (ten songs for ten+ guests) is ideal for this purpose. This easy 
house concert format is a great way to help traveling artists with their hard-to-fill 
weeknights or Sundays. When properly timed, small attendance house concerts 
(10-20 people) can be rewarding for artists, and easy enough to allow you to do 
them more frequently. 
 
Consider: 
 

• Response percentages: Only a percentage, maybe 10% - 30% of the 
people you invite will be able to attend any given show. This guide has 
many tools to make you an effective and enthusiastic promoter, but you’ll 
be competing with other events and the busy schedules of your friends and 
acquaintances. 15% is a good rule of thumb percentage - multiply that by 
the number of people on your mailing list, and you’ll get a sense of what a 
good target might be. For example, if you want 15 people to attend, you 
should try to get your mailing list up to 100 names.  

• Your Upper Limit & Capacity: It’s also important to know your capacity - 
the maximum number of people you can seat comfortably. This upper limit 
is not only limited by the size of the space, but also by the number of 
volunteers you have. When you get to 25 or more guests, recruit at least 
one more person to help you make the event run smoothly. A large crowd is 
too much for one person to adequately keep up with food, beverages, 
bathrooms, parking, artist needs, announcements, and making everyone 
feel welcome. 

• Partners and Personal Promotion: If you involve a friend or two as co-
organizers or co-promoters, your mailing list can be expanded quickly. If 
you personally reach out to friends in person or by phone, in addition to 
emailing, your response rate will be higher than by email alone. 
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Options: 
 

• Be intentionally small. Host flexible artists on off-nights. Again use 
TenTen or another one-set format to make it easy for everyone, including 
the artist.  

• Get help if you need to be bigger. If you’ve chosen an artist who requires 
a slightly greater turnout than you can reasonably expect (from your mailing 
list and personal contacts) - recruit a friend or two to help you promote 
before you commit to hosting.  

• Say “no” or “not this time.” Whatever you do, don’t set yourself up to fail. 
If an artist is pushing you beyond what is reasonable, say so. You are a 
host, a volunteer, and the artists who play in your home have to respect 
your boundaries. Sometimes their needs and your network of friends will 
not be a good fit, no matter how much you enjoy their music. Politely 
decline to host them this time around, and/or offer to rally a few friends to 
attend if they book something else in your area. 

 
Tip: 
 
Get commitments before you confirm the artist. You don’t have to completely 
guess at your attendance goals. Tell your prospective artist that you want 10 
solid RSVPs before you confirm the show. Give yourself a week to pitch the 
show to friends and your mailing list, and report back to the artist how you did. 
Together you can decide if you have enough time to build a satisfying audience. 
If so, confirm the show. If not, you can revisit the possibility when you have a 
larger audience to draw from.  
 
With ConcertsInYourHome.com, you can create a web-flyer for a tentative 
concert, and send it to your mailing list as a special offer. “Hi Friends, I have the 
opportunity to host [artist] if I can get 10 RSVPs by Friday. Click this link, and let 
me know if you’d like to attend this special show!” 
 

 
SIDEBAR - MEASURING YOUR SPACE FOR CAPACITY Most people 
underestimate the number of guests they can comfortably fit in their living 
room. To estimate your capacity, clear the middle of the room (coffee 
table, etc.) and move the couches to the side or against a wall if possible. 
Then, start arranging available chairs (from the dining room, kitchen, bar, 
office, maybe even the patio) to get an idea of the number of people your 
space could hold. Once you’ve set up a few rows, it’s easy to imagine 

http://concertsinyourhome.com/
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how the rest of it would fall into place. Remember you need an aisle, and 
you should allow at least a 4' by 6' area for the performer — more if it’s a 
duo or group. 

 
 
Get a sense of your numbers: what size audience is possible, and what size is 
likely? Be frank with your potential artists, and estimate lower than what you 
expect. Better to have them pleasantly surprised by the turnout, rather than 
disappointed.   
 
Your seating capacity doesn’t have to be your attendance goal! You can 
purposely do something smaller and more intimate. Later, we’ll cover TenTen 
Concerts in more detail. It’s an excellent format for beginners as well as 
experienced hosts who crave an easier or more intimate experience. 
 
Even if you ultimately want to have big shows, small concerts can create a 
successful path for you to grow your audience. 
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Your Invitation List — Let’s Get it Started 
 
One of the first steps to take as a house concert host is to compile a list of as 
many invitees as possible. (Yes, even before you schedule a show.) Attendance 
can be the most challenging part of hosting house concerts. For some people, 
throwing a party and getting people to attend is second-nature. They have tons of 
acquaintances, are involved with many clubs, groups, charities and maybe even 
a reputation for holding great events. For most of us, however, it takes a bit of 
work and some planning. 
 
A full room adds so much to the feeling of a concert — whether that number is 15 
or 1500. Performers sense and feed off the energy in a room when they play. 
Empty seats, however, suck the energy out of any event. Whatever the size of 
your space, do your best to avoid empty seats, even if you have to hide some 
chairs! 
 
There’s a common expression in music — “the crowd made the show,” and you’ll 
see it happen first-hand when you host your events. 
 
Basics:  
 

• Choose a way to keep your list organized. Text documents, 
spreadsheets, address book groups, are all fine to get started, but the 
spreadsheets make it easy to add a few columns of helpful information, and 
they easily allow you to cut and paste a column of email addresses into 
your messages.  

• List everyone you could invite. It’s important to get some leverage. If you 
think purely in terms of people you see consistently and know personally, 
you will seriously limit your resources. Create a list of everyone you know 
within an hour’s drive of your home. List your friends, neighbors, co-
workers, club members, parents of your kids friends, and soccer-moms. 
Gather or get emails emails for all the contacts you can.  

• Remember your invitation list will always be a work in progress. Add 
new people you meet, and keep a nice sign-up form to display at each of 
your events to enlist anyone who may have come as an invitee of one of 
your friends. As your list grows, your events will become easier to promote. 

 
Consider:  
 
Don’t neglect to invite someone simply because you don’t think they’ll be into it. 
Time and time again the biggest compliments come from people who thought a 
house concert wasn’t their kind of thing, who then were blown away by the 
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quality and fun-factor of the show. Your invitations will provide information and 
links to the artist’s music, and let people decide for themselves if they should 
come. 
 
 
Options: 
 

• Text file. If they can’t make a spreadsheet, most house concert presenters 
use a text file to make a list of emails separated by commas - a comma 
delimited list. (frank@underwood.com, claire@claireunderwood.com, etc.)  

• Spreadsheets make it very easy to track additional information like RSVPs 
all in one place, and you can simply copy and paste the email address 
column into the (bcc:) recipients line of your invitation email.  

• Mailing List Services. However, if you plan on hosting more than one 
event, we recommend services like MailChimp.com or 
ConstantContact.com to keep track of your email list. This allows you to 
personalize your invitations with first names (Dear Abe,) and enables 
people to remove themselves if they are not interested in further 
announcements.  

 
Social Media 
 
Warning: Do not rely on social media for access to your lists of friends. 
Facebook, Meetup, and other sites are great tools for networking and making 
new connections. However, don’t skip the step of getting social media contacts to 
share their email address with you. Your email list is the most reliable and 
manageable tool for invitations. You never know when Facebook or some other 
social media site will make it harder for you to reach your connections. (See also 
“The Facebook Event Solution”) 
 
Tip: 
 
Get in the habit of adding people you meet, or have overlooked in your invite list. 
You’ll be amazed at how many people you meet or bump into each day that 
escaped your mind when you made the initial list. “I’m hosting a music event 
soon, and I’d like to invite you, can I get your email address?” Use your phone as 
a notepad, or use it to email yourself a quick message! 
 
[image of email]  Subject: add to HC list, Add Burt and Susan Johnson, burt@mooseonthewall.com 

mailto:frank@underwood.com?subject=
mailto:claire@claireunderwood.com
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How to Pay the Musicians 
 
House concerts are one of the best ways to support artists you enjoy, and the 
income they receive is an important part your show. Hosts take great pride in 
helping artists get deserved attention as well as a living wage. 
 
For legal reasons explained in a later chapter, house concerts do not charge 
admission. You do not sell tickets. You are not running a business. And the best 
way to make that point (to those who would be concerned) is to have a 
“suggested donation.”  
 
Basics:  
 
Suggested Donation 
 
The suggested donation is paid by the individual attendees of the house concert. 
As the host, you and the artist agree to a donation amount or range e.g. $20 per 
person, or $15-20 per person. (€10-15 is common in the Eurozone.) 
 
However, it should be clearly understood by all your guests that their donations 
are how the artist is being paid. The range of your suggested donations will not 
include $0. 
 
Consider:  
 
How much should you suggest? 
 
$10-20 per person is the usual range, depending on: 

• requirements of the artist 
• host’s understanding of the best price for their friends 
• night of the week 
• length of the show (1 or 2 sets) 

 
You can choose a fixed number like $10 per person, but most often hosts will 
suggest a range of $10-15 or $15-20. Offer a range, and encourage people be 
generous if they can.  
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Options: 
 
Guarantee 
 
Some artists ask for a minimum guarantee payment in case the audience or 
donations don’t meet their expectations. Artist minimums are often reasonable, 
and usually negotiable. However, it’s up to you (the host) to decide if you are 
willing to guarantee a minimum. It’s up to you as well to decide how much you 
are comfortable offering.  
 
You would only make up the difference if the donations fall short of the 
guaranteed amount. For example, $200 guarantee - $150 in collected donations 
= $50 payment from the host.  
 
Either way, do not put yourself in financial jeopardy. Hail storms and playoff 
games can create excessive audience cancelations. Choose an amount in your  
comfort zone and stick to it. Let artists/agents decide whether your guarantee 
meets their needs.  
 
Flat Fee 
 
Instead of collecting a suggested donation, a small percentage of hosts prefer to 
pay artists a flat fee. You and the artist/agent agree to a predetermined amount, 
and you guests are able to attend for free.  See the sidebar, Audience with Skin 
in the Game.  
 
Tip: 
 
Even if you don’t offer a guarantee, consider making up for deficiencies in 
donations. For example, if 20 guests attend, and the suggested donation is $20, 
there should be close to $400 in the donations jar at the end of the show. If it’s 
significantly short of that, many hosts do what they can to bring up the total.* 
 
Before the show, tell your artist that you want to know if the donations meet 
expectations. If you want to count it, it’s good to let the artists know ahead of 
time.  
 

SIDEBAR - Audience with skin in the game.  
 
When you invite new people to attend your shows, these guests won’t 
have a clear idea of what the event will be like. If you don’t ask for a 
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suggested donation, they may get the impression that it’s a normal party 
with music. 
 
The act of making a donation (paying the artist) is a powerful reminder 
that they are attending a concert with an artist worthy of their full 
attention. Otherwise, they may be more inclined to think it’s a party with 
music, a situation where artists often become background music.  
 
If they invest their money, they are more likely to invest their attention. 

 
 
The suggested donation, as a standard for house concerts, reinforces the 
concept of a performance, rather than a party, and that the artist is a professional 
worthy of their full attention.
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Confirming the Show - Email vs Contract 
 
Imagine the scene. You’ve cleaned the house, set up a lovely food table, 
“neighbored” the dog. Any minute now, you expect dozens of friends to arrive 
with money in hand and music on their mind. However, the musicians are 
nowhere in sight.  
 
No missed calls or messages. Check email. Nothing.  
 
You find a number, call the performers, and get a confused explanation that they 
are 700 miles away setting up for different show. They vaguely remember a 
positive exchange with you, and some talk of a booking, but they never received 
a confirmation email and booked something else.  
 
To prevent this type of situation, it’s important that all sides (artist/agent and host) 
are clear about the commitment as well as the details of the show. Before hosts 
and artists expend time and money you want to make sure that all the details are 
compiled in a single email with the subject: Confirmed: House Concert [date]  
 
Basics: 
 
House concerts are typically confirmed by email. This allows the artist and the 
host to be clear on details, options, and responsibilities, and provide an informal 
yet effective reference document. We advise hosts, especially new ones, to avoid 
contracts. The formality of a contract suggests a business transaction, and for 
reasons covered in our legal chapter, we advise hosts to keep things informal.  
 
Consider:  
 
As you’ll see in this guide, a lot of information can be exchanged during the 
course of scheduling a concert. Dates, times, accommodations, and much more 
should be discussed, and it’s important for hosts and artists to cover all the items 
that they deem important for the show. Visit the confirmation checklist at the end 
of this chapter, and use it like an order form. For each concert, you can copy your 
completed form and paste the information into a confirmation email to your 
performer.  
 
Options: 
Here are some details you can cover by email.   
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• Date/Day - make sure you communicate the date as well as the day. 
Wednesday, February 4th, for example. This is a great way to prevent 
mistakes. “Wait, the fourth is a Tuesday, you meant the 5th, right?” 

• Format - one set or two? Depending on the night of the week, and your 
musician’s needs, you might opt for a shorter concert and use one of our 
alternative formats like TenTen or DessertAndSong. (explained yet?) 

• Money - What will be the suggested donation for this show? Are you 
offering a minimum guarantee? 

• Terms of Cancelation - be clear about what your options are, and candid 
about how a cancelation would work. This is covered in greater detail in the 
Chapter “Back Up Plans.” 

• Dinner - some hosts like to prepare dinner for the artist before the show, 
but artist schedules are often uncertain until the day of the show. Let your 
artist know what the options are, and ask if they’d prefer to eat before or 
after the show. Sometimes they are OK with eating from the pot-luck, but 
it’s good to check. 

• Location: Your home address? 
• Accommodations - private room and bath or something else? Are there 

pets in the home? 
• Promotion - make it clear that your artists can invite some friends, but not 

send a blast to a big list. Tell them if/how you want the concert listed on 
their website calendar. (There’s a method for this, covered later in…) Also, 
ask their guests to RSVP so that you have an accurate count to expect. 

• Contact Info, Arrival time and notification - When is the best time 
window for artists to arrive? Should they call you when they get close? At 
which number? 

 
It is important to clearly state the expectations of the host and the artist/agent, 
and email creates a sufficient digital handshake and a convenient reference 
document. 
 
Tip: Use our checklist and adapt it for your needs.  
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Sample artist confirmation email! 
 
To confirm the show with the agent or artist, send an email like this. Use the 
example as a checklist of things to cover.  
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Food and Beverage: What should I provide? 
 
Providing snacks and drinks for your guests doesn’t have to be costly. Some 
hosts love to have a pot-luck dinner before the show, where guests bring fun 
dishes and desserts to share. We’ve seen great house concerts that provide only 
tea and cookies, and some catered events where the food almost eclipses the 
music. Many of your invitees will ask if they can bring something to the concert, 
so it’s good to decide ahead of time. 
 
Basics: 
 
First, decide if you want people to bring food and beverages or not. For potluck, 
house concert hosts usually provide a basic item (like pizza or appetizers) and 
some non-alcoholic beverages like water, tea, and soft drinks.  
 
If you expect some people will bring alcohol, it’s especially important to make 
sure that food and other beverages are available. In your invitation emails, be 
sure to include what you’ll provide and what guests are encouraged/allowed to 
bring. Alcohol will be covered in more detail in the legal section. 
 
Consider:  
 
Potluck is popular at house concerts. The upside is that food is a bonus attraction 
for many, and for a host who likes to have a full table, it saves money. There are 
a couple of downsides, however.  
 
First, some people feel awkward attending a potluck if they don’t have time to 
prepare or purchase something, so they might opt out of attending at the last 
minute after a long day. Another downside is the distractions created at the door 
because people might need to walk past the donations jar to put down their food 
items. Once past the entry, social distractions can take over and make it very 
easy for the host not to contribute their fare share. 
 
Oh, and thirteen people will bring hummus and crackers. 
 
Options: 
 
An ideal situation is a hybrid, where you (the host) provide some basics: pizza, 
punch, salad, etc, and allow rather than encourage people to bring their favorite 
beverage or side dish.  Make it clear that food is provided and that bringing 
something is welcome but not required.  
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Tip:  
 
Whatever you do, make it easy for people to serve themselves. Put out the 
plates, utensils, and cups before anyone arrives. Encourage people to make 
themselves at home. If it’s a big crowd, deputize a volunteer to keep the food and 
drink area in shape. It will be very difficult to be a social host if you also have to 
play server. 
 
Remember, a significant number of people are there to see you as well as the 
show. If you have to choose between being host or server, be a host. People can 
comfortably grab themselves a drink or a snack. But they cannot greet 
themselves or make themselves feel welcomed. 
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Is Your Property Ready for Visitors? 
 
It’s worth the effort to make sure your people can find the house easily, and 
safely make it up the drive and into the house. Each house has it’s own 
advantages and disadvantages for hosting events. Look for potential problems 
early, and you’ll have plenty of time to address any issues. 
 
Is it easy to find? 
 
It’s important to take a look at your property and neighborhood to see if anything 
should be done to help people find the house.  
 
Lost and confused attendees can make you crazy on the phone as you are trying 
to get your house concert started. It can be heartbreaking to find out someone 
attempted to be there but never found your house. 
 
Is your address easily visible from the street? If not, can you get colored bulbs for 
your outside lights? You could tell your friends “Look for the house with the blue 
outside lights.” Remember that parked cars can hide curbside street numbers.  
 
Is it Safe to Approach, Enter, and Exit? 
 
Here are a few things to check: 
  

• Are there limbs or shrubs blocking the walk way?  
• Is there enough light on the walkway when the sun goes down? 
• Are there uneven steps loose railings, or anything that makes the approach 

difficult or unsafe? 
 
Are All the Rooms and Hallways Safe? 
 
Your home can pose some safety challenges, especially when furniture has been 
re-arranged for the concert. For example, move the kitchen table and heads can 
bump into chandeliers. A $3 clip from a hardware store can easily help you raise 
the chandelier, but you have to plan ahead to have that option.  
 
Terraced floors can also be an issue. I always felt our breakfast nook was 
unsafe. It was very attractive, but the two levels of hardwood floor were not easily 
distinguishable. It was close to the kitchen island, so guests would tend to mind 
the barstools (instead of the floor) as they walked around. We had a few scary 
near-falls before we closed that area off. 
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You should also check stairs, handrails, hall lights, and maybe even tighten the 
toilet seats before the show. Do you have extra hand towels and toilet paper? 
Good.  
 
Tip:  
 
Is this your first time hosting? If so, set up your house at least one day in 
advance so that you have time to fix any issues. 
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———————————————- 

B. Promote Your House Concerts 
 
 
Even if you have experience promoting events, you’ll find some interesting 
nuances in this section. These chapters will describe how to write effective 
invitation emails, and how to keep track of people who show interest in your 
events. Your confirmation emails will help turn interest into commitments, so that 
you can meet your attendance goals every time.  
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Invite Your Audience - Email is Still the Best 
 
For most of your house concert guests, your invitation email will make the first 
impression. It’s important to make the most of this opportunity. Take extra care 
before sending your first invitations and you’ll be an effective promoter who 
builds a loyal and lasting audience.  
 
When to Send Invitations 
 
Three to four weeks out is the most productive time to send your initial 
invitations. Some hosts plan further ahead and announce their “season” or ask 
people to “save the date” in case their calendars fill up fast. If you wait until two 
weeks before the show, you risk having too many of your people committed to 
other events. 
 
Basics:  
 
The most common tool for house concert invitations is email. 
 

Invitations Include: 
• Day AND Date e.g. Wednesday April 2, 2019  
• Time doors open - people should arrive BEFORE the show starts. 
• Time show starts 
• Performers - link to website or CIYH web-flyer for more info. 
• Suggested donation amount 
• and a story, even if it’s just one line.  

 
Do Not Include your street address. 
You might give the general location (my house in neighborhood, city) but 
do not include the street address. Make people RSVP for directions to 
prevent strangers from showing up unannounced or uninvited. 

 
Consider:  
 
Pictures, audio, and video can make your invitations more compelling. The 
challenge is that innovations in spam prevention have made emails less friendly 
to graphics and attachments. There are many websites that help with invitation 
emails (Evite, Punchbowl, etc.), but none of these are specifically designed with 
the particular needs of house concert hosts. Facebook Events can complement 
your promotion, but they are not a substitute for email.  
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Accordingly, many hosts use their personal email and include various links within 
the text. Invitees then jump back and forth from email to various other sites to 
take in videos, audio, pictures, and more. 
 
To make things simpler, at ConcertsInYourHome.com we created various web-
flyers (pictured below) specifically for house concert hosts. Your web-flyer exists 
as a single internet page, and includes the most important pictures, songs, and 
video clips, as well as all the relevant concert info. Web-flyers are created 
automatically when a show is listed, using information from host and artist 
profiles on the site. Hosts then write a short, simple email to their list and include 
a single link to their web-flyer. 
 
Whether or not you create a web-flyer or your own webpage, it’s critical to get the 
email right. Your mailing list is your most valuable promotional tool, and you do 
not want to lose people simply because you email poorly or too often. Your email 
should convey the basics, and a distinctive answer to “Why should I attend this 
concert and RSVP as soon as possible?” 
 
 
Options:  
 
Example Email 
 

Subject: Join us for our first house concert!  
 
Hi Friends, 
 
We’re excited to invite a limited number of people to our first show. We 
discovered this artist recently and totally fell in love with his songs. Here’s 
an example on his website. 
 
Imagine seeing a concert from no more than three rows back! Every seat 
is like a backstage pass. If you can join us, please RSVP in the next few 
days so I can save a seat for you. The artist is paid with a suggested 
donation of $15-20 per person - we’ll have a jar by the door when you 
arrive.  
 
Your pal, Fran. 
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[Sidebar Use BCC not CC!] 

One of the most infuriating things about emails (and texts) is the group 
message gone wild. The original sender puts everyone’s address in the 
CC field, and a few people hit “reply all” and a mess is initiated where 
everyone gets a stream of irrelevant responses. CC (carbon copy) also 
allows everyone to see the emails on the list, and most people do not 
want their email publicized in this way. Desperate marketers are 
everywhere, and they will eagerly grab lists from cc fields.  
 
BCC (blind carbon copy) allows you to email dozens of people without 
making their addresses public, and prevents the reply all nightmare 
described above. 

 
Your friends get a ton of email. For your concerts to succeed, you want to make 
sure that people look forward to your announcements. Do that by making them 
short, compelling, and inviting. 
 
Tips:  
 
Sign up for an email service.  
MailChimp and ConstantContact are good and affordable. They enable you to 
import emails, names, and more so you can personalize invitations with a nice 
greeting like “Hi John,” regardless of how many names are on your list. 
 
Always test before sending to a group. 
Send the invitation to yourself and one other person for proof-reading. Did you 
forget the link? Did you get the date right? Little details are easy to mishandle, 
and no one likes to receive multiple copies of the same email due to a mistake by 
the sender.  
  
careful with host email info in sample web flyer below! 
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SAMPLE HOUSE CONCERT WEB-FLYER 

hostwiththemost@gmail.com 

mailto:hostwiththemost@gmail.com
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Create Your RSVP/Guest List 
 
Now that you’ve chosen the date, the performer, the format, the food, and sent 
out your first round of invitations, you need a system to keep track of the people 
who respond. 
 
It’s also important that they receive a prompt response in the form of a 
confirmation email, explained in the next chapter. Your guest list is an important 
planning tool, and this chapter gives you an easy way to keep it organized. 
 
Basics: 
 
Use a notepad, spreadsheet, or program to keep track of RSVPs. A few columns 
to keep track of first and last names, email addresses, number in party, and 
whether confirmation email was sent. Spreadsheets are great because they allow 
you to copy columns of information (email addresses) into the recipient line of 
your confirmation email.  
 
Consider:  
 
Be aware that 10%-30% of the people who say they will attend may not show up 
on the day of the show. In time, you’ll come up with fun adjectives to describe 
them. It’s healthy to overbook by a few seats to make up for this common 
challenge. It’s even healthier to remove repeat offenders from your invitation list.  
 
Options:  
 
Overbook 
 
Overbooking is the simplest way to offset people who RSVP and then don’t show 
up. Although you have a limited number of seats, keep in mind that people can 
sometimes comfortably sit on ottomans, staircases, and some are even 
comfortable standing for a short while. As a host, I’m usually happy to stand and 
lean on something to allow my guests to take the last seat.  
 
Waiting List  
 
If you are uneasy about over-booking (accepting more RSVPs than you can 
seat), start a waiting list and promise to contact those folks as soon as seats 
open up. You’ll also send a reminder email 2-3 days before the show to confirm 
everyone, and the people who cancel at that time may be replaced by waiting list 
people who haven’t made other plans. 
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Sidebar: I’m with the Band! 

*In the music business, venues and artists may offer key fans or industry 
people a free admission, and give those names to the door person as 
their “guest list.” This is not the same as your RSVP list, though it’s 
common for house concerts to use the names interchangeably. 
Performers can certainly make the door person aware about a spouse or 
special guest that is not expected to donate. Otherwise, everyone is 
expected to contribute. 
 

 
Tip:  
 
Sample/Printable Guest Lists available at URL….  
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Handling and Confirming Individual RSVPs 
 
There was probably a time when RSVPs meant more than they do today. There 
are so many options for entertainment now, that many people prefer to wait to 
see all their options before committing to a particular event. Your friends might 
say they “are going” to more than one event on a given night, without much 
commitment to either.  
 
As a host, managing your guest list will become easy if you can train your friends 
to RSVP early and keep their word. As your RSVPs come in, by email, voice, or 
social media, it’s important to send each person a good confirmation email that 
same day. 
 
Basics 
 
Every RSVP gets a confirmation email. 
 
Your confirmation email should: 
 

• Have a clear subject heading, like: Confirmed! 2 Seats. May 17 House 
Concert 

• Thank them for deciding to attend. 
• Briefly remind why this show is important/great. 
• Include your address and phone. 
• Include “doors open” time, and start time. Please arrive before the show 

starts. 
• Tell them there is limited space - friends they invite to join should RSVP 

soon. 
• Let them know you expect them to fill the seats you will save for them. 
• include a PS - this is a listening concert and the artist is paid by donations 

from each guest. Please bring cash, and remember that the artist will lose 
money if your seat is empty.  

 
Consider 
 

• You need an email address from everyone who tells you they want to 
attend. If they communicated via Facebook, ask for their email address so 
you can send them a confirmation. 

• Since you purposely withheld your street address in the invitation, include it 
in your confirmation email. 
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• First time guests will need to be reminded that this is a concert and that 
donations are expected.  

 
 
Options: 
 
Our host Rick C. typically has 50+ guests, and this is what he includes in his 
confirmation email when people RSVP. 
 
Here are the details: 
 
FORMAT: It’s a sit-down concert - not a party with accompanying music - so we'll 
eat first and then settle in for the performance. 
 
CONTACT: Our address is below and here's a Google map link. We're on the 
corner of Fresno Street and Roque Road; street parking is good; call if you get 
lost. 
 
START: The evening will start at 5:30 pm with our potluck dinner [yes, the flyer 
says 7 pm for the concert part]. 
 
FOOD: For the potluck you can bring whatever you're good at or would like to 
share. We'll have 50+ guests so there will be plenty of edible variety and little 
need to specify a dish. It always works out if you just bring what you like. 
 
SPECIAL DIETS:  If you have special dietary needs that might not be on a typical 
potluck table, bring and share what you can eat. If you’re bringing a favorite dish 
that might include problem ingredients for another guest with food allergies, 
would you bring a little card regarding that? I’ll have table cards that you can use, 
too. Veterans of our potlucks know well that the food tables have tremendous 
variety and nobody goes hungry. This will just allow everyone to feel comfortable 
sampling your delicious dish.  
 
DRINK: We’ll provide soft beverages, coffee and teas. You’re welcome to bring 
your favorite beer or wine to share as well as your potluck dish. 
 
MONEY: Our suggested donation is $20 per person, all of which goes to the 
musical talent. 
MUSIC: The live music performance will begin at 7 pm. There will be two 
approximately 45-minute sets with a 20-minute intermission in between. There 
will be a variety of CDs you'll be able to buy during intermission or at the end. 
 
SPACE: The concert will be outdoors on the back patio. 
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COMFORT: We have ample seating but if you prefer a special cushion for 
comfort, feel free to bring it. 
 
WARNING: Be prepared to clap your hands off! If we forgot to mention 
something important [rats!], tell us and we'll get the answer to everyone. 
 
As we always say, we're eager to open our home to independent musicians we 
might not otherwise get to see and to supportive guests, such as you. We hope 
you're looking forward to this as much as we are. - Rick C. 
 
— 
 
Create your own version of this, save it, and copy it into your confirmation emails 
for every show.  
 
Tip:  
 
Create a routine for when you receive RSVPs. 
 

• send confirmation email 
• add to guest list 

 
Repeat. 
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As the House Concert Date Approaches 
 
This chapter covers a couple of simple tasks, so we’ll take a break from the 
normal chapter format. 
 
It’s important to reconnect with your artist and your guests in the days and weeks 
before the show. This is your opportunity to spot any potential problems and fix 
them before it’s too late.  
 
Reconfirm Details with Your Performers 
 
Two weeks before the show is a good time to email your musicians, and confirm 
last minute details. Keep in mind, your show could be part of a tour with a dozen 
dates or more. It’s very easy for artists to confuse things on their agenda, and fall 
behind in communications with all their venues. An email or call from a pro-active 
host is often a welcome treat.  
 
Here are some things to go over: 
 

• What time should they arrive at your place? Give them a reasonable time 
window of at least a few hours.  

• Is your address GPS-friendly? If not, provide additional directions.  
• Are you both promoting the same date and start time? (mistakes happen!) 
• Do you have each other’s cell phones in case of last minute 

delays/emergencies? 
• Do you have a reasonable amount of guests interested in attending the 

show? 
• Does the artist have any guests coming? Will they be paying for their 

seats? 
 
What if RSVPs are not adding up as expected? 
 
If you are having trouble getting RSVPs, and sense that the artist could be 
disappointed with the turnout, let them know. This is an opportunity for you to 
brainstorm a few ideas to make the event more appealing, or to give the artist the 
option to look for other opportunities in the area. 
 
Do NOT just cancel. Most often it will be too late for the artist to re-route their 
travel plans. It’s possible that some of your guests will RSVP late, and for an 
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artist with heavy travel expenses, sometimes a low-turnout house concert is 
better than none at all. But it’s still worth having the conversation while you both 
still have time to adjust. 
 
Remind your RSVPs by email. 
 
People are busy. People are disorganized. This is your chance to save the day. 
Put on your superhost cape and get in your fortress of solitude. Turn on the 
computer - it’s time to remind everyone about that cool event they said they 
would attend.  
 
Update Your Guest List 
 
Let’s get all your names and email addresses on the same list. Who is definitely 
coming? Who is still a maybe? Have you missed any responses or confirmation 
emails? No worries, you can handle them all with your reminder email… which is 
only slightly altered from your confirmation email. 
 
Let your RSVP’d guests know that they are expected, and remind them how 
special this event will be. Tell them how much it means to you and the artist that 
they will be there. If they have doubts about attending, now is the time for them to 
tell you so that you can try to find someone else to fill their seat. You might say 
something like, “We’re so excited to have such a great artist playing in our living 
room, it’s very important we give him/her a full house.” 
 
The Powerful P.S. 
 
The last part of your reminder email is a great spot for you to add something 
new, like a link to a great video from the artist, and the reason you want to share 
it with them.  
 
 
Sample email:  
 
Subject: Reminder! We’re saving seats for you at the concert - this Thursday.  
 
Hi Friends, are we still on your calendar? We need every seat filled, so if you 
must change your plans, please let us know right away. Here are the details 
again… 
 
Thursday, May 15th 
7pm doors, 7:30pm show.  
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$15 suggested donation per person, for the artist. 
5678 Dancing Street, St. Pete, 33701 
 
Yours,  
 
Holly Hostmeyer 
 
P.S. - By the way, this artists just released a new video with a song about 
Giraffes. Such a cute song, and it’s on the kids CD he’ll have available at the 
show. Check out the video! www.YouTube.com/watch=ifihadagiraffe 
 
Tip:  
 
It’s a really great idea to (bcc) copy your artist on the reminder email. It let’s them 
know you care and that you are on top of things.
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C. Set Up for the Concert 
 
The setup for you concert should begin a few days before, to make sure that you 
don’t have too much to do at the last minute. Some great stuff to do early 
includes:  
 

• Make/print up signs 
• find a big fishbowl for donations 
• count and clean up chairs 
• check your property for trash or safety hazards. 
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Make up signs for the event 
 
A few examples: 
 

• “Suggested Donation: $10-15 per person” 
• “Additional bathroom downstairs” 
• “Don’t let the cat out.” 
• For the front door... “Please come in quietly if the show has already 

started.” 
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The Green Room 
 
Artists enjoy having a secluded place to warm-up and relax before the show. If 
you don’t have a dedicated guest bedroom for them, try to find a space 
(basement, office, etc) where they can have some uninterrupted time alone for 
an hour or so. It really helps artists perform at their best if they don’t have to be 
constantly in “mingle-mode” for the entire visit. 
 
Your performers will also appreciate a pitcher or a few bottles of water, and an 
available light snack could hold them over until the potluck. Tea and coffee are 
good to have on hand as well. Some hosts really enjoy making dinner for the 
artist, but it’s good to remember that their schedules are prone to delays, so it’s 
best to make something that can keep till after the show if necessary. Artists are 
notorious for food allergies and dietary restrictions - so always check before 
cooking something special for them.  
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Property, and your property:  
 
Valuables 
Although you’ll be acquainted with most of the people who attend, it’s still good to 
take a few precautions. Valuables and breakables should be stowed, and safety 
hazards addressed.  
 
Exterior and Interior 
Check outdoors one more time to make sure things are clear and safe. You get 
the idea. 
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Food and Beverage 
 
If you are providing snacks and beverages for your guests, you’ll want to have 
that set up ahead of time. Make it easy for people to serve themselves. Mind the 
alcohol though, if it’s part of your event. This responsibility is a great thing to 
share with a trusted volunteer, especially your door person if you have one.  
 

[pot luck image]
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Setting up the Performance Room 
 
Key points: 
 

• Leave enough room for the performer (and sound speakers if needed!) 
• Make sure there’s an aisle 
• Use the shortest chairs down front, taller chairs and barstools in the back. 
• Face all chairs toward the performer. 
• Aim some light toward the performer, and have the rest of the room a bit 

darker. An adjustable desk-lamp on the mantle, or a clamp-on light from 
Home Depot can do wonders. We have examples of nice lights at the end 
of the guide. 

 
 
Performer Space 
 
A solo act will typically need a space of 4’ deep x 6’ wide to be comfortable and 
not cramped by their equipment. A duo would add a bit more to that. If you aren’t 
sure about your space, ask your performer what they’ll need. They can usually 
adjust to your circumstances, but it’s best to check.  
 
Merchandise Table 
 
Make sure the artist has a nice table in a high traffic area for their CDs and other 
merchandise. Keep the merchandise table separate from donations if you can. 
Otherwise the money will get intermingled and it will be hard to know if the door 
donations meet your expectations. 
 
Reception/Door Setup 
 
This is where you or a volunteer greet the guests, and invite them to cross their 
names off the guest list and make their suggested donation. Have your RSVP list 
handy, and have the large donations jar/hat on a table near the door where they 
can’t miss it.  
 
“Hi Pete, Hi Sally, 
welcome. If you’ll step over here and take care of the donation right away that 
would be great. Then scratch your name off the guest list and help yourself to the 
refreshments…” 
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Temperature! 
 
Your house or apartment will heat up quickly as guests arrive, and once heated it 
can be very challenging to bring the temperature back down. We recommend 
lowering your thermostat by three to 10 degrees depending on the space and 
number of people. This should be done at least an hour before show time. 
 
Depending on outside temp.. we have dropped by 10 degrees for a full house of 
40+ temp increases by 8 degrees by end of 1st set.. comfort is paramount with 
us! - Rufus Smith
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———————- 
D. Showtime!  
 
This is the moment you’ve been planning for. Old and new friends have gathered 
for a wonderful night of music. So far, you’ve played several roles - planner, 
promoter, and more. Now it’s time to live up to your title. Get ready to host! 
 
If you’ve followed our suggestions, this part will be easy and enjoyable. After a 
few easy tasks, you’ll be able to relax and let the performers take charge for a 
while.  
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Announcements 
 
Imagine. As the host, you are trying to get the show started. The performer is at 
your side, waiting patiently. You ask the attendees to take their seats and several 
people realize they need to use the restroom. Three of them head down the 
hallway, and a few decide to sit, knowing they’ll be uncomfortable before the set 
is over.  
 
You now have two bad choices - you can stall and make the audience wait for 
the three bladders, or you can start the show with the knowledge that the 
performer’s first few songs will be disrupted when the last guests take their seats. 
 
A few well-timed announcements could have prevented this situation! 
 
Basics: 
 
Here are a couple of examples you can work with. 
 
Fifteen minutes before the show start 
 
“Hi everyone. In about 10 minutes we’ll need to have everyone seated before the 
concert starts. If you want to use the restroom, or refill your drink, please do that 
in the next few minutes.” 
 
Five minutes before the show 
 
“O.K. everyone, please find a seat as we’re about to start the show. I want to 
thank all of you for coming, it’s going to be a great night. The first set will be 
about 40 minutes, and then you’ll have a break to stretch your legs, use the 
restroom or get a refill. Please help us keep distractions to a minimum. Silence 
your phones, and get comfortable.” 
 
This is usually followed by your introduction of the artist, covered in the next 
section. 
 
Options:  
 
During the break 
 
If the artist is playing two sets, you’ll need to repeat your first announcement 
again. “In about 10 minutes… 
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Tip:  
 
Seed the Front Row. As people arrive (or ahead of time) pull a few of your 
friends aside and ask them to take seats in the front row when the time comes. 
Unless the artist is well-known, new audience members have a tendency to 
select seats like they are entering algebra class. Have a few “good students” set 
the example early. 
 
Please, no empty seats in the front row! It shouldn’t look like people don’t want to 
sit near the performer. Up close and personal it one of best aspects of house 
concerts… make sure your friends experience it.  
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Introduce the Artist 
 
It would be impolite not to introduce your artist to your guests. However, there is 
no penalty for being brief.  
 
“Hi Everyone, thanks so much for joining us at our (first?) house concert. Tonight 
we’re pleased to bring you, all the way from St. Petersburg, Florida, Fran 
Snyder!” 
 
Hopefully, you won’t have to goad them for applause. 
 
Basics: 
 
Your artist introduction should: 
 

• be in order - finish all other announcements before the introduction. 
• be brief - not hurried, but succinct. Get to the music. 
• be complimentary - you don’t have to list all their accolades, but you can 

mention how much you like their most recent album, or previous 
performances you’ve seen. 

• be upbeat - take a deep breath, smile, and set the tone for a nice evening. 
 
Options: 
 

• Delegate the Intro/Announcements. Even if you are comfortable as a 
public speaker (OK - it’s a living room), this is a great way to get one of your 
guests involved. If you sense that one of your friends would be good at (or 
even enjoy) the role of announcer – delegate! Give them some scripted 
lines so they are prepared, and share the spotlight. Choose someone with a 
strong and clear voice, who can speak with some authority and a friendly 
vibe. 

• Artist-written intros. Some artists make it very easy by providing an intro 
card you can read from. In return, do them the favor of reading it a few 
times before taking the stage. Familiarity will allow you read with more 
enthusiasm. 

 
Tip: 
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Announcements can help you stall as the last few people settle in. But wait until 
they are quiet before you introduce your artist. Make them uncomfortable with 
your silence if you have to, then smile. “Tonight’s performer…” 
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During the Break 
 
Breaks should be 10-20 minutes long. Extended breaks can lead to people 
making early exits. However, if the artist is still selling CDs after 20 minutes, you 
can give them a little more time.  
 
Encourage CD Sales and Mailing List Signatures 
 
Artists can sometimes sell as much merchandise during the break as they do at 
the end of the show. Encourage this, nurture it if you can. Have a Sharpie on 
hand for the musician to autograph CDs. (It’s the artist’s job to have their 
merchandise stuff in order, but it’s an easy way for you to save the day. Traveling 
musicians are prone to losing stuff on the road.) 
 
Get the Second Set Started 
 
After 15 minutes, dim the lights and make the announcements to get people back 
in their seats. The larger the crowd, the longer it takes to get everyone reseated. 
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——————— 
E. After the Show 
 
Wow! You’re over the moon. Your guests are thrilled. The artist is wiping the 
sweat from his brow. But your work is not done. Hang in there for a few more 
tasks. 
 
Closing Announcements  
 
At this point, you have made plenty of announcements. Keep your closing 
statements, if any, brief. Try to keep the focus on the artist to encourage more 
sales. 
 
Alcohol and Goodbyes 
 
If you had alcohol at your event, this is your last chance to spot guests who’ve 
had too much. This is not a problem unique to house concerts, but it’s worth 
mentioning. 
 
As your friends tell you they had a wonderful time, see if you can muster up your 
best “Aw shucks.” Encourage them to sign your guest list if they didn’t get invited 
directly from your emails, e.g. guests of guests. Follow up with a thank you email, 
promote the next show, and even ask for new volunteers! 
 
Counting the Money 
 
Technically, the money should pass directly from your guests to the artists. But 
we encourage hosts to be aware of how successful they are at collecting an 
appropriate amount of money. It’s customary to check with the artist ahead of 
time to let them know you like to make sure the donations are acceptable. If they 
are uncomfortable with you counting while they are packing up, you can offer to 
count together after the guests are gone, or have them tell you the totals after 
they count.   
 
Post Show Etiquette 
 
Artists will often be hungry after the show, so hopefully you’ve worked out a plan 
for this ahead of time, whether it’s a separate snack or a plate pulled from the 
potluck earlier in the evening.  
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Your musicians may be tired after a long day of travel, a concert, and an hour or 
more of schmoozing with you and your guests. Be aware that they might be too 
polite to say so. Many performers enjoy an after show drink and some social time 
with their hosts, just remember that a good night’s sleep might sometimes be 
preferable.  
 
Overnight Guests 
 
If your performers are staying overnight, it’s especially important to be self-aware 
and sensitive to their needs. Most artists are gracious, but when you spend a lot 
of time as a guest in people’s homes, you tend to cherish moments of privacy. 
After most of your guests have gone, ask your musicians how they are feeling - 
do they need to wrap things up or do they plan to hang out for a while? You have 
your own needs, of course, and an artist will not think you’re rude if you need to 
turn in early as well. It’s an easy conversation to have. 
 
Before the goodnights, bring up any overnight concerns (temperature, locks, 
alarms, pets, etc.). It’s good to have a sense of when they plan to wake, and 
whether or not they appreciate tea or coffee before they hit the road. Some hosts 
really shine for their hospitality as well as their ability to gather an audience.  
 
Sometimes, in the middle of a rough tour, after a few tough shows, an artist can 
start to wonder if miles and effort are worth it. It’s at these moments when the 
right host can make you feel not just comfortable, but valued. 
 
Artist quote?
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Follow Up Email 
 
Important cultural events deserve a recap! Your guests also deserve a thank you 
and maybe even a preview of the next show. Don’t miss the opportunity to 
remind your friends what a great experience they had, and to make them look 
forward to the next one.  
 
You might include: 
 

• a picture or link to pictures. 
• story or compliment from the artist 
• items left behind (clothing/dishware) 
• details of your next show.  

 
You can also ask for feedback. Ask them:  
 

• if they took any great pics they want to share 
• what was their favorite aspect of the concert 
• what would they suggest to improve your events 

 
Make your attendees feel like they are part of your series. They will return more 
often and bring friends. 
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House Concert Checklist 
 
Booking Details 
 

• Are there other house concerts or events that compete with your chosen 
date? Sports playoffs, music festivals, birthdays, holidays, spring breaks, 
etc. 

• Format - one set or two, what is best for this artist/act and your schedule? 
• Suggested donation, lodging, meal, guarantee, cancelation - all terms 

agreed? 
 
Artist/Agent communications 
 

• Confirmation Email sent? Address, Numbers, Arrival Time Window, 
Lodging, Pets, etc. 

• Optional Info to Include 
• Local resources: noteworthy nearby restaurants, grocery and music stores 
• Regional resources: music venues/contacts that might help them find other 

concerts. 
 
Invitations 
 

• Use date and day (Sunday March 12), choose time to open doors and show 
time. 

• Food and beverage… basic plan and suggestion for invitees. 
• Webflyer and email look great? Spell check? test send and proofread twice. 

(resources?) 
• Mailing list updated? (Bounced emails and notes from last time?) 

 
Volunteers and backup plans 
 

• Do you have at least one volunteer to help with the door, setup, 
food/beverage, etc, so that you can be a gracious host? 

• Do you have a plan for what to do if the weather goes bad or if you get 
horrendously ill? 
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Promoting 
 

• Update and increase mailing list 
• Schedule invitation emails… 4 weeks, 2 weeks, 1 week. 
• Send confirmation emails with address as guests RSVP. 
• Send 3 day reminder to RSVP list. 
• Waiting list needed? 
• Additional efforts if needed to fill room.  

 
Setting Up: Day(s) Before 
 

• Basic cleaning inside and out… think safety and visibility from the road.  
• Print signage (donation, entry, food, etc.) 
• Confirm artist arrival time, dinner plans, sound system, extension cord? 

 
Setting Up: Day of Show 
 

• Spruce up cleaning if necessary. 
• Donations Jar with Sign 
• Guest List Printed 
• Green room  
• Concert room 
• Merch Table 
• Kitchen/Food area 
• Keep back row handy but not set up (or reserved) 

 
Artist Arrival 
 

• Where to load in, park, put merch and gear? 
• Where to relax and warm up? 
• Snacks or beverages? Dinner plan? 
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• Outlets/extension available? 
• Expectations of access - is artist expected to mingle before the show? 

(some like this, some don’t, timing is also issue) 
 
Guest arrival 
 

• Volunteer/greeter in place 
• Turn on outside lights if it will get dark before the show ends.  
• Encourage folks to pick their seats, especially down front. 

 
Show start 
 

• Give 5-10 minute warning for everyone to use restrooms and find their 
seats.  

• Take the stage and welcome folks.  
• Make short announcements.  
• Describe format… encourage folks to stay in their seats during the show. 

Try to wait for a break or the end of the show.  
• Introduce artist. Short, warm, personal.  

 
Break 
 

• Praise artist, encourage CD/merch purchases. 
• Remind about suggested donations if any were missed.  
• Check restrooms if possible.  
• Give 5 minute warning 
• Announce beginning of next set. Please welcome back…name! 

 
End 
 

• Rave about show.  
• Encourage CD sales 
• Check for over-drinkers 
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• Settle up with artist money… donations on-target? 
 
Follow Up 
 
Thank you email, ask for feedback, promote next show.
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——————— 
Short Section! 
Legal Issues and Risk Avoidance 
(risks and legalities?) 
 
 
 
Important: You should consult with a local attorney for specific legal advice. 
There is very little case law on house concerts, and zoning, permits and laws 
vary from city to city.  
 
Guidelines from ConcertsInYourHome are based on 10+ years of experience. 
We encourage hosts to keep their events private. The following chapters will help 
you keep your events safe and fun as well. 
 
We’ll cover: 
 

• Contracts 
• Suggested Donations vs Tickets/Admission Charge 
• Zoning 
• Parking 
• Noise 
• Alcohol 
• Insurance 
• Handicap Accessibility 
• Performing Rights Organizations (PROs) 
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Avoiding Contracts 
 
Artists and agents, as they get more established, find it increasingly worthwhile to 
have signed contracts to protect their income and to develop standard 
expectations while on the road. Venues are accustomed to contracts, which often 
include a “rider” that spells out what the act expects on stage (tech rider) as well 
as accommodations - lodging, food, transportation and more. These riders can 
be a single-page, but are often 3-5 pages for a small act, and hundreds of pages 
for rock stars playing stadium shows.  
 
House concerts rarely involve contracts. As you might expect, contracts and 
riders could prove intimidating for a house concert host, who is not running a 
business, but stepping up as a volunteer promoter. In addition, there are 
important reasons to avoid contracts for house concerts. 
 
If the host signs a contract, it suggests the host is involved in the commercial 
aspect of the activity, instead of inviting friends over and allowing the artist to 
collect donations. Local zoning boards, insurance companies, the IRS, and other 
officials could take issue with a commercial activity in the home.  
 
As covered in our chapter “Confirming the Show,” house concert details are best 
handled by email, which makes for a sufficient digital handshake. It is important 
to clearly state the expectations of the host and the artist/agent. 
 
Here is what we tell our hosts at ConcertsInYourHome 
 

• never sign anything that makes you uncomfortable 
• never agree to deliver something you “hope” you can make happen 
• only agree to a “guarantee” you can cover without missing a car payment 

 
One of our European hosts emailed because she had just received a contract 
from a booking agent. She hadn't seen that before, and wanted advice. There is 
a chapter on this in the upcoming book, but what do you think of my response? 
"We do not recommend contracts for house concerts, but it is not unusual for 
agents to ask for them. My recommendation: 
 

1. I would say "I don't sign contracts because I am a volunteer host, not a 
business. However, I agree to do my best for [artist] according to the 
emails we have exchanged." 

2. If you are comfortable offering a guarantee (amount is up to you), I would 
also say "I do understand you are looking out for your artist, and that there 
are travel expenses. I can guarantee €100 in donations for this booking - if 
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the collected donations are below €100, I will make up the difference to 
reach the minimum guarantee." [You can guarantee less or more, the 
amount is up to you. Donations/guarantees are not affected by 
merchandise sales.] 

3. If you like, instead of a contract, it is nice to make a summary email that 
describes the responsibilities of each person. It can look like a contract, 
but does not require signatures. 

 
Don't sign anything that makes you uncomfortable.  
 
Are contracts evil? Are they enforceable? Will someone get sued?  
(No. Maybe. Probably not.) 
 
 
House concerts are a personal experience, and these events can cross a lot of 
territory that wouldn’t ordinarily happen with a traditional venue. If you have 5 
roosters in the backyard that start crowing at 4:30am - you’ll want to bring that 
up, and it wouldn’t hurt to have a reliable tool to remind you. 
 
In this spirit, it is helpful for hosts to have a checklist or fact sheet they can offer 
to the performers. Skip the signatures and have a simple email like this ready to 
go when you book an artist for a house concert 
 
If we had to make a house concert contract, it might look something like the next 
page.  

http://www.concertsinyourhome.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2008/08/rooster.jpg
http://www.concertsinyourhome.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2008/08/rooster.jpg
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The House Concert “Nontract” 
 
Artist Name: ________________      Agent/Solvent (if any)_____________________ 
Host with the Most Name:______________________ 
Both partiers, artist and host, make this agreement in order to create a fantastic, fun time, and to 
make sure they are aware of their responsibility doodads to make that happen. 
________ is the date the house concert will take place 
________ is the time the show will start 
between ______ and _______ is the time the artist should arrive 
the artist will perform ____ minutes, take a break, and then play ____ minutes more - give or 
take a few. 
 
 
Artist (initial all that apply) 
__ will show up on time, sober, friendly, and ready to entertain. 
__ will remain at least as sober as the host. 
__ is comfortable with house hold pets, except _______ and tarantulas. 
__ will be friendly to the audience/hosts/guests, but may require some alone time and space 
before the start of the show. 
__ will respect the home, and not leave wet towels on hardwood floors. 
__ will honor the smoking policy, and does/does not need a convenient place to shoot up. 
__ is comfortable with the host’s requirement of a show that would not be rated more than 
G/PG/R/X in content. 
 
Host (initial all that apply) 
__ have food for the artist, most likely _______ 
__ have a bed or room for the artist’s to stay the night. Bed will be free of teddy bears. 
__ provide an obvious, marked container for guests to place the suggested donation (e.g. 
suggested donation: $15) 
__ will/will not allow children to attend. Teenagers untethered to iPhones may attend.  
 
Both parties are aware that brown stuff can hit the fan. That said, both artist and host will do 
their utmost to uphold this agreement. If the event must be cancelled, both parties will be as 
accommodating as possible, by doing things like adapting, re-scheduling, buying a few CDs, 
sending chocolates or whatever it is that a kind person would do. Artist will be aware that the 
host may have put a lot of time and effort into promoting the show, and the host will remember 
that an artist may have significant travel expenses as a result of the booking. 
 
This agreement should not be entered into lightly. Therefore, we put on our serious faces and 
sign below. 
______________ 
artist 
______________ 
host 
 
Each party (and the NSA) will keep this for reference.

http://www.concertsinyourhome.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2008/08/treehouse.jpg
http://www.concertsinyourhome.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2008/08/treehouse.jpg
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Suggested Donations 
 
The standard for house concerts is a “suggested donation,” and the reason for 
that is the protection of the host. 
 
Zoning regulations vary by location, and a suggested donation does not mean 
you can’t be challenged by various authorities for your house concert activity. 
The larger your shows are, the more at risk you place yourself for this kind of 
exposure. What is clear, however, is that “selling tickets” or “charging admission” 
breaks the zoning rules of most residential areas, and that kind of language 
would almost certainly void the terms of your homeowner’s insurance policy. 
 
Tens of thousands of house concerts happen every year without incident. That 
said, we have to advocate for the safest practices. Your house concerts can 
become a liability if they stretch the bounds of what can be called a private party 
in your home. If you want to “sell tickets” or “charge admission,” you’ll need to 
consider getting a business license, zoning approval, and more. 
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Zoning, Parking, and Noise 
 
Keep your neighbors happy.  
 
It is rare for house concerts to cause problems with city or community officials. 
The ones that do are typically large (40+ people) and frequent (12+ per year.) 
Sometimes the host already has a bad relationship with a neighbor, and the 
concerts provide an easy target for complaints. 
 
All it takes is one irritated neighbor to challenge your fun and rewarding hobby. 
 
That neighbor might accuse you of (whether it’s true or not): 
 

• running a business in your home 
• obstructing the street with too many cars 
• violating noise ordinances (especially if you have events outside) 
• having too much fun 

 
No matter how outlandish the claim, it could be more trouble than it’s worth to 
deal with city officials who are willing to deny your right of free assembly in order 
to appease a complaining neighbor. Keep your neighbors happy, and consider 
co-hosting with another homeowner if you start having a lot of house concerts. 
 
Zoning 
 
House concerts should be promoted as private gatherings in order to better 
comply with local, state and federal laws. Homeowners Associations might also 
create restrictions and neighborhood oversight. Don’t let someone make a case 
that your house concerts are public events. It will be easy to challenge your 
concerts if you advertise in local papers, community radio stations, and public 
billboards. 
 
Fire Codes 
 
Private homes don’t have occupancy maximums to limit the number of people in 
your home, but it’s up to you to keep things reasonable and safe. If there was a 
fire during your concert, could everyone get out safely? Is there a fire 
extinguisher nearby? 
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Parking 
 
In terms of keeping your neighbors happy, parking is the most common issue 
that brings complaints. If you routinely attract dozens of cars, you’ll need to make 
sure that your neighbors are happy. Blocked driveways and scarce parking can 
quickly irritate them. Advise your guests where to park if necessary, and ask 
neighbors to donate their driveway if they are attending the show! 
 
Noise 
 
Noise is rarely a problem for indoor house concerts, since the music tends to be 
acoustic or lightly amplified. Garden or backyard concerts require a bit more 
sound, which can be pleasant or annoying for your neighbors. If you are putting 
on outdoor shows with full bands you will increase your risk of irritated neighbors. 
Reach out to them before you schedule the show - tell them about the show, the 
timing, your desire to make sure the neighbors are happy, and invite them! 
 
Remember, it’s not just the noise inside. Chatty guests who linger on the street 
after the show can also irritate a sensitive neighbor.  
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Alcohol 
 
At ConcertsInYourHome, we cannot encourage having alcohol at your events, 
even though many hosts manage it just fine. It takes extra care, food, and 
attention. If you choose to provide or allow alcohol, be sure to invite friends that 
tend to be the responsible type. 
 
Be aware that alcohol will increase your liability risks, just as it would with any 
party/event in your home. The number of people drinking is also a risk factor, so 
give serious thought to minimizing alcohol if you have larger events.  
 
Selling alcohol without a permit is against the law in most countries, so make 
sure that none of the donations are associated with alcohol. In some cases, 
charities can do this, but we don’t recommend it, as it takes away from cash that 
could be spent on your artist’s merchandise. 
 
Behavior Issues 
 
Although we discuss the legal risks of alcohol, the most common problem is 
annoying behavior - the exact behavior that we try to avoid by going to house 
concerts instead of clubs and bars.  
 
House concerts are popular and heavenly because of the bond created between 
the artist and audience. Unruly guests who can’t stop talking or drawing attention 
to themselves can break that bond.  
 
That said, many hosts are comfortable offering beer and wine to friends, and 
allowing guests to bring a bottle. Do what feels safe and right for you and your 
friends.  
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Insurance 
 
We recommend the purchase of an umbrella policy if you frequently have events 
(of any kind) in your home. This increases your liability coverage for accidents 
(slip and fall, etc.), and the additional cost can be reasonable if you already have 
high coverage limits.  
 
Remember, a typical homeowner’s insurance policy is unlikely to cover you for 
events that are public or commercial in nature. Check with your insurance agent 
about what is or is not covered by your policy. 
 
For larger backyard events, you might also ask your agent about single-event 
coverage.  
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Handicap Access 
 
Since your house concert is a private party, you have no legal obligation to 
provide accessibility for handicapped persons. That said, you should be aware of 
the challenges your property could pose for elderly or challenged guests. If your 
driveway is unusually steep, or your staircase unusually narrow, these are things 
to keep in mind when inviting people to your home. 
 
If your space is unsuitable for guests with physical challenges, it’s good to make 
that clear in your invitations and communications. For example, if your apartment 
is four flights up and there is no elevator, that may be too big a challenge for 
some people. 
 
At minimum, make sure the entry and exit are clearly lit. House concerts are 
usually setup before sunset, so it is easy for hosts to overlook outside lighting 
while setting up for the show.  
 
 
Sidebar: Extending life and love through music. 
 
At ConcertsInYourHome, we’ve seen house concerts embraced by couples 
where one partner has become disabled. It becomes difficult for one of them to 
leave the house, and live music becomes a challenging thing to enjoy. The 
healthy and inspired partner brings the music and the community into their home. 
It’s a lovely way for a couple to stay connected to their friends - through the 
intimate musical experience they love.  
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Performing Rights Organizations 
 
In the United States*, private house concerts should not pay these organizations.  
 
In all developed countries, there are organizations that collect money (from 
venues radio, and other music users) for the public performance of music, and 
then distribute those moneys to the songwriters and publishers that own the 
rights to the songs performed. The United States is the only country that has 
three of them (ASCAP, BMI and SESAC). All other countries have one: Canada 
(SOCAN), United Kingdom (PRS), etc. 
 
Despite the fact that house concerts are private (not public) performances, a few  
popular and very active house concert presenters have been asked by these 
organizations to pay a licensing fee. Unfortunately, some hosts promote their 
events publicly by hanging posters in public spaces, distributing flyers, and even 
advertising in print and radio. These tactics can increase your chance of being 
approached for licensing fees.  
 
We recommend that you NOT put your address or phone number on any public 
materials, including websites and social media. Require all people to connect 
with you (at least by email) before you offer an invitation and details. You don’t 
want unexpected strangers showing up at your door the day of the show. 
 
Again, house concerts take place in a home and by invitation only. That should 
exclude them from laws about public performances. We’ll cover this in greater 
detail in a later chapter. 
 
 
* You can search online for the copyright laws and PRO rules in your own 
country. I know, ugh. But they are likely to be similar.  
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——————— 
F. More ideas, perspectives, and tricks to build a 
great house concert series.  
 
 
In the previous sections, to allow you to quickly get up to speed on all the basic 
concepts, we avoided some interesting details that can make your house 
concerts more special and fun.  
 
In the following chapters, we’ll explore the nuances that can take a house concert 
series from good to great. 
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Instant Success with Small Events 
 
Perhaps you’re a brand new host and you want to find quick success despite your 
inexperience. In the next few weeks or months, you want to book an outstanding artist 
and build some buzz that creates a sustained, well-attended house concert series for 
months or years to come.  
 
Or perhaps you’re an experienced host looking for a break from larger events or maybe 
you want to offer a few easy events in addition to regular house concerts. Exclusive 
events like TenTen Concerts are also a great way to reward your most dedicated 
attendees. 
 
Confirmed guests are crucial with small events.  
 
Intentionally small events have less room for error. If you have 12 RSVPs and 5 of them 
fail to attend, you are likely to disappoint your artist, and the show will likely suffer from 
it. Make sure your reminder email is sent to all your guests, and that you aren’t relying 
on people who have proved to be unreliable in the past! Reminder messages are part of 
any concert format - but failure to do it has greater consequences with small shows.  
 
 
In actuality, one-set house concerts allow you to succeed by setting achievable 
attendance goals. With websites like ConcertsInYourHome, it is easy to find talented 
touring musicians who appreciate a small audience when coupled with the perks of a 
house concert in a convenient city. 
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Build an Audience, Not a Crowd 
 
What should a host do to gather a respectful and attentive audience for a house 
concert? 
 
As a house concert host, it is your responsibility to educate your invitees. This is 
especially true for your first events, when you haven’t yet built a core audience 
that will set the right example at every show. 
 
Accomplish this, and your new attendees will behave like an audience. 
Remember, you’ll ask them to bring a spouse or some friends, so be clear and 
consistent to help them explain it to others. At CIYH, the web-flyers have an 
embedded “You’re Invited to a House Concert” video. Use these web-flyers to 
clearly communicate what’s expected of your audience. 
 
Basics: 
 
Set the right expectations with the first email. Reinforce the “this is a concert” 
message with every conversation and every invitation. It should be part of the 
show’s introduction. It’s a CONCERT. Emphasize the word. Don’t let anyone get 
the impression that it’s simply a party with music. 
 
Every communication emphasizes “concert.” That includes your: 
 

• Invitation Emails 
• Web-flyers 
• Conversations by phone or online 
• Confirmation Emails 
• Introduction of the artist at the show 

 
Consider: 
 
Even the most seasoned performers can lose their spark when they have to work 
to get the crowd’s attention. Instead of playing music, being warm and 
comfortable, they start spotting audience problems and plotting solutions, and 
this lovely experience we call music starts to look and feel like a job. 
 
If that job necessitates announcements for people to shut up and be respectful, 
no one wins. The artist will not sell as many CDs, and your audience will have 
missed the opportunity for a truly inspiring experience. Some may not come back 
next time. 
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Tip:  
 
During your introduction, quickly explain the format of the show.  
 
“Tonight we’ll have two sets of about forty minutes. If you can, please avoid 
getting up and moving around during the performance, unless it’s a dance 
number. You’ll be able to use the restroom and grab another drink during the 
break.” 
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Promoting Your House Concerts to People You 
Don’t Know 
 
At ConcertsInYourHome we advocate for the safest practices, to protect the host 
and everyone in their home. The safest audience is a small one, attended by 
people you know.  
 
However, a small concert may run contrary to your attendance goals. Below I’ll 
describe the ways we’ve found to safely grow your audience. Use these 
strategies to expand your mailing list – one that is full of people you trust to treat 
your home and your artists with respect. 
 
The key is getting introductions. Types of introductions that hosts tend to explore 
include: 
 

• Friends of friends 
• Social media (Facebook, Twitter, Nextdoor, etc.) 
• Fans of the Artists 

 
We’ll cover each of these. But first, a reminder. 
 
Important: Private vs. Public Events 
 
For your safety, do not treat your home like a public venue. Public venues need: 
 
• Business insurance 
• Zoning permits 
• Performing rights licenses 
 
As a house concert host, you’ll invite friends, neighbors, co-workers, friends of 
friends… everyone in your home should have connected with you before the 
show. You’ll create a mailing list with these people, and expand the list with 
people you meet in person or online. For every show, you’ll make an RSVP list, 
which you will keep at the door for when your guests arrive. 
 
These are the basics keeping your events private.  
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Start with friends 
 
• Create a mailing list of everyone you know 
• Encourage them to bring friends to your events, and invite these new friends to 

join your mailing list. 
• Be social in person and online and talk to people about your house concerts, 

get their email addresses if they’d like an invitation. 
 
Now let’s cover how to safely promote your shows to people you haven’t met yet. 
This applies to social media, websites, and even how you should limit promotion 
by your performers. 
 
Have social exchanges before inviting them to a show: 
 
Yes, you should actually meet people, even if it’s not in person. This requires 
more than sending your address to someone who contacts you. Here are a few 
suggestions for creating a conversations that grow your mailing list.  
 

• Email – not just “here’s the address” but “what do you do?” and “have you 
been to a house concert before?” and “what are some of your favorite 
acts?” 

• Facebook friendship: you can learn a lot about someone this way, and 
maybe even create genuine friendships. 
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• Other concerts - invite them to a public concert you plan to attend. 
• Networking group – most social groups you belong to are a good source of 

people you can introduce to your house concerts. 
• Introductions by friends – encourage your friends to talk about your 

concerts. 
 
 
Facebook and Social Media 
 
Let’s cover a few principles, as they pertain to Facebook, and you can use the 
same logic to make your best judgement about other social media. 
 
Key principle: 
 
Social media can be public OR private, based on the website you use and how 
you use them. For example: 
 
As of October 2016, you can set your Facebook profile in several ways: 
 

• Public (anyone off or on Facebook can see it) 
• Friends (only your Facebook friends can see it) 
• Only Me (like a personal scrapbook) 
• Custom 

 
Even individual posts and Facebook events can have their own privacy settings, 
so it’s a matter of choosing the best option for you. The important thing is to not 
choose “public” when promoting a private event. 
 
Meetup.com, Next Door App and more 
 
Whatever social media and apps that you use to grow your personal network, the 
same principles apply. Make use of privacy settings so you can have a social 
exchange before inviting new people into your home. 
 
ConcertsInYourHome.com (CIYH) and 
ListeningRoomNetwork.com (LRN) 
 
A great way to meet like-minded people is to find other hosts and listening rooms 
in your region, and attend their concerts. CIYH and LRN can help you find and 
make those connections in person or online. 

http://concertsinyourhome.com/
http://listeningroomnetwork.com/
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Can Performers Promote the Show and Fill Seats? 
 
Performers are public figures, so their websites and email lists are for public 
promotion. If your concert is listed on their website, it can be considered a public 
event. [We’ve seen a house concert shut down for this by a local government in 
California. Officials claimed it was a public event because it was listed on the 
artist’s website, with the host’s email address. Many artists/agents are unaware 
of this and they will list your info on their website unless you tell them not to.] 
 
Hosts find it tempting to encourage artists to help fill seats. Artists are often 
happy to help (if they can) by emailing their fans in the area, because that can 
create a bigger show and increase donations. The challenge is they don’t 
personally know most people on their list, and inviting unknown fans to your 
home poses TWO types of risks – 1. making your event public, and 2. having 
complete strangers in your home. 
 
It’s important to take a sober look at the risks you take when you have any 
gathering in your home. People can damage items, steal, or even fall and hurt 
themselves. These problems are rare and could even be trivial. But there is 
always a chance it could be serious. That’s why we advocate for the safest 
practices, and encourage you to personally connect (online, by phone, or even in 
person) with people before you invite to your home. 
 
Can performers help at all? 
 
Here’s what we recommend: 
 
If the artist wants to list your house concert on their website, tell them to list it like 

this: 
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Notice that the host’s email address, phone number, or street address are not 
publicly listed. The reader would have to use the email form on the artist website 
to ask for an introduction. 
 
Now, the artist can vet (approve) the fan and introduce them to you, the host, like 
this:  [check Facebook link in email… update] 

 
 
Of course, the decision to invite Ben is up to you. Friending him on Facebook or 
exchanging a few emails begins a relationship that takes it beyond “someone 
who just asked if they could come.” You’ve been introduced (by the band) and 
you’ve communicated, and you’ve added them to your RSVP list. 
 
Again, there’s no case law on this, but doesn’t this sound safer than having 
musicians invite every bar patron they’ve played for? 
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How to Build an Audience for Your House 
Concert Series: Cheat 
 
Book great artists every time. No favors! 
 
Don’t assume that every talented artist has the personality and rapport necessary 
to connect with a house concert audience. Some artists are not comfortable 
being so close to the audience. If you book artists that put on remarkable 
concerts, your friends will trust your series as a good investment of their time and 
money. 
 
Do your homework. Watch their YouTube videos, get testimonials from other 
hosts, see the artists play live if possible.  
 
Fight the temptation to book an artist that you aren’t thrilled about. If you feel like 
you owe them a favor, offer go see them play somewhere else if they get a local 
show. You should never host someone you are not genuinely excited about 
presenting to your friends.  
 
Cheat:  
Check CIYH for artists who’ve been recommended by experienced hosts. 
 
Book artists who have friends in your area. 
 
Even a modest following could turn up a handful of guests that make the 
difference between “mostly empty” and “mostly full.” Small localities can have 
some prime talent, but you should especially look out for regional and national 
acts that tour your area regularly. Many times they love the town, but can't get 
enough shows in the area to make the trip financially possible. 
 
Cheat: Try locals as an opening act (3 songs) if they convince you they’ll bring in 
at least 5 friends. Most house concerts do not use openers because they tend to 
stretch the event too long and detract from CD sales of the main act. Wait until 
you’ve hosted a few events before trying this. 
 
Keep track. 
 
Create your own email list form and make sure everyone sees it during each 
event. Hosts and artists will tell you that building an email list is one of the key 
factors in building an audience. 
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Cheat:  
Use the fun mailing list form at the end of this booklet.[…] 
 
The phone as a secret weapon. 
 
There’s a certain number of people that don’t respond reliably to emails. It can be 
worth noting who they are, and coming up with different ways of reaching out to 
them.  
 
Texting can be a good way to remind people, but it’s not as compelling as the 
human voice. If you communicate well by phone, there is nothing more 
convincing than a personal invitation.  
 
“Did you get my email? This concert we are having in two weeks is going to be 
amazing… are you planning to join us? I sent you an email with details, so let me 
know if I need to resend you the info. I’d really like for you to experience this 
show. Can you let me know tomorrow so I can save a few seats for you?” 
 
Use your phone, reconnect with friends personally. Ask them how they are doing 
and actually listen to their answer if they feel like talking. Don’t rush to the invite, 
but get there, and smile as you speak. Your friendships can be enhanced with 
your house concert hobby, so scroll through that address book and see who 
you’ve been missing! 
 
Cheat:  
 
Make a list of local people you miss talking to. Make a call. You get to rebuild or 
enhance friendships at the same time as you promote your house concerts. 
 
Don’t be shy, be silly! 
 
Wear a shirt or hat or pin (in public) that encourages you to talk about your series 
when people ask questions. If you aren’t a “natural” at promoting, admit it, and 
compensate by being crafty. 
 
Cheat:  
Some great conversation-starters are available at CIYH.  [pics?] 
 
Become more social. 
Join a book club, wine tasting club, maybe even a folk music club. The more you 
grow your circle of friends, the easier it is to promote your events. 
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Cheat:  
Use Facebook or create a group at Meetup.com. metope.com is only $15 per 
month (as of 12/16), and it’s a great way to connect house concerts with your 
other interests. One of the most successful house concert series was started by 
a couple who ran a big club for ski enthusiasts. Why not your “Pugs Are People 
Too” group? 
 
 
Keep Your People Coming Back 
Make the most of each event. 
 
Get the best acts you can get, make people as comfortable as you can, and 
make sure you (yourself ) are having a noticeably good time. With some 
preparation and forethought, you don’t have to be stressed during the event, and 
your smile will be contagious. 
 
Add your personal touch to make people feel welcome and wonderful in your 
home. Not everyone will come back. Some will be hooked. The majority of 
people, however, will make their decision to return based on the quality of the 
experience, and their confidence that they will have a great time – every time. 
 
If you can keep people coming back, and inspire them to invite new friends, you 
won’t have to work very hard to grow your mailing list. 
 
Cheat:  
 
Ask for help. You are bound to have a few core friends willing to pitch in and 
accept some limited responsibility; collecting donations, helping the artist with 
merchandise sales, minding the guest list or mailing list, keeping an eye on 
bathrooms, etc.

http://metope.com/
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The Facebook Event Commitment Solution 
 

 
 
 
Hosts who use Facebook or meetup.com events to promote their shows often 
wind up disappointed with the lack of commitment they get. Sometimes fewer 
than half of the people who are “going” actually show up. 
 
Rather than shaking our heads at people’s level of commitment, we can step up 
our own commitment. Try this: 
 

• Send a personal message to every person who posts or reacts to your 
Facebook event. 

• Ask for a commitment and an email address. 
 
How to ask for commitment. 
 
Here are some examples you can use. 
 

• “We’re expecting a full room, how many seats should I hold for you?” 
• “What is your email address so I can send a confirmation?” 

http://meetup.com/
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• “Have you seen the artists new video? [link] Do you have any friends you 
want to invite before we fill up?” 

 
Think of your Facebook event as a starting point. It’s a lead-generator, not an 
RSVP list. Take steps above to get people to actually commit enable you to send 
a confirmation email. 
 
One final point: This is an opportunity to be friendly with your friends! Care about 
them and they’ll care more about you and your events. 
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Suggested Donations 
 
How to Handle “The Door” 
 
One of the challenges of hosting is getting everyone to make the suggested 
donation. Paying money to enter a home is a new thing for most people, and it 
requires diligence on the part of the host to make sure no one is surprised by the 
“suggested donation” principle when they arrive. 
 
When promoting your show, the suggested donation should be clearly noted in 
every communication about your event - the invitation emails, the social media 
posts, and the reminder email. 
 
Before the show, we suggest:  
 

• Print the donation amount on a nice card. 
• Tape the sign to a big glass jar for donations. 
• Put your printed guest list next to the jar. 
• Have all this on a table that is well lit and near the entrance.  
• Have a volunteer greet each guest as they come in, and invite the guest to 

cross their name off the guest list and make their donation. 
 
Picture of Jar! 
For example: 
Screen Shot 2016-05-09 at 8.01.28 PM 
More signs for you here.  [link to download pdf of sample signs] 
 
Have People Sign In 
 
Why sign in? Here are a few reasons: 
 

• It makes people stop, next to the donations jar. 
• It allows you to track who actually showed up from your RSVPs. 
• It allows you to collect emails from guests of your RSVPs. 
• It enables you to send the recap email to all guests who actually attended. 

 
At the end of the show, your attendees can be moved to your A-List. These are 
the people who can give you greater confidence in your numbers for each 
concert. (See chapter A,B,C lists for more about this idea.) 
 
Note: Yours is not a suggested donation if: 
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• you are collecting a flat fee ahead of time, by check or Paypal. 
• if you sit next to a cash box and require a flat fee from every person who 

comes in. 
 
You might be thinking, “If I don’t do that, the artist could miss out on a lot of 
money!” 
 
If you missed some folks on the way in, you make an announcement before the 
show or during the break. “If you didn’t get to make your donation when you 
came in, please be sure to give what you can for the performer – we suggest $x. 
The jar is by the front door.” 
 
Your friends learn that the suggested donation is more like expected donation.  
 
Hopefully, you also get the message across to key friends and neighbors that 
you want them to experience this, and if they are going through a financial rough 
patch they can give a little less. 
 
These steps keep the spirit of the suggested donation, while honoring the artist 
with a steady and smart effort to get everyone to contribute. 
 
What is an acceptable “no-pay” percentage? 
 
The easy answer is “0.” If all guests have been invited properly, with the 
suggested donation clearly stated, then all guests are expected to pay 
something, even if it’s not in the suggested range. That said, we rarely expect the 
hosts to pay unless they are covering a guarantee or making up for a few non-
paying guests (usually family.) 
 
Since you are operating with a suggested donation, and asking people to be 
generous if they can, those who underpay may be offset by those who give a 
little more. While it’s not the end of the world if a couple of people don’t pay, it 
sets a bad example going forward… do they get to NOT pay every time? How 
many people get this privilege? 
 
Volunteers are expected to pay if possible. Try to reward them in some other way 
(preferred seats, pre-show dinner, etc.) unless you are happy to contribute for 
them. 
 
Your door person is there to make sure that everyone has the opportunity to pay, 
but the host should also make an announcement before and after the first set if it 
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seems like there may have been a few who missed. If your door person does 
their job well, you can make a better pitch (talking less) for the purchase of CDs 
and souvenirs. 
 
It’s rare that artists will make a fuss, but if the donations clearly don’t match the 
number of attendees, they will be disappointed. No matter how many things you 
do well as a host, handling and collecting money for your artist needs to top the 
list. That’s why the door person is your most important volunteer.
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Get Help. Volunteers! 
 
CIYH CREW shirt  IMAGE 
 
Every house concert is different, and every host brings their own set of skills to 
the process of putting on an event. If there’s one thing that holds back the 
success of house concerts, it’s the failure to recruit (ask for) volunteers. 
 
Many of us grit out the work. We do the dishes, the laundry, the taxes, the yard, 
and so on because it’s easier in the short run to grit it out instead of training, 
coaxing or paying someone else to do it well enough. Lucky for you, music and 
house concerts are inspiring! Why else would you be reading this? 
 
Don’t miss the opportunity to inspire volunteers who can help you make your 
house concerts easier and more enjoyable for everyone. You might even offer 
perks like reserved seats, come early for dinner, or welcome their input when 
selecting future acts for your concerts. 
 
What kind of help should I get? You can ask for and receive all kinds of help, 
including: 
 

• collecting door money/donations (covered in next chapter or advanced.) 
• booking, organizing 
• promoting 
• food/drinks person (don’t serve drinks, but keep the area tidy/stocked.) 
• furniture/set-up person 
• parking guide 
• making announcements 
• sleeping quarters 
• financial guarantees 

 
 
The Door: Your Most Important Volunteer? 
 
99% of Artists agree: Your most important volunteer is the person at the door. 
They greet your guests and show them the donations jar. 
 
How the Door Volunteer Helps 
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If there’s a good-sized crowd, it can be nearly impossible for a host to watch the 
door and be a gracious host for the artists and guests. 
 
When guests enter the home, there are several ways they can become distracted 
and miss the donation jar. They might recognize someone they know and 
immediately get pulled into a conversation and drift away. They might walk in 
with wine, food, or snacks and decide to go unload in the kitchen, and never 
make it back to the suggested donation. Finally, despite many reminders by the 
host “If you haven’t made your donation yet…” they might (wrongly) decide to 
buy a CD instead of making the donation. CDs are extra… and you don’t want to 
allow guests to take advantage of your artists this way. 
 
All of these behaviors can be prevented by a door volunteer. 
 
Your door-person greets guests, and asks them to cross their names off the 
guest list and make their suggested donation. If there’s a dish, the volunteer can 
bring it to the kitchen for them and quickly resume their post. 
 
“Hello! Welcome to the house concert. Please cross your names off the guest list 
and make your suggested donation – be generous if you can. Here, let me take 
that dish to the counter for you.” [Or “here, let me hold that dish for you.”] 
 
 
 
Booking 
 
The success and the enjoyment you and your friends derive from your house 
concerts largely depends on the quality of performers you book. Frankly, many 
hosts (especially the new) have no idea of the vast quantity of world-class talent 
that is available. While it might be wonderful to support local artists you already 
know, it's important to consider the phenomenal touring artists who could be 
looking for opportunities in your area. You owe it to yourself to be choosy, and to 
only select artists who make you confident that they will leave your audiences 
enthralled. 
 
If that sounds like a lot of work, it doesn't have to be. ConcertsInYourHome.com 
lists hundreds of vetted artists, many of whom have a long track record of being 
great performers AND house-guests. Please look for the number of  
"recommendations" in their profiles to read comments from hosts who've had 
these performers in their home. 
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"…beyond my expectations. I'm still in awe that musicians of this caliber are 
willing to travel here for our personal concert with our friends.” –  B. Hofbauer, 
OH 
 
If you really want to go for it, you can attend regional music conferences to hear, 
meet, and connect with touring artists who would love to schedule shows with 
you. Folk Alliance (www.folk.org) has several regional conferences with 
dedicated forums to enjoy artists in small, personal spaces. Highly 
recommended, and don't let the word "folk" throw you – many, many genres are 
represented. 
 
Organizing/Promoting 
 
One of the most common challenges is getting the word out, and inspiring 
enough people to RSVP and attend the show. Will this be easy for you? Many 
hosts find themselves surprised that their friends don't understand how much fun 
this will be. 
 
Though we continue to create free tools for our hosts (web-flyers, calendars, 
videos, etc.) – nothing beats having a few more boots on the ground. Your circle 
of friends is surprisingly small when you compare it to the collective circles of a 
handful of people. Don't do this alone! 
 
Chances are, at least one or a couple of your friends, if properly approached, 
would LOVE to get involved with promoting your event. Personally invite them to 
take part in the event… send them links to the artist and see if they get inspired 
by the music and/or videos. Would they email 10-20 of their friends a personal 
invitation? Would they pitch the idea to some friends at work? At house concerts, 
a turnout of 4-6 extra people can make the difference between an O.K. turnout 
and a full house! 
 
Furniture/Equipment 
 
Most artists can travel with a small sound system, or do without one if the room is 
small enough. However, it is great to have access to a small P.A. (microphone, 
amp, speaker, etc.) when the need arises. These systems can be bought for 
$300-$1000, but that's probably not a worthwhile investment unless you do many 
shows each year. Someone you know probably has one. 
 
Chairs, especially bar-stools (great for the back row) are one of the best things 
you can borrow from your next door neighbors. They might also have a few extra 
folding chairs if you need them. 
 

http://www.folk.org/
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The Right Space 
 
One of the most common reasons that people don't feel they can host house 
concerts is because they think their home is too small. The beauty of house 
concerts, is that even modest homes can pull off worthwhile events. That said, if 
you aren't comfortable with your space, why not recruit/inspire a friend or family 
member who has a better "performance space" to get involved? You book the 
shows, and help host the events at THEIR house. Share this guide and to make 
sure they understand what they are getting into. 
 
Setting Up/Running the Event 
 
I've seen my share of stressed out hosts before an event. Between getting the 
house clean, arranging the furniture, setting out snacks and beverages, and 
handling last minute details, it's easy to feel overwhelmed before the artist even 
arrives. In the end, they are always happy with the result, but why take on more 
stress and work than you have to? 
 
Consider inviting at least 2 or 3 guests to come early to help you set up. You can 
thank your "crew" with some fun shirts, choice reserved seats, pre-show meet 
and greet with the artist, or almost anything else. Money is not a good reward for 
these tasks – it takes the romance and the community feel out of the event. 
People are happy to pitch in for worthwhile events. 
 
Financial/guarantees 
 
Many artists are willing to book shows without a financial guarantee, especially if 
the host has a good reputation and room and board. However, even a modest 
($100-300) guarantee can go a long way to offer piece of mind to artists who are 
incurring travel costs to get to you. Hosts only need to make up the difference 
between the guarantee and what is collected from donations, so the cost is 
usually minimal, and often "$0" if 20 or more guests show up. 
 
Some hosts feel better when they offer a financial guarantee. Some even share 
that (voluntary) responsibility with a friend or co-host. 
 
Important: Do not offer more than you can comfortably afford to spend. 
 
Sleeping Quarters 
 
One of the most significant travel expenses for artists is lodging. Though not 
required, it's a tradition for hosts to offer a free guest room or basement futon for 
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artists who perform at their house concerts. If this is awkward (e.g. a single mom 
hosting a male performer, or families with newborns), it's certainly acceptable to 
get a nearby friend or neighbor who has a better situation to host your guests 
overnight. These co-hosts should be friendly and flexible, and should be cheerful 
about helping. Otherwise, it's best to offer a local hotel or let the artist know 
ahead of time that sleeping accommodations are not part of your house concerts. 
 
 
These are some of the ways you can get help from volunteers. Remember, you 
aren’t asking people to volunteer to mow your lawn. This is a fun thing. Ask for 
help. People love to feel valued, and your volunteers can be the most effective 
promoters of your concerts. 
 
Hosting shows in your home is not rocket science, but it does pose a handful of 
challenges. To face these challenges, the more energy you have available, 
especially at the beginning, the greater the chance your house concert series will 
lift off.  People = Energy 
 
You'll find that sharing the responsibilities of your house concerts will deepen 
your friendships and provide memories you'll cherish for a lifetime.
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The Show Must Go On 
So what is your back up plan? 
 
You broke your foot. You live alone, and there’s no way you can prep your house 
and host the show coming up in a few days. What do you do? 
 
One of the most heartbreaking parts of touring is the canceled show. It can 
dramatically change the finances of a tour. Fuel, food, and lodging expenses 
pressure artists to work every day on the road, and canceled shows often put 
artists at a loss for the whole trip. 
 
Sometimes it can be challenging for a host to keep their promise of a show. 
Illness, injury, weather, work emergencies, and death in the family are just some 
of the events that can put a house concert in jeopardy. Create your backup plan 
in advance and avoid letting down your artists and audience. 
 
Let’s come up with a backup host and venue. 
 
The easiest way to solve both problems is to turn your house concert series into 
a partnership, with you as the leader. Some of our most successful house 
concert series are partnerships of two or three couples, who take turns hosting 
the group effort in their homes. This is the first and best example of a back-up 
plan. If something happens to one host, the event is moved, guests are notified, 
and another couple takes up the responsibility that night. 
 
Another way to enlist a backup host is to have a friend/volunteer to stand in for 
you at your place. Obviously, they would have to be well-acquainted with your 
home/space and the responsibilities of hosting – so it’s best to groom your 
backup host by having them volunteer at your events for a while. 
 
Outside-In or another space. 
 
If you prefer to have your shows outside and without cover, it is critical to have an 
indoor option in case of bad weather. If your show is scheduled for the backyard, 
get a sense of how you could have the show inside – even if it means the 
audience has to be considerably smaller. If there’s no way to host inside, ask if 
any of your neighbors or nearby friends would be willing to be the backup venue. 
Also, is there a local restaurant, club, or cafe that could take on the show you’ve 
organized? Check the weather forecast a few days ahead of time, and 
communicate with your backup place if it looks like they’ll be needed.  
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Backup Lodging 
 
If you’ve offered a guest room to your artist, is there a friend or volunteer who 
could put them up if you had to leave town unexpectedly? 
 
Canceling still requires a backup plan. 
 
Granted, there is such a thing as “enough notice” to cancel. But if you find 
yourself wanting to cancel a show less than 8 weeks ahead of time, it’s almost 
certain that you will impose a significant loss to your scheduled artist. 
 
It’s also possible your artist could be O.K. with canceling if you are willing to 
reschedule. Maybe they need rest and could use a night off, or would rather not 
play a show that is significantly different than they expected. 
 
Call your artist or their agent and have a conversation about the situation, and 
see if they are OK with your backup plan or if they have another idea or option. 
You’ll want to confirm the change of plans by email, but it’s easier to be creative 
and collaborative on the phone. 
 
Some hosts go to extraordinary lengths in the spirit of “the show must go on,” 
and they get a great sense of pride from honoring their commitment through 
adversity. We’ve seen hosts follow through when their house flooded, and one 
stayed committed for a show that was the day before his father’s funeral. Still, 
some shows get canceled, but there are ways to avoid or minimize some of the 
pain. 
 
Offering and honoring a financial guarantee 
 
A financial guarantee is the simplest and easiest way to minimize the losses to 
your artists. Many hosts offer a minimum guarantee when they book a concert. 
That way, the artists can confidently take on the expenses of travel, knowing that 
no matter the attendance or circumstances, they’ll make enough money to cover 
their expenses. 
 
The opportunity here is to decide on a guarantee in case of cancelation. For 
example, if the guarantee for the show is $500, you might offer $250 if the show 
is canceled less than 8 weeks out. Few artists take the time to ask for this, so it’s 
a great sign of respect for a host to offer a cancelation fee, even if it’s only $50-
100. This small token along with a rescheduled concert date can make a big 
difference. 
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TenTen Concert format makes it easier to recruit backup help. 
 
Finally, it’s important to remind ourselves that house concerts don’t have to be 
big to be fruitful. Even someone with a small home can become your backup host 
if they can get 10 or more people into their space. 
 
- 
 
Your backup plan is an opportunity to get new friends involved with music, and 
possibly make them fall in love with house concerts too. Don’t shy away from the 
opportunity to improve people’s lives. Give them the opportunity to volunteer – as 
a partner host or a backup volunteer! 
 
A backup plan can help secure your legacy as a great house concert host. Sit 
down and brainstorm ways you can prevent unexpected problems. Hopefully 
you’ll never need it. But the benefits of creating partners and volunteers will make 
your concerts more enjoyable, and the peace of mind your plan offers will make 
the effort worthwhile. 
 
OKOF example! 
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Are Sound Systems Necessary for House 
Concerts? 
 
If you don’t have experience with sound systems, we recommend you start with 
artists who can bring what they need. If your room is small and has good 
acoustics (hardwood floors, tall ceilings) and your audience is fewer than 20 
people, it’s quite possible your events would be better without a sound system. 
 
However, every performer is different, and it’s common for them to want some 
sound reinforcement. If you want to book an artist who cannot bring what they 
need, you might reach out to a local artist or friend who has a P.A. (stands for 
“Public Address” system) or sound system for the show. 
 
It’s best to have a few events before deciding if you’d like to purchase your own 
sound system. A new system of decent quality will cost at least $500, and could 
easily run up to $1500 or more depending on your needs and sonic taste. 
 
Most artists travel with everything they need to put on a show.  
 
 
Funny “sound system” story from Rick C.  
 
For my first time hosting a concert, Jennings and Keller were so kind and 
instructive to the newbie. Dana (Keller) brought his own amp, board, and bigass 
Yamaha speakers. He was on every detail. “Sound is my life and I’m VERY 
particular!” 
 
This theme continued for the next couple of shows, but I began buying my own 
backup sound equipment just in case. A (entry level) Fender Passport system, 
speaker stands, mic stands and mics.  
 
The next year I hosted Roy Book Binder, a veteran of 50 years of performing. He 
and his wife Nancy are settling in - having driven their van full of everything - and 
I timidly ask Roy about sound. “Whaddaya got?” he replies. The Passport and a 
couple of 58s, 57s (mics), I tell him, expecting he’ll choose his own. “Sure!” he 
says, “they all sound about the same.” 
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Proper Care and Feeding of Your Artists 
 

• Place to park and easily unload 
• WIFI (VLAN in Germany) 
• Sensitivity to pets 
• Water, coffee/tea, snacks 
• Private room to rehearse and unwind 

 
Some of this will be intuitive, but it’s good to have a checklist! 
 
Performer Parking 
 
Your musicians are likely to arrive with enough gear to warrant a convenient 
parking spot. See if you can clear the driveway to allow them to get close to the 
door.  
 
WIFI  
 
It’s good practice to have the wifi network name and the password handy for your 
guests. Artists will likely sell merchandise by using a card-swiper on their phone, 
so they can benefit from a hassle free internet hookup before the show starts. 
 
Pets 
 
If you have pets, you should know well ahead of time if your artists have 
concerns or allergies that might impact their stay. You will have artists with mild 
allergies - they’ll still be willing to play, but will benefit from your house being 
cleaner than normal.  
 
Water, Coffee, Snacks 
 
You can ask ahead of time, or just provide the basics. 
 
Should the artist expect dinner?  
 
For most house concerts and venues, feeding the artist before or after the show 
is expected. Depending on their arrival time, artists may prefer to skip dinner or 
just snack before the show, and opt for a more relaxed meal after the guests 
have gone. 
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With an early arrival time, it can be quite nice to have dinner (host, artist, and 
maybe a few special guests) together. This takes extra effort and planning, and if 
it’s too much for the host to take on they should simply say so. 
 
Due to hectic travel schedules, artists often forget to confirm these details. Be 
pro-active to make sure food will not be a stressful or disappointing part of the 
experience. 
 
Artists are capable of picking up some food before they arrive at your home. It’s 
not ideal, but it’s not a big deal if you warn them ahead of time. Suggest a few of 
your favorite local eateries, and include some gluten-free and veggie options if 
possible. It’s best to send these options in an email. 
 
Some hosts really cherish the opportunity to sit down with the artist for a meal 
before the show. It doesn’t always work with the schedule of the artist and host, 
but when it does, a home-cooked meal is a lovely treat for traveling musicians. 
 
Extras 
 
Some hosts develop a sweet tradition of giving their artists a goodie bag for the 
road. This can include travel snacks, or local-sourced souvenirs.  
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House Concerts and the PROs - for the geeks 
 
We covered the basics of this in our legal chapter. This chapter provides a more 
detailed look at Performing Rights Organizations (PROs). These organizations 
collect money for the public performance of music. In the U.S., there are three - 
ASCAP, BMI, and SESAC, each with it’s own methods of assessing and 
collecting fees, usually based on venue size and frequency of events. 
 
House Concerts: 
 
To the extent that they are private events in people’s homes, PROs should have 
no standing to collect at house concerts. However, some house concerts are 
very public with their promotion and have no filter or introduction process before 
issuing invitations to people they don’t know. This opens the door for PROs to 
claim the events are not private and therefore subject to licenses.  
 
We recommend that hosts start small and grow their audience responsibly over 
time so that they don’t resort to public promotion. Friends, neighbors, and friends 
of friends are the place to start. In the excerpt below, notice that the “broadcast” 
of a performance (live or recorded) via the internet can also be a problem for 
house concerts. 
 
U.S. Copyright Law 
 
To perform or display a work “publicly” means— 
 
(1) to perform or display it at a place open to the public or at any place where a 
substantial number of persons outside of a normal circle of a family and its 
social acquaintances is gathered; or 
 
(2) to transmit or otherwise communicate a performance or display of the work to 
a place specified by clause (1) or to the public, by means of any device or 
process, whether the members of the public capable of receiving the 
performance or display receive it in the same place or in separate places and at 
the same time or at different times. 
 
— from http://www.copyright.gov/title17/92chap1.html 
 
Point (1) above attempts to limit the number of people gathered.  
Point (2) expressly denies the right of broadcast without license. That means you 
should not video and upload performances in your home without express 
permission of the rights-holders of that music, which might include co-writers and 
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publishers, and record labels of the artist who is saying “it’s OK.” Be careful 
about distributing art online, and never do it without permission of the creators. 
 
See Also: 
http://www.ascap.com/licensing 
https://www.sesac.com/Licensing/General.aspx 
 
For the PRO in your country, search Google for “performing rights organization 
[country]” 
 
 
 
 

Sidebar - Folk Alliance and PROs 
 
In the U.S., if you are concerned about P.R.O. organizations contacting 
you, we recommend you join the Folk Alliance. (folk.org) It’s a great 
organization that promotes music around the world. Also, they’ve 
negotiated an agreement with ASCAP and BMI (not SESAC, however) 
that could help you if you are ever approached for licensing fees. 
 
We also recommend you attend Folk Alliance conferences, where you 
can hear and meet great artists as well as other house concert 
presenters. We do. 

 
 

https://www.sesac.com/Licensing/General.aspx
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Seat-saver 
Cards (print and 
make available 
in kickstarter)  
 
One way for guests to 
choose their seats before 
the show is to put an item 
on their chair. 
Unfortunately, guests don’t 
always have a convenient 
item (coat, bag, etc) to put 
on their chair.  
 
A fun way to handle this is 
to create a postcard for 
people to pick up at the 
entry, and write their name 
on it before placing it on 
their desired seat. These 
are available from 
ConcertsInYourHome.com 
 
Additional benefits: 
 
2. The back of the card can have information about upcoming concerts, joining 

the mailing list, and more.  
3. With the cards and marker placed next to the donations jar, it’s another way 

to make sure everyone donates. “Please make your donation here, and write 
your name on a card to save the seat you want for the show.” 

 
 
Easy to order - host starter kit! 
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Promo “Business” Cards  
 
While your house concerts are not a business, you can still take steps to be 
professional and effective when talking up your shows to friends and new 
acquaintances. Keep a handful of cards in your purse or wallet, and give people 

a reminder to get on your mailing list*. 
Host pre-writes his/her email in the blank on the back of the card. 
 
* Instead of relying on someone to email you, it’s even more-effective to ask for 
an email address in person, and maybe type it into your phone as a reminder. If 
the situation makes this feel awkward, your concert card is a low pressure way to 
invite someone to get in touch if they are interested. 
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Expand Your Audience with Charities and Non-
Profits 
 
 
Teaming up with a charity, or several charities can lead to some wonderful, mutual 
benefits. You help organizations you admire to get their message to a new audience. 
They introduce their volunteers, staff, and board members to your concerts. 
 
Extra benefits for you: 
 

• Add more names to your mailing list. You can introduce your concerts to a new 
person or organization each time you have an event.  

• Create goodwill amongst your attendees - some may persuade other charities to 
reach out to you. 

• Fill empty seats when normal RSVPs don’t meet expectations. 
 
 
Basics 
 

• Reach out to local charities that you’d be willing to have speak 2-3 minutes before 
your concerts. 

• Let them know about your upcoming shows, and invite them to send a 
representative or two as your guests. 

• At the start of the show, introduce them once your guests are seated, and before 
you introduce your performers. 

• Allow them to have a simple handout/flyer/card for interested guests.  
 
You can break the ice by calling them, or sending a letter/email like this. 
 
[Organization Name] and Our House Concerts! 
 
We host a series of concerts in our home. It’s a fantastic experience, showcasing 
national and international talent in our living room. Every seat is like a backstage pass.  
 
We also like to connect with local charities to help them spread their message. If you’d 
like to send a representative to attend one of our shows, have a look at our schedule 
and send us an email. We shine light on one charity per show. 
 
We typically ask for a $15-20 donation (all the money goes to the performers) but we 
would be happy to put you on our guest list as a courtesy. Please send us an email for 
an updated list of our concerts. 
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Consider 
 
If you consistently fill the house with paying guests, giving away seats to a charity could 
cost your musicians some extra income. Use this idea sparingly, and notice if your free 
attendees are purchasing CDs. 
 
Options 
 
You can make this a consistent element of all your shows, but be careful not to have the 
charity overshadow your performer. 
 
If you’d prefer instead to offer free seats as an unfilled show approaches, then develop 
a waiting list of worthy organizations who can line up some of their folks on stand by to 
accept your free seating at the last minute. Take a count of unreserved seats one week 
before the concert, and make the call.  
 
Tip 
 
Get names and email addresses of representatives who plan to attend, and send them 
a reminder message with your address and number in case they have questions about 
the event. 
 
 
House concerts can nurture so much goodness in people. You can expose your friends 
to great music as well as great causes. Try it.
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Create A,B,C lists for email invitations. 
 
Have you ever had a party where one third of the people didn’t show up? One of 
the challenges of hosting house concerts is building an audience you can count 
on. As a host, you want not just a full room but a good sum of donations for your 
artist at the end of the night. People who don’t show up can jeopardize your 
artist’s livelihood as well as the vibe of the show.  
 
If you plan to host shows on a regular basis, it can be worthwhile to “massage” 
your list with some extra information. There are two types of people that you want 
to keep track of: 
 

1. A-List - people who attend most of your shows, and you can count on 
them to show up and pay the suggested donation when they RSVP. 

2. C-List - people who fail to show up after they RSVP. 
 
Your B-List is everybody else. (i.e. mostly people who have not yet RSVP’d to 
any of your events) You can get more nuanced, but an A/B/C list requires little 
effort and helps you estimate your audience more accurately. 
 
Your A-list creates an incentive for people to keep their word, and “overbook” 
your audience/RSVPs to cover for the no-shows. 
 
How to keep track. 
 
We’ve already recommended that you create a guest list for each show, by 
keeping track of your RSVPs and cancelations. If you keep this list at the door, 
and ask people to cross their names off (or add themselves if necessary) as they 
arrive, you can easily fine tune the list after each show.  
 
After each show, with an accurate list of attendees, you can add one extra 
column to your mailing list for this information. Anyone who RSVPd and showed 
up is upgraded to the A-List, and anyone who RSVPd and did not show up gets 
downgraded to the C-List.  
 
Most your mailing list will not be assigned A or C until you’ve had many shows, 
and that’s fine. You’ll want to keep that B-list growing with new names and 
addresses. Even the most successful series (in terms of returning attendees) 
learn that it’s important to invite some new people each time.  
 
Taking Care of your A-List 
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These are your regulars, the people you can count on. Everyone knows the 
peace of mind that comes with surrounding yourself with people who won’t let 
you down. So we want to treat these friends like gold.  
 

• If your shows regularly fill up, you can send invitations to your A-List a few 
days before everyone else. 

• You can host exclusive TenTen events, and use them to reward your A-List 
people. 

• You can track attendance and give prizes (CIYH shirts or mugs, for 
example) to your biggest supporters. “This is Frank and Janes 10th time 
attending our house concerts, so let’s give them a hand as they come up 
here and get their prize.” 

 
Use your imagination and come up with more ways to reward your A-List, and 
you’ll create incentives for more people to RSVP and keep their word.  
 
Adjusting for C-List reservations 
 
These are people you “can’t count on” - so we adjust the math. If your RSVPs 
are approaching the limit, it can be helpful to count your B-List folks as a 1/2 
reservation, knowing that they are less likely to show up. This allows you to 
comfortably overbook a little bit more than you otherwise would. 
 
What about the Bees? 
 
Your B-List is haven’t quite caught the buzz yet. You can email them with your A-
List for all but your most exclusive events. Some of these people will become 
great supporters once they actually experience your shows. 
 
 
Take 10-30 minutes after each show to fine tune your list and you’ll reduce some 
of the stress that comes with filling the room.  
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Get financial commitment from RSVP’s 
 
If you want to consistently have a full room, it’s important to reduce your 
percentage of cancellations. Cancelations can reduce the energy and the income 
of the show for your artist. 
 
One option is to encourage financial commitment from your RSVPs. Ask if they 
will agree to write a check to the artist in the event they can't show up. When they 
make this pledge and have a conflict, they will often find someone else to fill their 
seat. Or if they cancel and don’t fill the seat, you can open up their reserved seat 
for a free guest knowing that the seat is paid for by the RSVP guest. 
 
With a little extra care, it’s even possible to get people to honor their financial 
commitment (donation) when they cannot attend the concert.  
 
Here's how an experienced New England host conveys this to her invitees:  
 

"A reminder that 100% of the donations and CD sales goes to the artist. 
Even though I do not ask for money up front, when you make a 
reservation, I make the commitment to hold a seat for you, and the artist 
commits to a great, entertaining evening! Please honor your commitment 
to follow through with your reservations. If you can't make it for any 
reason, please consider honoring the donation to the artist anyway. 
Please contact me if you have questions about this."  

 
(Thanks to Ashara Stansfield for allowing us to share.) 
 
Late checks can be made out to the artist and mailed.  
 
If you convey the value of each seat you offer, your guests are more likely to 
respect the commitment to attend and support the concert. 
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Shrinking the space for coziness and full seats. 
 
If you have your shows outdoors or in a big space (room for 40+), think of ways 
you can “shrink the space” to make it more intimate. Part of the magic of house 
concerts is that you can sit close to the artists, and that magic is lost if people 
spread out. 
 
Use large furniture and objects to move people away from the walls or perimeter 
and closer to the performer.  
 
Most importantly, don’t set up more chairs than you need. People will instinctively 
avoid the front row, and an empty front row looks bad. If possible, only set up for 
confirmed RSVPs, and keep a stack of folding chairs near where they would go if 
needed. It looks better to have to add a few chairs than to have empty seats near 
the performer. 
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——————————————— 
III. Artists and Hosts 
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A: House Concert Formats 
 
When we started ConcertsInYourHome in 2006, house concerts were already an 
established concept. The typical format was two 40-minute sets with an 
intermission. Occasionally, the performers might prefer to play straight through 
for 75 minutes or so. Either way, when you add social time, potluck, and encores, 
these shows made for a full evening. They would often stretch out for three hours 
or more. 
 
Back then, most people learned about house concerts by going to one. The way 
math works, big house concerts are more likely to be discovered than small 
ones. Therefore, most everyone thinks house concerts have to be big.  
 
So, if house concerts have to big, and they have to take several hours, what 
night of the week would you want to host? Most people say Saturday. 
 
The lack of weeknight opportunities was such a problem for touring artists, that 
we came up with a bunch of solutions. Most of them can be described as “one-
set” house concerts. 
 
One-Set House Concerts 
 
We came up with: 
 

• Dinner and Song 
• Dessert and Song 
• TenTen Concerts 

 
In this section, we’ll also discuss 
 

• Workshops 
• Benefit Concerts 
• and even Breakfast and Song! 

 
Room and Board are standard with one-set shows. 
 
While room and board are traditionally offered by house concert presenters, it’s 
not a requirement. However, room and board are a big part of the reason that 
traveling musicians are willing to play to a (perhaps intentionally) small audience. 
If you can’t offer lodging in your home or elsewhere, tell your artist before you 
confirm the date. 
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DinnerAndSong 
 
The most intimate house concert format.  
 
Our first one-set invention was based on creating an advantage out of having a small 
number of guests. We include dinner to create an upgraded event with more connection 
between the musicians and guests. 
 
Basics: 
 
Simply gather 8 -10 friends to join you for a casual dinner and a memorable unplugged 
concert. Each guest donates $10-20 to the musicians and may purchase CDs after the 
performance. Start promptly, end promptly - all tucked neatly between work and 
everyone’s normal evening activities. 
 
Afterwards, you provide a guest room for your musicians, and wave goodbye in the 
morning as they happily head to their next show. You drive to work with a smile as you 
enjoy your new CDs! 
 
Typical format 

• Dinner = 40 minutes 
• Stretch = 10 minutes 
• Concert = 40 minutes 
• Wrap up = 10 minutes 

 
Total Time for Guests = just over 90 minutes 
 
Consider: 
 
Why would artists play such small shows? 
 
It’s all about options… should an artist drive five hours out of the way to play for less 
than 10 people? Probably not. But what if it’s on the way, on a night off, with room and 
board, an opportunity to play a short set for an appreciative group, and earn $150-250… 
do you see how that could be appealing? 
 
The Benefits 
 
for artists 

• a free place to stay 
• free food 
• a short, easy show on a weeknight 
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• a few friendly faces who might host next time 
• $150-$250 in donations and CDs 
• potential return house concert with larger audience 

 
for guests 

• Dinner is included! 
• Unique experience 

 
for hosts 

• a great reason to have friends over 
• an interesting way to start small and build an audience for future shows 
• a fun way to stretch your musical experiences 

 
Options: 
 
Dinner First 
 
One of the challenges with Dinner And Song is that some artists don’t want to eat a 
meal right before a concert. One compromise is that they snack from a small plate and 
get to know the guests a little - something that often happens at the potluck anyway.  
 
Concert First 
 
It is possible to do the concert first, but we caution hosts that it’s difficult to enjoy the 
concert while quietly putting the final touches on dinner. 
 
Tip: 
 
Dinner Doesn’t Have to Be a Big Deal 
 
You don’t have to be a gourmet chef to enjoy this concept as a host. Dinner can be a 
simple as a home-made salad and a couple of delivered pizzas. Of course, some hosts 
love to cook and spoil their friends with an amazing meal. The choice is yours - just 
remember to have the concert! 
 

Sidebar 
And here’s a great twist on Dinner And Song. This is a longer program, but artists 
like The Laws and Hans York have delighted their fans by actually cooking for 
them before the show. Many artists are foodies, and some are skilled cooks who 
can improvise in someone else’s kitchen. Imagine the delight of a small audience 
that gets fed by the guest of honor! 
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Dinner And Song can create a magical experience for a small group, and make it easy 
for guests to attend on a weeknight. This was our first attempt at creating a new format, 
and many hosts and artists continue enjoyed it.  
 
However, we think the next two formats are even better…  
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DessertAndSong 
The Sweetest House Concert Format 
 
Shortly after we created the DinnerAndSong format, host Jeff Robertson came up with a 
great twist. His wife Kate said that dinner would be too much trouble for a concert. Plus, 
they didn’t have a big table that could accommodate more than 6 people. Kate said 
“Let’s serve dessert instead!” 
 
The show was a big success, and since then DessertAndSong has become one of our 
favorite formats.  
  
Basics: 
  
The Format is short and sweet. Pick up a few pies or goodies and make some coffee or 
tea. Pot-luck desserts have been done, but it’s difficult to clear the house when 
everyone is passed out from a sugar-induced coma. 
 
Typical format 

• Guests arrive, chat and graze from potluck dessert table = 15 minutes 
• Concert = 40 minutes 
• Wrap up = 20 minutes 

 
Total time for guests = 75 minutes 
 
The last twenty minutes allow guests to chat with the artist and enjoy whatever’s left 
over at the dessert table. Then send everyone happily home. 10-25 guests.  Weekday 
evenings and weekend afternoons are ideal.  After lunch or dinner.  $10-20 donation.  
 
Consider: 
 
Room prep and clean up should be simple and easy.   
 
Your concert room might be prepped in less than ten minutes. Remember the genius of 
the one-set event - the music lasts only forty minutes, so you don’t need to turn your 
living room into a mini concert hall. Most folks can sit, stand, or hang from the rafters for 
one set of compelling music. 
 

“Fend for yourself” is what Jeff says to his dessert concert guests as he points to 
the modest-sized family room. “At my house, during our three minutes of room 
prep, we put out floor pillows and move the couch nine inches.  A few people 
grab some chairs from the dining room. We use paper plates and real 
forks. Afterwards we toss the plates and napkins, throw the forks in the 
dishwasher, retrieve the pillows, and move the couch back. Done.” 
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Options: 
 
Although we designed Dessert and Song to be easy enough for weeknights, a great 
feature of DessertAndSong is the ability to go big or small with it. If you have the space 
and the friends, there’s no reason you can’t have a great one set concert for thirty or 
more people on a weekend. But what will you do with all the extra time? 
 
The short format and easy room prep make DessertAndSong a great fit for new and 
experience hosts alike.  
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TenTen Concerts 
 

House Concerts Made Easy 
 
Ten Songs for Ten+ Guests 
 
After coming up with DinnerAndSong and DessertAndSong, we still felt that we hadn’t 
come up with our best concept. The titles made us feel like we were obsessing about 
the food. While Dessert And Song did give us an easier concept, we wanted a format 
that would give a simple, achievable goal for house concert presenters. 
 
There's something satisfying about hitting (or surpassing) a specific attendance target. 
Shooting for ten and getting fifteen feels better than getting fifteen when you were 
aiming for twenty, even though the audience is the same size. TenTen allows you to set 
an achievable goal and beat it every time.  
 
Basics: 
 
Typical Format 
 
A TenTen Concert is roughly a one-hour event. Ten songs usually take 45-50 minutes. 
Easy enough for most people to attend on a weeknight. $10 per guest is most common, 
and makes the night affordable for most people.  
 
Food 
 
The food is up to you. We recommend some light snacks and beverages, but the show 
is short enough for people to manage dinner on their own time. The idea is to make it 
easy for people to attend on a weeknight… so we don’t encourage pot-luck for TenTen 
concerts. 
 
Guarantee 
 
Ten guests is the minimum. Hosts are expected to make up the difference if the 
donations fall short of $100. Merchandise sales do not count as donations. 
 
So it is wise to accept 12-15 or more RSVPs to make up for guests who don’t show up 
or cancel at the last minute. Even experienced hosts sometimes report a 20-30% no-
show rate. 
 
Consider: 
 
It is a natural impulse to think big, not just to fill the room but to thrill the artist with a 
strong payday. What is less obvious is that by keeping your house concerts easy, you 
will be able to do more of them, and for a longer period of time. If you’d like to create a 
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legacy of great shows in your home, set attendance goals that reflect your ability, your 
network of friends, and how often you’d like to have concerts.  
 
Options: 
 
Set a maximum, too. 
 
Setting a maximum number of guests allows the host to create a “waiting list” - which 
sends a clear signal to invitees that this music series is successful, and it is necessary 
to RSVP promptly to be part of the fun. If people can wait until the last minute to RSVP - 
they will, and you’ll have a tougher time planning your events. Imagine filling up your 
RSVP list with a single promotional email - because you’ve grown your list and trained 
your people to respond quickly.  
 
Also, for someone who is hosting for the first time, or unaccustomed to having a lot of 
people in their home, it’s a terrific idea to start small, with fifteen guests or less. It can be 
a challenge to socialize and manage an event at the same time. To be sure, a good 
host is expected to do both.  
 
Tips:  
 
Why turn away guests if I can squeeze them in? 
 
The exclusivity of TenTen is built into the name. That way, a host has a solid reason for 
telling late-responding friends that they cannot attend - “it’s a TenTen and we’re already 
over our limit.” 
 
In the short term, it is counter-intuitive to turn away to turn people away. However, there 
are some benefits:  
 

• Late responders may react more quickly to your next invitation. 
• A full house is a sign of success, which makes future shows easier to promote. 
• You get to deliver a very intimate program for your guests, allowing each of them 

more time to chat up the performer, and the opportunity to sit incredibly close to 
the musicians. 

 
Choosing an easy and limited format can make hosting a breeze, and keep your house 
concert series healthy for a very long time. These long term benefits (you get to help 
more artists) offset any short term “extra money” that artists might have earned by 
squeezing more guests into each show. As long as your scheduled act is aware of the 
program and it’s limitations, you can make them happy by meeting your very reasonable 
goals.   
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More House Concert Format Ideas 
 
Shortly after announcing Dinner And Song, we heard that one of our hosts had 
scheduled a Breakfast And Song. Why not? One of his favorite bands was playing a 
show at a local club on Saturday night, and their flight out wasn’t until late Sunday 
afternoon. He pitched the idea of an 11am concert on his back patio, they accepted, 
and more than 30 people turned up for bagels and blues. A fabulous time was reported. 
 
Brunch and Song, Late-Night Snack and Song, Paint My Back Porch and Song… the 
sky is the limit. 
 
Workshops 
 
Some workshops work best with a small group of students, and hosting these 
workshops in a home can be a great idea. Finger-picking technique, songwriting, vocal 
phrasing, you name it, all these types of skills can be taught by touring musicians. In 
fact, afternoon workshops can provide a big financial boost and extra interest in the 
evening house concert.  
 
Donations of $25-$50 per person are common for workshops. They can precede or 
follow a concert performance. Workshops can even be scheduled without a house 
concert performance. 
 
Benefit House Concerts 
 
We’ve seen great results with house concerts as a fundraising platform for causes. The 
one-set format is usually best, to allow ample time for socializing and a message/ask 
from a charity representative.  
 
Traditional fundraisers  (golf tournaments, etc.) can require dozens of volunteers and 
many months of planning. A monthly or quarterly house concert series can be hosted 
and organized by just a couple of volunteers. It’s also a new way to attract people to the 
cause, and many artists are willing to share their mission-aligned stories and songs for 
these events.  
 
Most often, a board member would volunteer to pay a flat fee to the artist, and all the 
donations raised would go to the charity. The series could also rotate to various board 
member or volunteer homes to attract an ever wider circle of donors and friends.  
 
 
Small, one-set concerts can often be pulled together quickly. All you need is a workable 
date from an outstanding artist, and 10-15 solid RSVP’s. Presto. You’ve booked a 
terrific event that will require minimal effort to host. 
 
Co-Write with Me?
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—————- 
B. Other House Concert Knowledge that should be 
common to artists and hosts. 
 
Minimums/Guarantees 
 
Here are two hosts with very different views about guarantees. 
 

“I’m inviting an artist to be a guest in my home, offering the opportunity to 
play for an appreciative, attentive crowd that I sometimes work very hard 
to get through the door. I make the artist a home cooked meal, purchase 
food and drinks for my guests, and even make breakfast in the morning if 
schedules allow. I clean my house, make the beds, hide the dogs, send 
the kids away so we can have an undistracted evening. Then I collect 
money from all my friends and give every dollar to the performer. On top 
of all this, you want me to give the artist a guarantee in case not enough of 
my friends show up?” 
 
or 
 
“I’m inviting a professional artist into my home. This artist has honed their 
craft for years, and built a reputation for great concerts. I get to have that 
artistry in my home - I don’t have to drive, put up with parking, tolls, 
expensive drinks and noisy distractions. They’ve potentially driven 
hundreds of miles to get here. I get to spend time with them before and 
after the show. I get to introduce them to my friends. They help me create 
wonderful memories in my home that friends will talk about for ages. How 
can I let them leave my house without at least a thousand dollars for their 
effort, their talent, and their expenses? You bet I offer a guarantee!” 

 
These hosts have very different views about who gives and who receives. The 
funny thing is they are both right. Many hosts can’t afford a thousand dollar 
guarantee, and certainly not every artist has earned that kind of reputation and 
demand for their skills. For most house concert presenters, the sentiment falls 
somewhere in the middle, but a bit closer to the former.  
 
Guarantees are becoming more common, but artists who ask for guarantees 
should be aware that it can work against them. There are house concerts who 
refuse even small guarantees yet routinely pull in $400-600 for the artist.  For  
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touring artists, especially on weeknights, the guaranteed lodging, food, and 
opportunity for a handful of attentive listeners goes a long way.
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House Concerts vs House Shows vs House 
Parties 
 
While a lot of people use these terms very loosely, it’s important to talk about the 
importance of using the term House Concerts, and to distinguish it from House Parties 
and House Shows.  
 
• House Concerts emphasize a listening room atmosphere, and usually earn the artist 

$10-20 (5-15€) per attendee. Sound level is comfortable, often with little or no 
amplification. 

• House Shows tend to be original indie and punk rock, catering to young folks who 
want to move around and enjoy the music a bit more loudly. Usually the money is $5-
10 or pass the hat. 

• House Parties tend to showcase urban or pop music, plenty of covers, and a party 
rather than a listening atmosphere. Money is often a flat fee or limited to merchandise 
sales. 

 
 
House Concerts 
 
We’ve found that consistently using “house concerts” is the best way to get the right 
message across. It yields the best results if you want to attract an audience that will 
listen to the whole show.  
 
Unlike “concert,” words like “party” and “show” fail to emphasize music. A party also 
implies too casual an atmosphere. Some people can’t shut up at parties. Even fewer 
people show up on time. The late knocker, the swinging door, and the obligatory 
greetings are major distractions when performing in an intimate atmosphere. Audience 
members turn their heads to see who walked in, which can break the narrative of the 
song or undermine a key moment of the performance.  
 
House Shows 
 
The term “House Shows” usually refers to the punk/indie rock scene. For acts who want 
to play intimate, attentive, and well-paying events, “house show” simply doesn’t promote 
a listening room atmosphere or professional treatment of the artist. 
 
To give you a taste of that culture, here’s a web entry about house shows.  
 
“A house show concert is orchestrated by locals and happens in a house, coincidentally 
enough. It is usually illegal because a noise permit is practically impossible to get in 
Davis but it is always fun. So when going to a house show it is always best to bring a 
few bucks to give to the bands who may be on tour and a few more bucks in case the 

http://daviswiki.org/Music_Scene
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hosts of the show get a noise violation. But house shows are always cheaper than 
seeing a band at a bar. House shows are the best place to find new music, as most 
bands start off their careers by playing house shows.” -- 
http://daviswiki.org/House_Shows 
 
I respect that bands are going to do what they need to do to break through - house 
shows have a long and fruitful history. However, let’s not confuse them with house 
concerts.  
 
House Parties 
 
This term is often used by people who have never been to a house concert.  
 
Me: Have you ever been to a house concert? 
Newbie: No, but my friend in Stupor, California has house parties all the time. He says 
they’re awesome. 
 
It’s astounding how many times I’ve had the house concert phrase turned on me in 
similar conversations. Despite their growing popularity, most people have never heard 
of house concerts and are quick to substitute the closest experience they can recall (a 
party with a band playing in the background.) 
 
Certainly, with the right act and guests, you can have an intimate concert that feels like 
a party. That’s fabulous. However, if you want people to focus on the performer, inviting 
them to a party will often set the wrong expectations. You’ll have to struggle to get 
people out of the kitchen and in from the patio, and you may have trouble getting them 
to shut up. “I thought this was a party!” 
 
A house concert is about music in a listening atmosphere. The show has a beginning, 
middle, and an end that each attendee is expected to enjoy. The best way to achieve 
that is to promote it consistently as a concert, not a party. 

http://daviswiki.org/Noise_Violation
http://daviswiki.org/Bars
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Whose Job is it to fill the Room? 
 
Promotion from the artist, host and venue perspective.  
 
Of course, the ideal is that both the artist and the venue/house share the 
responsibility of filling the room. In reality, the responsibility leans one way or the 
other. For public venues, even though they promote their events to the public, 
they will prefer to book acts with name recognition and an established fan base in 
that town. Public venues have all promotional means at their disposal - social 
media, print, radio, and public windows and walls for posters and more.  
 
House concerts, however, if they are in a private residence, have limited legal 
means to promote their events. This means hosts must grow their personal 
network of friends and acquaintances, and create a mailing list to effectively 
cultivate a following for their events. Furthermore, they must develop a reputation 
for picking great performers, so that their audience is consistently willing to come 
out for artists they’ve never heard of before.  
 
A Dangerous Hybrid? 
 
In the past few decades, there are many house concerts that have developed a 
significant audience by booking name acts and promoting their events publicly. 
Getting booked in these homes is often a home run for independent acts, and 
can earn the artist several thousands of dollars in some cases. It’s hard to argue 
with success, until there’s a problem.  
 
We’ve seen some house concerts get into trouble. It’s almost always the case 
that the series is large, long-running, and publicly promoted.  
 
A house concert series in southern California hit trouble because an artist listed 
the host’s email and phone on his website. A neighbor who didn’t like the series 
wanted to see it shut down, and complained to the local government that public 
events were taking place next to his residence. An official was dispatched to 
investigate the matter.  
 
An internet search for “house concert” and the host’s “city” quickly turned up the 
website of the artist, on the page where the show was listed, including the host’s 
number and email. The official called the number and asked to attend. The host 
happily gave him the information. 
 
Upon arrival, the official told the host the series would have to stop. The series 
had been publicly promoted, and as a stranger at the door, he was living proof 
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that this was not a private series. Of course the host offered to “change his 
ways,” even though it was the artist that broke the veil of privacy by listing the 
show on his website. It was too late. They were ordered to stop the series or face 
fines from the city.  
 
Being small and private doesn’t just keep you under the radar, it actually keeps 
your series from breaking laws and inviting trouble.   
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——————————————— 
IV. Artist Guide to House 
Concerts 
 
Germany, May 2015 
 
It was my first European show, so I scheduled my flight from the U.S. to arrive a 
few days early to rest and adjust to any problems that might arise. When I shared 
my itinerary with the host, he immediately offered to host me the two extra nights, 
and offered to pick me up at the train station when I arrived.  
 
Robert drove me to his beautiful, 600 year old farmhouse in Reichelsheim, about 
an hour from Frankfurt. He and his wife spoke English well, and made me feel 
quite at home even if I didn’t understand much of their conversations with each 
other. Robert took the Friday off from work to take me sightseeing in Frankfurt, 
where I was able to see the trendy neighborhoods and sample some apfel wine.  
 
On Saturday there was a surprise. Robert and his wife Christina were driving me 
two hours to Marburg - where we would spend a lovely day climbing the steep 
cobblestone streets and discovering some great restaurants. However, we 
needed to make a short stop to see their son, whose wife had delivered their first 
baby only days before. I had the privilege of seeing Robert and Christine visit 
their new grandchild for the first time.  
 
These kinds of experiences may not be unique to house concerts, but there’s no 
denying that playing in someone’s home connects you more deeply to the people 
you meet. 
 
 

A. Intro
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Why house concerts are so good for artists. 
 
House concerts are the emotional anchors of every tour. -- Hans York 
 
The Vibe 
The Money 
The Host/Volunteer Promotion 
 
Major social and musical trends have raised the value of house concerts for 
artists at all levels of their careers. In short, there is an ever increasing number of 
options for people to spend their leisure time, and a growing number of 
empowered, independent artists vying for that shrinking live-music portion. 
Audiences are getting smaller, and house concerts allow you to make the most of 
that small audience. 
 
When you talk with artists who enjoy the house concert format, the consensus is 
clear that the experience is consistently and significantly better than the clubs. 
House concerts require less promotional work and earn more money per show. 
Most of all, the audience is nicer, more attentive, and eager to connect with the 
performers.  
 
The Vibe 
 
Touring artists build up a tolerance to feeling like a stranger. You do get an 
occasional friendly face, but when your introduction to a new town is a nod from 
a bartender cleaning the beer lines, it can get pretty bleak out there. After the 
show, if you aren’t surrounded by new or old friends, the exit can be 
unremarkable too.  
 
By contrast, a house concert host typically treats you as guest of honor in their 
home. Hospitality varies, but most artists feel a strong sense of gratitude after a 
house concert. You get to bask in a successful night a little longer, you get to 
know people a little better, and the generosity lifts your soul as well as your 
pocketbook. 
 
Some artists will tell you that the house concert atmosphere is even more 
valuable than the income. The ability to tell your stories and banter with the 
audience can make the show like a sweet conversation. For road warriors who 
occasionally have to play bar gigs, the respect and connection they feel at house 
concerts reaffirms why they play music in the first place - to connect. 
 
Financially, the house concerts are an even bigger win.  
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The Money 
 
Unless an act is well-funded, established, or gaining hordes of new fans with a 
viral video, they have to find a way to succeed with small events. Artists can 
sometimes profit from a house concert with as few as ten attendees.  
 
Here’s why: 
 

• No overhead costs. Hosts contribute their home and refreshments for free. 
• No profit motive for the house. Hosts don't get a percentage of the 

door/donations. 
• No promotional costs. Since house concerts are private (for legal, zoning 

and licensing reasons) there's usually no need to advertise the show or 
print posters, etc. The host invites friends, neighbors, and acquaintances.  

• Due to the intimate presentation, house concerts usually yield more 
merchandise sales per attendee than public concerts. 

• Free lodging and food is traditionally offered to the artist. Two major 
expenses of being on the road, gone. Artists get a bed, a shower, dinner, 
and maybe even breakfast.  

 
These perks can make small shows financially worthwhile.  
 
The Host/Volunteer Promotion 
 
Already mentioned, but it’s worth noting how this affects your bottom line. Even if 
you only value your time at $15/hour, the time you spend seeking lodging and 
attendees adds up. Having your lodging, food, and promotion provided by the 
host makes a significant difference in the value of the show. 
 
Consider the alternatives for an act playing in a market where they don't have a 
big following. The math makes it clear. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A few notes on the assumptions in the chart.  
 

1. We’re talking about a new market, where the act doesn’t have a following - 
so a public venue isn’t likely to throw in perks or promote effectively.  
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2. We’re holding the audience number (18) constant for this example, to 
illustrate that you get more dollars per person at the house concert. 

3. Artists command more in house concert donations than they can from 
ticket sales.  

4. Artists commonly report selling 50% more CDs at house concerts.  
 
*House concerts average 20-30 people in the audience. Source: 
ConcertsInYourHome.com, tracking 2000 events per year.  
 
** For the public show, the act would likely spend several hours in promotion on 
FB,  local press, emails, and internet promotion. They might spend equal time 
finding a free place to stay via couchsurfing.org. 
 
For small shows while away from home, when you factor in the savings as well 
as the income, it’s clear that the house concert can easily provide many times the 
value that a public venue gig would. It’s probably more enjoyable, too. 

Average house 
concert* 

Total Average club gig with door 
charge 

Total 

18 people paying $15 $270 18 people paying $10 = 
$180, minus 25% to the club  

$135 

6 CDs @ $15 $90 4 CDs @ $15 $60 

SubTotal $360 Subtotal $195 

Plus free lodging, food 
provided by host. 

Free Lodging and Food -$100 

Promotion provided by 
host 

Free Promotional work, 2 hours @ 
$15** 

-$30 

Net Value $460 Net Value $65 

 

http://couchsurfing.org/
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Are You a Good Fit for House Concerts? 
 
Low-wattage 
Small size 
Personality 
Quirks - allergies, smoking, beds 
Resilience - chin up on downer nights 
Genre 
Size 
Safety 
Adapting your show - language, movement, etc. 
Keeping your chin up on down nights 
Minimums and Guarantees 
 
Despite the fact that so many people are over the moon about house concerts, 
these shows aren’t a good fit for everyone. This is true for audiences as well 
artists. House concert fans tend to appreciate great lyrics and stories, great 
personalities, and/or virtuosic skill. If “pump up the bass” is your mantra, as a 
performer on fan, you are not likely to want to sit still for two sets of acoustic 
music. 
 
For performers, here’s a quick test. Can you perform 

 
• as a solo, duo, or small trio? 
• without a drum set? 
• 60-90 minutes of mostly original material? 
• with little or no amplification? 
• for donations ($8-20 /person) from those who attend? 

 
A solid yes to these questions will increase your ability to book house concerts. 
Exceptions abound, but it’s good to understand the adjustments you can make to 
book more shows and fully enjoy them.  
 
Low-Wattage 
 
Can You Enjoy Playing (at least close to) Unplugged? 
 
Some musicians aren't a good fit for house concerts. One of my dearest friends, 
Peter Moon, easily qualifies as one of the best singer-songwriters I know. I've 
seen Peter play unplugged with his acoustic guitar and been moved to tears by it. 
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There's no doubting his ability to connect in an intimate way with just his voice 
and guitar.  
 
But Peter has trouble enjoying unplugged performances. For him it just doesn’t 
feel right to play his music without bass, drums, and a guitar he can turn up and 
distort. Of course, this may not be a permanent condition, but I respect him for 
knowing himself and finding his own way to play. 
 
It is possible to prefer a big sound and still enjoy playing house concerts for the 
other benefits they deliver. House concerts allow artists to tell a few more stories, 
and some artists use house concerts to showcase their most subtle material. The 
money earned from these shows may even support the full band concerts that 
follow.  
 
Small Size 
 
Although many hosts appreciate the wattage and energy of a full band, most 
living rooms can’t accommodate an audience and a full band at the same time. 
For acts that want to play a lot of house concerts, they’ll find a lot more 
opportunities as a solo, duo, or small trio.  
 
Keep in mind that even if the band members are willing to sleep on the floor, 
many hosts are uncomfortable with that idea. So the number of guest rooms and 
couches can also create a barrier for bands when it comes to booking shows.  
 
Personality 
 
House Concerts have an extreme social element to them, and that makes them 
an awkward fit for some performers. Negotiating the moods, customs, and 
schedule of a house concert host is sometimes challenging, and the artists can’t 
simply treat the place like a commercial venue built for gear, beer and traffic.  
 

Sidebar: (homeroutes gig) The social disposition of some hosts 
can make it challenging. 

 
Respecting the host’s effort, as well as their home and their friends can take 
some discipline and self-awareness.  
 
House Concert artists should: 

• Be comfortable talking with strangers.  
• Be flexible in terms of their presentation.  
• Be as gregarious and friendly as possible.  
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• Be courteous and professional.  
• Be clean. Shower before you arrive, please. 

 
 
As a guest in someone’s home you may find you have some passionately 
different views. Remember that you are in their home to entertain them, not to 
educate them about your expertise in world affairs. Agreeing to disagree is not an 
optimum result. Avoid hot topics if you don’t have the discipline to be curious and 
non-judgmental. There’s a good reason www.LecturesInYourHome.com does not 
exist.  
 
Quirks 
 
Political allergies, animal allergies, smoking, and strict needs for 
accommodations (vegan, full bed, private room) can reduce the number of good 
options for you, but for everyone’s sake these needs should be addressed at the 
time of booking, not on arrival. 
 
Alcohol and drugs are rarely an issue, but it does come up. If you are an artist 
that needs to get loaded before, during, or after the show, it’s going to create 
some uncomfortable experiences. At the extremes, there are homes that are 
alcohol-free, and there are homes where the hosts indulge themselves to the 
point where the artists are uncomfortable. Fortunately these instances are rare, 
especially when you work within a network. If you cultivate most of your fan-base 
away from the bars, the fans you inspire to host shows are likely to provide a 
healthier atmosphere.  
 
Safety 
 
House concerts also require attention to personal safety. It’s quite common for 
the host and artist to be strangers. An overnight stay, traditionally offered but not 
required, increases the need for some basic vigilance.  
 
One of the great aspects of house concert networks is that artists and hosts can 
build a track record of great, problem-free events. Artists and hosts have the 
opportunity to only work with counterparts that have a great reputation, or at least 
a confirmed record of past events. 
 
Couchsurfing.com and Airbnb.com can also provide alternative lodging for artists. 
These  online communities, like ConcertsInYourHome, have built-in 
recommendation systems that provide testimonials from previous meetings. 
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Regardless, if you are staying in the home of people you don’t know, you should 
take steps to minimize risk. Do you have mutual friends? Can you check each 
other out on Facebook? You can even search for registered sex offenders on the 
web. (In order to avoid them, of course.) 
 
As an artist you are a public figure, so people can check you out online to get a 
sense of your values and personality. However, thanks to Google, Facebook, 
LinkedIn, and other portals, house concert hosts lead increasingly public lives as 
well. 
 
As many travel guides suggest, women should travel in pairs or with partners 
when possible, or at least be selective with whom they schedule shows. 
Everyone should be diligent, and there’s nothing wrong with making mutual 
friends online and checking out each other’s reputations.  
 
For touring artists, safety is a relative term. It’s common to forego a hotel to save 
money, and to nap in the car at rest areas or parking lots. These have their own 
safety risks. Even when you stay in nice hotels, travel involves uncertainty and 
surprises.  
 
Genres 
 
The house concert community is currently made up of thousands of very loosely 
affiliated music fans. They tend to favor acoustic genres, but there is diversity to 
be found. If you aim to connect with existing house concert organizations and 
hosts you should know that most are interested in: 
 

•     folk and acoustic 
•     contemporary singer-songwriter 
•     bluegrass, country, americana 
•     celtic/regional 
•     a few also promote blues, jazz, instrumental, classical, and indie rock. 

 
If you perform rap, hard rock, cover tunes, or electronic music, it’ll be more 
challenging to connect with existing house concerts. If your music is outside the 
common house concert genres, your best bet is to approach your fans and figure 
out interesting spaces and ways to put on events with them. Several of the 
following chapters will cover strategies for this. 
 
 
Adapt Your Show 
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Playing in people’s homes will sometimes require altering your show a bit to fit 
the needs and comfort of the host and crowd. Some people lean too far politically 
or religiously to accept a concert that emphasizes a contrary point of view. That 
may be their loss - but don’t make it yours.  
 
Your material is not as obvious as you might think - many music lovers fail to pay 
attention to lyrics, and often book shows based on just a handful of songs. Be 
sure to let house concert hosts if your material is sexually suggestive, profane, 
religious, political, or violent. If you offend people during the show it can make the 
rest of your stay a bit awkward. 
 
Although this applies to your show in other types of venues, it’s helpful to add 
variety and familiarity to your set. If you tend to write melancholy songs, be sure 
to have some uptempo material to mix it up. Well-interpreted cover songs not 
only help people relax and open up, but they are also a great source of material 
to change up the energy and vibe of your set from time to time.  
 
Keep your chin up on down nights 
 
House concert hosts are volunteers. As a guest in their home, you have to be 
prepared to graciously handle disappointment. Maybe the crowd is much smaller 
than expected, or the accommodations are not quite as promised. These things 
happen, and sometimes they are beyond anyone’s control, or in spite of a valiant 
effort from the host.  
 
No one benefits from sulking or complaining. Find a way to make the best of it, 
and to appreciate the efforts that were made. You may have no intention of 
returning... but there’s no point in declaring it and hurting the feelings of someone 
who was trying to help you.  
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———————- 
B. Creating and Finding House Concerts 
 
"House concerts have been the saving grace - allowing me to get my music to 
open and attentive ears." -- Mason Douglas
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Will Your Fans Be Part of the New Audience? 
 
One of the great things about house concerts is that they create new fans. 
People who are otherwise not engaged with live music are invited to attend a 
special event, in a friend’s home, and by the end of the evening, find themselves 
to be a fan of live music again. 
 
These new fans might be professionals who fell out of the habit of going to 
concerts, or felt increasingly out of place in the noisy venues populated by kids 
half their age. All of sudden, they want back in, as long as it can be like this - the 
intimate, soulful setting of a house concert. 
 
Yet most of your fans are missing out on this experience. Maybe you’ve asked 
them to host you a few times but the timing wasn’t right, the idea was confusing 
or, most likely, they felt that a house concert would be too much responsibility 
and require too many people in their home. 
 
That’s alright - hosting house concerts is a special thing, and it’s not for 
everybody.  
 
However, we’ve found that a lot more people can warm to hosting small and 
short events like TenTen Concerts, DinnerAndSong or DessertAndSong. All they 
need is 10+ guests and 90 minutes on a weeknight. It’s easy and quick to 
promote and pull off. Small events are a compelling way to get your fans inspired 
to host concerts, and to convert their friends into fans. 
 
Small events can be contagious. Just about everyone who attends might say “I 
can do this!”  
 
Share an easy house concert format with your fans and you’ll help create a new 
touring opportunities everywhere. One off night can make the difference between 
a profitable tour and that feeling like you drove a long way to get nowhere. 
Inspire and empower your fans to make every night on the road a meaningful 
and profitable one. 
 
In time, some of your fans will fall in love with hosting shows, and you might wind 
up saving the tours of other artists as well as your own.
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Understanding Your Value to Your Fans 
 
Is Your Artist-Esteem Low? 
 
An artist reached out and told me that “it feels a bit like begging” when he asks 
fans to host concerts for him. Ouch. 
 
It’s always been a challenge for artists to maintain their self-esteem in light of the 
constant rejection (or worse, no response) that booking work involves. Much like 
a baseball hitter, even great ones have to be comfortable failing most of the time.  
 
Certainly, there is always room to improve our art. But we can also improve our 
emails, our consistency, and sometimes, our perspective.  
 
You are not asking for a favor.  
 
What if, instead of asking for a favor, you were offering a special, exclusive 
opportunity for your fans to enjoy you and your music in a truly remarkable way? 
Isn’t that what you are doing when you email them about house concerts? 
 
What you do is valuable. Share it like the great gift that it is. 
 
One of the things we often see from new members at ConcertsInYourHome is 
the desire to tap into "the existing network of house concerts" as if that should be 
the primary source of new gigs. Certainly, there is a lot of opportunity there. But 
the most successful artists at CIYH leverage their relationship with fans to create 
many more opportunities.  
 
Here are some of the advantages of booking house concerts with your fans.  
 

• You are less likely to compete (with other artists) for their attention or 
commitment.  

• A great first show can often be turned into an annual event - something that 
is harder to accomplish with existing hosts who may already have a couple 
of annual acts and/or many artists who've attracted their interest for a future 
show.  

• Gigs can be booked more quickly with fans (within weeks or a few months 
sometimes) whereas experienced hosts are typically booking 4-8 months 
out or more.  

• Fans are often "friends" and make the show that much sweeter by providing 
an opportunity to reconnect a friendship as well as play music.  
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• Fans/friends can sometimes be very passionate advocates to promote your 
show their friends.  

 
With this strategy, “you are working to inspire people to the upper stratosphere of 
engagement with you.” (Read Kevin Kelly’s 1000 True Fans.) Although 
experienced hosts sometimes become ardent supporters, your existing friends 
and fans are the most likely prospects to get to that level. 
 
As you search both for house concerts and for high-level support of your career, 
there is no greener pasture than your existing fans. Don't leave them behind.
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100 True Fans & House Concerts 
 
It’s worth spelling it out. According to Kevin Kelly, a true fan is defined as a fan 
that will buy anything you produce. Kevin makes a strong case that 1000 True 
Fans are enough to support most makers - whether it’s crafts or music. 
Considering your output, how many of true fans do you need in order to make a 
living? 
 
Let’s call house concerts your big ticket item, valued at a $400 (what you might 
average with donations and merchandise sales per show.) One hundred of those 
per year would give you a base touring income of $40,000. Develop some other 
income streams (online sales and other gigs) and you can make a living wage 
while churning out new material and planting seeds for breakout success.  
 
You might focus on 10 metro areas you can get to, and make it your goal to find 
10+ fans who are willing to host you in each of those regions on a yearly basis. 
Make your show contagious and you can grow a fanbase that can eventually 
support you at public venues as well. 
 
Of course, you don’t have to define a true fan as someone who will host a house 
concert for you. You can call them a life-saving fan, a super-fan, or the president 
of your BFF club. Whatever you call them, call them often and treat them well! 
 
 
“The takeaway: 1,000 true fans is an alternative path to success other than 
stardom. Instead of trying to reach the narrow and unlikely peaks of platinum 
bestseller hits, blockbusters, and celebrity status, you can aim for direct 
connection with a thousand true fans. On your way, no matter how many fans 
you actually succeed in gaining, you’ll be surrounded not by faddish infatuation, 
but by genuine and true appreciation. It’s a much saner destiny to hope for. And 
you are much more likely to actually arrive there.” — Kevin Kelly, 1000 True Fans 
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Turn your fans into hosts. 
 
There’s more than one way to inspire fans to host shows for you, but they all 
involve creating some basic info and a call to action.  
 
House Concert Page on Your Website 
 
Do you want to play house concerts on a regular basis? Then create a page on 
your website that describes what a house concert with YOU will be like. Include  
pictures, video, testimonials, a call to action, and a link or contact form where 
they can ask for more information or potential dates. 
 
Inspire them to be part of your story and career. Tell them about a favorite 
experience, and the ability to get to know each other through your house 
concerts. 
 
A link to your profile at ConcertsInYourHome.com is an easy and effective 
shortcut. [graphic with book a HC with me at CIYH logo] 
 
Create a Story  
 
Are you asking one friend to host a show for you or are you planning a touring 
adventure? Are you offering a limited opportunity to only your most special fans? 
Context creates value. Make you house concerts part of something bigger and 
cooler. Maybe it’s a “fan appreciation” program and you only do one per month. 
Make people get in line to host a show for you. 
 
Kevin Montgomery had consistent success by planning a 50-state tour every 
year and inviting his fans to participate and spread the word. A meaningful and 
easy to understand target can help you recruit lots of volunteers to host or help 
spread the word. 
 
Format choices and programs 
 
On your house concert page, you can offer various (house concert) programs to 
inspire different types of fans. Can you do a workshop? Can you offer TenTen 
Concerts to inspire even those with tiny spaces to reach out to you? 
 
Social Media 
 

http://concertsinyourhome.com/
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Tell your house concert story. Take and share pictures, quotes, video, and your 
personal feelings about how these events resonate with you. Search YouTube 
for “Susan Enan's House Concert Tour Official Video” for an inspiring story. 
 
Adapt Your Mailing List Form  
 
To get fans to show interest in your house concerts, add a column where they 
can circle Yes if they are interested in hosting you. This becomes very effective if 
you mention it at the end of your set. “When you sign our mailing list, please 
indicate if you’d be interested in hosting a show next time we come this way. We 
do small shows as well as big ones, so don’t be shy about your space!” 
 
“Would you like a concert in your home?” Some people will say “yes.” Follow up. 
 
Example: My mailing list form follows this chapter. 
 
Promo Card 
 
Do you have a nice picture of yourself playing a house concert? A 4”X6” glossy 
postcard is a great thing for your merch table. Add a few quotes and an initiation 
for them to visit the house concert page on your website. Make sure everyone 
who buys a CD gets one. 
 
Calendar Tour Gaps 
 
Tell your fans where you want to go. Show them how they can help you get 
there. Do this on your house concert page and share it. Update it regularly and 
fans will notice. 
 
Here's a great example. 
 
Edie Carey really leaned into house concerts a few years ago. When you looked 
at her touring schedule at EdieCarey.com, you often saw entries that were asking 
for gigs right in the middle of the already booked shows, like this:  
 
March 12th, Eddie’s Attic, Decatur, GA 7pm 
March 13th, Looking for house concert, south GA 
March 14th, Looking for house concert, north FL 
March 15th, Hideaway Cafe, St. Petersburg FL 8pm 
[http://ediecarey.com] 
 
This is a great way to make your website work for you. 
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Mailing List to Invite House Concert Interest
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Use Easy House Concert Formats to Fill Your 
Weeknights 
 
Make it exclusive 
Get personal 
Develop a cool concept for your small shows 
 
Weeknights don’t have to be weak nights 
 
One of the challenges with finding house concerts for your tours is that people 
usually prefer to host house concerts on weekends. The job, the kids, and/or the 
schedules of their friends can make it difficult for them to imagine a show in their 
home on a weeknight.  
 
For some people, weeknights are non-negotiable, and there's no point in trying to 
convince them to host a show on a school night. However, for some, their main 
reluctance hinges on the fact that they overestimate  
 

•  how many people are needed for a successful show, and  
•  how long the event will take 
•  the amount of effort needed to set it up 

 
If you want to fill your tour gaps, describe the weeknight house concerts as a 
wonderful and easy option for your fans. 
 
How could you present a weeknight concert as something people would actually 
prefer over a weekend show? Here are a few suggestions: 
 

• Embrace small and make it intimate.  
• Create something that you could only do at an intimate show. (Take 

requests, write a song together, cook dinner, see below) 
• Make it exclusive. (See TenTen and DinnerAndSong) 
• Add/Offer a workshop/lesson.  
• Make it charity fundraiser for their favorite cause. (Benefit Artists examples: 

you only do these on weeknights, you collect $100 and the rest goes to 
charity) or get sponsor… 

 
Booking house concerts can be a new channel for your creativity. Create a story 
that inspires your fans to participate in your success.
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C. Develop Killer House Concert Promo 
 
Prepping your Promo: 
Video 
Songs 
Short Bio/Story 
Website 
Causes 
Programs 
examples and links 
Artists should add website page or ciyh profile , and bio/story relevant to HCs. 
 
 
 
 
 
Hosts want something different. Your website and lead videos may not be 
sending the right picture to house concert hosts. You’ll need video, the right 
songs, and a webpage describing why you are such a great fit for house 
concerts.
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The Importance of Good Video 
shrink or move this to non-fan section 
 
“The second we produced our own high-quality video, opportunities started 
coming up that weren’t coming up before. It’s a HUGE thing. Has to do with the 
fact that we are sending out unsolicited submissions to most of the people we’re 
getting in touch with… that first impression is everything.” - Rory Cloud, Quiles 
and Cloud 
 
 
Do you like to read long emails? Then why write them? Pictures and videos are 
the best way to get people’s attention and get them motivated to absorb a little 
info. User friendly technology and thumb-savant kids have removed the barriers 
that keep artists from acquiring good promo. Anyone can get some decent 
pictures and videos and put them on a website. 
 
Of course, hire professionals if you can, but only after doing some inexpensive 
experimentation. It’s amazing what you can do with a smart-phone these days. If 
the songs are great, the lighting is decent, and the room is quiet, the results can 
be surprisingly good. 
 
One of the most common responses that artists get, when they reach out to 
established house concerts, is “we don’t book anyone we haven’t seen play live.” 
This is not unreasonable. These hosts have built a reputation for scheduling 
great talent, and they know that a booking mistake could reduce their audience 
for future shows.  
 
That said, most hosts do not require seeing you play live in advance of the show. 
What they usually requires is a good video or two. Today’s recording technology 
makes it easy to hide the fact that a singer can’t really pull it off live, and bookers 
rarely let themselves get fooled more than once. 
 
Despite the great tools that exist for video editing, it’s hard to imperceptibly fix a 
performance. Spend a few hours on YouTube, and it’s clear that most live videos 
are exactly that - live. Editing mostly consists (though not often enough) of 
removing the boring or unnecessary parts. With video, it’s easier to record a few 
more takes than to fix performance mistakes. The result feels authentic.  
 
Similarly, MTV-style videos (where images are synchronized with pre-recorded 
music tracks) fall short of representing your live show. They can be attractive and 
interesting, but many bookers will find them unconvincing for the same reasons 
that CDs fail to represent your live show. 
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If they can’t see you play live - live video is the next best thing.  
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What Makes a Successful Video for House 
Concert Bookings? 
 
What does a house concert host want to see in your video? Generally, they want 
a great performance of a great song, in front of a listening audience, where the 
artist's face is easy to see and the music easy to hear. If you can top that off with 
5-10 seconds of audience interaction where you make them laugh or respond - 
you’ll get gigs.  
 
Here are a few effective, simple videos. 
Search Youtube for the “ConcertsInYourHome - effective booking videos” 
playlist. 
[create playlist from top acts at CIYH] 
 
The Most Common Problems with Live Videos 
 
ConcertsInYourHome has a robust audition system that requires two live videos 
from artist applicants. Judges include industry professionals, but the majority are 
active house concert presenters. These hosts offer specific feedback to the 
artists regarding the materials presented.  
 
We’ve seen thousands of video evaluations. Below are the most common 
problems they report to the artists about the videos.  
 
The first three that have nothing to do with the songs selected.  
 

1. “Not a listening audience.” If you can't command the respect of the 
audience in the video, why would we expect anything different when we 
see you? 

2. “Different lineup than advertised.” If you are booking yourself for house 
concerts as a solo act, we might enjoy seeing you with a violin player if 
we're digging 5 and 6 videos deep into what you do. But the first two 
videos MUST be a good representation of what you are bringing to our 
house. Don't make people imagine what you'd be like without the full drum 
kit and backline.  

3. “Not a live performance.” Don’t lip-sync or strum sync - keep it real, even if 
that means the audio won't be pristine.  

 
In addition, here are the most common challenges regarding the songs or 
performances. 
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4. “Intro too long.” For most acts, the priority element is the voice, and artists 
who strum their 4 chord intro* several times before getting to the vocal will 
lose the booker's interest. Remember that people are busy, and your 
video could be in a long line of potential acts for that concert series. If you 
tell a story, tell it really well, make a point and be expressive.  

5. “Not feeling any emotion.” Eye contact is often a factor here. You might be 
staring at lyrics/computer or just trying too hard and getting in your own 
way.  

6. “Pitchy vocals or instruments.” We don’t seek perfection in live video, but 
there are a lot of performances where pitch problems are relentless. 

7. “Cover song.” The existing communities of house concert hosts tend to 
prefer original music, unless they book traditional, Celtic, classical, and 
blues genres. Even though a couple of covers in a show is a welcome 
treat, it’s usually a mistake to introduce yourself to house concert hosts 
with a video cover tune. They can get cover songs in most bars. 

 
 
* Songwriting Tip: The intro to your song shouldn’t be a twenty second warm-
up. It should get the same songwriting attention and care as the rest of the song. 
If the chords are no different than the verse, there better be something magical 
going on over it. If the intro is there simply out of songwriting habit, if it serves no 
purpose, get rid of it. 
 
When you submit songs or videos to a judging process, keep in mind that the 
judges will be listening to many artists in a row. Find a way to get to the essence 
of your content and sound quickly.  
 
 
How to Make the Right Videos to Promote Your House Concert Show  
 
Stage a House Concert 
 
Invite 10 friends over and stage a short show in your living room or at a friend’s 
place. Ask three of your friends to shoot video with their fancy phones. Make 
sure there’s a lamp or two nearby so that your face will be visible. Find a loitering 
teenager and ask her to put the clips together with iMovie. Upload your single-
song videos to YouTube. Done. 
 
You could also hire some high school or college students to save money, and of 
course hire professionals if you have the budget. You can get great results for 
under $1000 if you make enough inquiries in your community.  
 
Choose the Right Songs 
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Pick at least two of your best songs and make sure they are different in key and 
tempo. At least one of those songs should be upbeat or groovy. Ballads are not 
enough… most house concert presenters want energy as well as poetry.  
 
 
Do you want someone to invest their time and effort to create a house concert for 
you? If so, invest what you can to make it easy for them to imagine. 
 
We now require it of all new artists who join ConcertsInYourHome.com 
— 
 
Sidebar: 
 
A great video can also break barriers. 
 
Some hosts, especially those with a long track record, will rarely book an act they 
haven’t personally seen. But even the most disciplined bookers have made 
exceptions based on a great song/video, especially if it’s accompanied by a 
recommendation from someone they trust. 
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Do Your Emails Create Thousands of Dollars? 
 
Are you still using email to ask fans to buy your songs on iTunes for a less than 
70 cents per track? 
 
Instead, what if your emails could generate concerts that provide a listening 
audience, free food, $10-20 per person and a place to stay in markets where you 
only know a few people? Oh yeah, and these people pay full price for the full CD, 
because they want a souvenir of the experience.  
 
Your fans have busy inboxes, and they know when they are treated as part of a 
list. You can only go to that well so many times, so when you do it, make it count. 
Offer something really special, like the opportunity to spend some time with you 
and to show you off to their friends.  
 
Thanks to Facebook, Twitter, and other channels, the fans who want constant 
contact have great opportunities to act on their hyper-interest. This is a better 
place for your small asks and small offers. These are also great channels to 
invite out of town friends to join your email list.  
 
Make your mailing list a privilege, an opportunity for fans to receive rare and 
extremely cool offers - like the opportunity to host or attend a private show.  
 
Next I’ll show you an email you can cut, paste, and send that has generated 
hundreds of thousands of enthusiastic dollars to be transferred to the pockets of 
artists. 
 
Any email to your fans requires a certain amount of work and creativity to get 
results. What is your time and art worth... pennies or Benjamins? Let’s use email 
to inspire your fans to go big.  
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The $250,000 Email - A Preamble 
 
The first time I tried this, thirty minutes later I had an offer to play a house 
concert. I’m not the first to have success emailing fans for house concerts, but 
I’ve experimented and I’ve paid attention to the results. I’ve shared these results 
over the years and have helped my blog readers and ConcertsInYourHome 
artists create hundreds of thousands of dollars in house concert bookings. 
 
CIYH members and non-members alike have used varying forms of this sample 
email to inspire their fans to host concerts, provide food, shelter, dollars, and 
good times on the road. 
 
Here is what artists have said about the email I’m about to share with you. 
 
Testimonials 
 
“Hey Fran, Just wanted to let you know that I followed through with your 
suggestion and secured seven gigs in about 4 hours. You’re onto something.” 
[Update: Ed wound up booking 22 gigs from the email over the next few weeks.] 
Cheers, Ed Oproncek 
 
“Hi Fran, The email has been working like a charm - thanks for the nudge. I have 
gotten offers in NJ, MD, GA, Brooklyn, Greensboro, and even a boat on a lake 
here in NC! Keep the good ideas coming!” Jon Shain 
 
“Fran! I just used the suggested email you sent with video, etc. to a Facebook fan 
and they are going to do a house concert for us when we are in their town with 
another show…good deal!” Leslie 
 
“I used one of Fran’s suggested emails, adapting to fit what i do, and sent it to my 
regional email lists in several states, and voila, over the next couple of weeks 
after that email, I booked a total of 10 house concerts for the spring and summer, 
to fill in the gaps in my regular touring schedule. I consider that a GRAND 
success!” Juni Fisher 
 
“Five out of 10 shows on my last tour out East were the result of an email I sent 
to my mailing list about the ‘Dinner and Song’ concept. Some shows were held in 
churches, some in homes, and most were like full-blown house concerts, 
however all were fan-created and came about in direct response to the DNS 
pitch. It helped me put together a great tour at short notice!” -Teresa Storch 
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The $250,000 Email 
 
Adjust the text to fit your touring options and your personality. 
 
Subject: Fran Snyder - coming to see you? 
 
Friends, 
 
I’m hitting the road again! I’m working on new songs, putting up videos on 
YouTube, and having a lot of fun with live music. 
 
I’d like to see you. 
 
My favorite thing to do is house concerts, where I can really get to know the 
people I play for (and with!). These events are so much fun, and so memorable, 
that it’s international trend, with stories on the subject featured in the New York 
Times, NPR, CNN, and even Billboard Magazine. Are you a little bit curious? 
 
Watch the short video that people use to promote these great events to their 
friends. http://youtube.com/watch?v=try-z4-4h04  Small spaces are fine! 
 
I’d love to play for you and your friends. We can compare calendars and decide 
when I could be in your area. Write me back? 
 
Your fan, 
 
Fran Snyder 
www.fransnyder.com (new video on front page) 
 
PS - How much does it cost? Almost nothing - everyone who attends chips in. 
Read the free guide to find out how. http://bit.ly/cKQzQm 
 
PPS - Where am I going? I’m open to suggestions! But here are some areas I’ll 
be visiting soon: 

• Manitoba in late March 
• Georgia in April 
• Minnesota/Iowa late March 
• NC in late May 
• NY, OR, TX, FL in the fall 
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Breaking it down. Notes about the $250,000 
email.  
 
This is to show you the important pieces and the reasons for them. That way, if 
you take a different approach, you can make sure to cover all these points in 
your own way. 
 

• Subject - ask a question, include the word “you” - these are both effective 
subject elements to capture interest.  

• Paragraph 1 and 2 - quickly shows activity, positivity, excitement, and a 
suggestion that includes the reader.  

• Paragraph 3 - introduce the concept of house concerts, show it’s part of an 
exciting cultural movement, and show credibility with well-known sources. 

• Link to the video to demonstrate.  
• “Small spaces are fine!” - this takes away the excuse of “my place is too 

small to host.” You can decide that for them. Too small for a Saturday 
night? Perhaps. But what if it’s perfectly on the way and workable on a 
Tuesday? Allow yourself to have that conversation. 

• Last paragraph - describe the benefit, ask them to write back.  
• Closing - send them to your updated website for more music. 
• PS - this is vital, people are worried about cost. 
• PPS - also important - capture the attention of fans in the areas you already 

intend to tour, but leave it open for others to show interest. Even if you can’t 
work them into the upcoming tour, you’ll have a lead for your next tour.  
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Artists Hosting House Concerts 
 
Yes, artists do this too! For artists who perform house concerts, there are huge 
benefits to hosting at least a few shows. Here are just a few of the ways that 
performers can benefit by hosting house concerts. 
 
1) Plant seeds in your community. If you want people in your home town to host 
shows for you, there's no better way than to invite them to experience such an 
event at your place or at a friend's house. Be the host, not the performer, so that 
everyone is clear that you aren’t doing this for yourself. The best way to inspire 
generosity is to be generous. Let them learn from your example. Host a small 
weeknight event if you need to keep weekends available for your own gigs.  
 
2) Learn what hosts go through so you can better anticipate their needs when 
you perform. There are lots of little mistakes that performers and hosts can make 
when putting on events. Each of these mistakes can lessen the impact of the 
show and reduce the performer's income. Knowing how to play both roles 
(performer and host) will quickly make you an expert in the house concert world, 
where you can make the most of each opportunity. 
 
3) Network with artists you admire. Make a list of 20 approachable artists you 
admire, artists you'd love to open for. Look at their website, spot the nearby gaps 
in their touring schedules, and email them an offer to host a show for them. For 
the reasons above, hosting a show could be more beneficial than opening for 
them at your local venue. 
 
Being Gracious and Humble as a Host 
 
Despite the potential benefits you get as an artist, hosting house concerts should 
come from a place of generosity - not as a sneaky way to hang out or get favors 
from another musician. Chances are, your artist is not excited about the 
opportunity to jam with you before or after the show. It’s unlikely they want an 
opening act or a guest performer unless you have a previous connection and 
they’ve heard you play.  
 
Socializing 
 
For artists who host concerts, it’s important not to expect too much from the 
performer you are hosting. It’s tempting to believe that the artist is eager to be 
your friend. It’s also tempting to ask for advice, business connections, and favors.  
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Acceptance of your house concert offer does not imply that you are entitled to co-
writes, or career coaching from the artist. Watch their eyes and demeanor when 
you ask questions. If they seem tired, back off. 
 
Remember that this is first and foremost a business activity for your artist, and 
other than being generally friendly, they haven’t made any promises about 
helping you with your career or being buddies who chat regularly. Please tread 
lightly when socializing with the performer, and do not take advantage of your 
position as booker and host.  
 
It’s quite possible your artist will be friendly and helpful to you. If you give them 
plenty of personal space, and allow them time to show interest, your connection 
will be comfortable and easy.   
 
Should You Be the Opening Act? 
 
If you do ask your invited performer if you can open the show, do it up front, and 
please consider: 
 
- You should have a professional site/page to put the performer at ease that your 
quick set will not be a drag on the show. (No one likes to fake enjoyment of 
another performer.) 
 
- Limit your performance to two quick songs, and keep your intros short. It's 
usually best not to create a second intermission by adding a gap between the 
opener and the headliner's first set. And then you want to make sure that you 
aren't forcing the audience to go an hour without a break. 
 
 
Gig Swaps  
 
There are times when you can approach hosting a show as an exchange of 
audience and resources with artists who are peers and a good musical fit. 
However, it can be challenging to find the right acts to swap with you, and it can 
be a risk to assume that you will deliver the same results for each other. one act 
can be more capable or committed to creating a good setting and audience 
turnout.  
 
The premise is simple. I host you, and sometime later you host me.  
 
Again, with the 1-set formats it is easy for artists to host each other, and 
especially for peers to reciprocate. I help you make money and build audience in 
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my town, and vice versa. The bonus is that each show also is an opportunity for 
the host artist to inspire local friends to host a show. 
 
One-set events like TenTen Concerts are designed for weeknights and can be 
promoted without a lot of lead time. That’s perfect for an artist that doesn’t want 
to sacrifice their own opportunities to play. Keep your weekends open for your 
own shows, and host friends on off nights like Sunday - Wednesday.  
 
In spite of the potential challenges, it can be worthwhile to keep the possibility in 
mind whenever you make new musical friends at festivals, conferences, and 
shows with multiple acts. Make friends, exchange information, and pitch the idea 
when the time or circumstances work for you.  
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Align Your Music with a Cause You Believe In 
 
Many artists are inspired by great causes, and sometimes find themselves invited 
to play charity events for little or no money, and these events are often the 
antithesis of a listening room concert. 
 
What if we can inspire charities to embrace house concerts as a vehicle to build 
community and raise money? What if these new charitable opportunities help us 
grow the much needed audience for great musicians, house concerts, and 
listening rooms? 
 
Charitable organizations often have board members who are willing to sponsor or 
host events that raise money for their charity. 
 
Ask your friends (on Facebook or by email) if they support any charities in your 
area. If some of the organizations mentioned appeal to you, tell your friend you 
could do a house concert to raise awareness and funds for the cause if they’ll 
contribute their living room.  
 
Two Ways to do the Financials 
 
Of course, you can give all the money to the charity if you wish, but it is an 
accepted tradition for artists to get paid when they lend their talents for 
fundraising, especially if their presence can bring more money and people to the 
organization.  
 
1. Split the Door 
 
Have a suggested donation of $20 or more (it is a charity event after all) and offer 
the organization half of all the proceeds - even your merchandise. Tell the 
organization to have a few representatives there, with one designated to make 
an “ask” for a particular project they need help with. Have them bring some 
literature too. 
 
2. Earn a Flat Fee 
 
A board member may be happy to pay you a flat fee ($100-$300 is common) so 
that all the money given at the door will go to the charity. 
  
 
Take advantage of this idea. It can fill your off nights locally, build your audience, 
and help worthwhile causes. Use a one-set format (TenTen, DessertAndSong, 
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etc) which allows plenty of time for the organization to speak and ask for a larger 
donation if they have a special project to promote.  
 
Connect with a national organization and you could create a tour with similar 
events on the road. 
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E. Finding House Concerts 
 
Two Common Myths 
Join Networks - list, pros and cons 
Network with Artists 
Other Searches  
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Two Common Myths 
 
There are two pervasive myths about booking house concerts.  
 
Myth 1. House concerts are all booked a year out or more, so it’s incredibly 
difficult to book them. This myth exists because when you search for house 
concert hosts on Google, you are most likely to find the most popular ones. The 
most popular ones, of course, tend to be booked out for a long time. However, 
new people start up all the time, and your fans can certainly book something with 
you within three months when you know how to approach them.  
 
Myth 2. House concert hosts only book well-known or established acts. This 
again is an idea born out of search engines and reputations. Of course, the most 
popular/largest house concert series' are going to attract better known talent. 
 
At ConcertsInYourHome, most bookings happen four to eight months out. 
Booking shows with your fans can happen even more quickly. 
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Connect with Existing Hosts and House Concert 
Communities 
 
Private Networks can be challenging and worthwhile to get into. They include: 
HomeRoutes.ca – 16 house concert circuits throughout Canada.  
ConcertsInYourHome.com – 2,000+ events worldwide, mostly U.S. 
sofarsounds.com – International house concert promoter with a focus on media 
development rather than artist pay. 
[http://www.homeroutes.ca] 
[http://www.concertsinyourhome.com] 
[http://sofarsounds.com/#!/landing] 
 
Public Sites. A bit more democratic, but difficult to navigate. 
House Concerts Australia 
Euro House Concert Hub 
[http://houseconcertsaustralia.ning.com] 
[http://houseconcerthub.ning.com]
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Five ways to… 
Improve Your Emails, Improve Your Life. 
 
Booking is generally done by email, so your ability to master this medium will 
greatly affect your booking success. What you are most inclined to say and 
include is not necessarily your best bet. Use this section to look critically at your 
booking emails to see if they are working against you.  
 
As a host and in my work at ConcertsInYourHome, I’ve looked at thousands of 
booking emails. I’ve also studied my results when trying to book myself in house 
concerts and clubs as well. There is much you can learn by examining your own 
results, but I can save you some time.  
 
Here are the top reasons booking inquiry emails don’t get a response. 
 

• too long 
• off target 
• impersonal 
• confusing 
• they don’t ask a simple question.  

 
Let’s look at fixing each of these mistakes. 
 
Keep it Short 
People are busy, and people who book house concerts, clubs, and other venues 
are even busier. Short and friendly emails are the ones that get read and replied 
to most often. Most of them don’t want to read about you.  
 
Be On Target 
Most venues and house concerts provide information about what they are looking 
for, and how they should be contacted. If you ignore this information and fail to 
point out how you fit their needs, it discourages the booker and they will often not 
respond. 
 
Be Personable 
It’s funny how many artists think that they deserve personal responses to email 
blasts. You should put as much care into what you send out as you’d like to see 
in what you get back. Use the person’s name, the venue name, and mention 
something that connects you. Mention similar artists/friends who’ve played there 
or that you have family/friends in that town. One sentence can turn you from a 
no-personality gig-hunter into a human being that deserves a response. 
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Get Clear 
Get to the point quickly. Do you want to play there? Say so, and early. When do 
you want to play there? Why are you a good fit? Stick to these basics, and 
provide links for the rest. 
 
Ask the Booking Question 
It’s common to see an artist talk about who they are, where they’ve played, who 
likes their record, and never get around to asking a question that elicits a reply. 
“I’ll be in your area March 14th and again on July 6th,would either of these dates 
work for you?” 
 
If you want an answer - ask a question! 
 
You won’t get 100% response rate, even if you do things perfectly. But if you 
follow the 5 tips above, you’ll have a clear advantage over the many disorganized 
artists that want to play the same rooms. 
 
The next vital way to set yourself apart is a professional and consistent follow up.  
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Follow Up - the key to successful booking 
 
You may not realize this, but less than 10% of salespeople persist in their efforts 
long enough for a sale to take place. A huge majority of sales — 90% - take 
place after the fifth call and the fifth attempt of the salesperson to ask for the 
order. -- Brian Tracy, http://www.briantracy.com/files/pages/ssms/ 
 
No matter how well-crafted your emails become, you’ll miss a lot of opportunities 
if you fail to follow up consistently. Your messages will get misplaced just as 
easily as the press-kits of yesteryear. Fortunately, you’re no longer wasting 
postage to bury your latest CD at the bottom of a tall stack or large bin. Emails 
only cost you time and attention.  
 
When following up, there’s an art to finding the sweet spot between persistent 
and annoying. Until you get a reply, I recommend a declining rate of follow up. 
After your initial inquiry try this schedule: 
 

• First Follow up - 8 days after initial inquiry, repeat the personal comments 
as refresher 

• Second Follow up - 18 days after initial inquiry, change the personal 
comments if possible 

• Third Follow up - 30 days after initial inquiry 
• Fourth Follow up - 90 days after initial inquiry, hopefully with a different 

approach. 
• Fifth Follow up - 6 months later, but only if you have something new to 

present.  
 
Here are a few notes regarding this technique.  
 

• When you follow up - it’s best to resend the email with just a single line that 
politely mentions it’s a second attempt. Resend the same copy (not an 
indented or forwarded version) to keep the email clean.  

• The intention behind the spacing of days is that each of the three first 
attempts will be sent on a different day of the week. If your initial inquiry is 
on Monday, the first follow up is sent on a Tuesday, and the third follow up 
lands on Friday. This is not a critical nuance, but if followed it will minimize 
the chance that you keep sending your emails on what could be their 
busiest day of the week.  

• The third, fourth and fifth follow ups get you beyond what may be a 
seasonal hurdle. Bookers get sick, divorced, or win the lottery just as often 
as the rest of us. They can actually appreciate an artist who is patient 
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enough to try again when the time is right. Also double check the email 
address to see if it’s changed, or if there’s another one that might be more 
effective.  

• By the fourth or fifth attempt, you should adjusting your linked content and 
email so that if the booker was previously on the fence about you, the new 
content will tip them one way or another. At this point, it’s often better to get 
a “no” than no response. 

 
If email isn’t working, it can be worthwhile to seek other channels like Facebook. 
Politely ask if Facebook is an OK place to connect or if they prefer that you use 
another email address to reach them.  
 
Of course, you may not feel that every venue is worth five follow up attempts. But 
if you’re organized and persistent, you’ll find that these polite emails are also 
building your name recognition with that booker/venue. Artists who keep putting 
their name out there are more likely to see serendipitous things happen. 
 
“No” means No. 
 
When a booker says “no,” thank them for the response and then leave them 
alone. Resist the urge to ask “why” or to parse the email for some angle they 
didn’t cover in their explanation. Arguing your way into a gig, even if it’s somehow 
possible, is likely to put you in a situation where your show won’t be promoted 
well, won’t be appreciated, and might even get canceled on short notice. It’s not 
worth it.  
 
Follow up is one of the key parts of the booking process that can make or break 
your tours. Get organized, be consistent, be persistent, and kind. Booking is 
selling, and it rarely happens on the first try. 
 
 
Sometimes it’s not the email holding you back. 
 
It’s quite possible that your recordings, your videos, your bio, or your lack of 
experience and reputation are not inspiring enough. Some bookers, especially 
house concert hosts, have a tough time “saying no” for fear of hurting an artist’s 
feelings. They put it off and then forget.  
 
It’s also possible that the booker is going through some personal issues, moving, 
etc.. and the timing of your email was the only thing wrong. That’s why 
professionals don’t take it personally and try again. 
 
It’s worth the extra effort. 
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—————— 
F. Playing House Concerts and Getting the Biggest 
Results. 
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Do Your Best at House Concerts 
  
What’s missing from your show? A two-set concert should include many of the 
items on this list.  
 

• Comedy/jokes 
• Uptempo material 
• Change of delivery - sit or stand, change of instruments 
• Insight/inspiration - in song or story 
• Energy and flow - too many unplanned pauses 
• Planned stage patter - don’t wing everything! 
• Lyrical or instrumental genius - don’t just be solid, make sure your best 

talent is developed and featured.  
• Warmth - make your audience feel loved and appreciated 
• Style - dress with intent and purpose. 
• Sincere and heartfelt thanks to your host. 

 
It's important to have a long term strategy. Your goal is not only to have a great, 
profitable show, but to have your entire visit be so remarkable that the host will 
insist (because you won't pressure them) that you visit/play again. 
 
House concerts bring the responsibility (and opportunity) to be "on" for a lot more 
time than just your 90 minute performance. Everything counts. Are you polite? 
Are you friendly? Do you show genuine interest in the host, family, and friends 
present?  
 
It's not necessary to be unnaturally humble or self-deprecating to show gratitude. 
You are a professional, and have the right to be paid and treated well by people. 
That said, a sincere and heartfelt thank you goes a long way. Doing that with 
gusto can cover a multitude of slip ups.  
 
Case in point:  
 
There is no rule that hosts should get a free CD after the show. In fact, some 
hosts insist on buying merchandise, and even putting their own money in the 
suggested donations basket. However, it's very common for artists to forget to 
offer some token of appreciation, e.g. a signed CD, shirt, etc. Why would you not 
insist they accept some souvenir for their generosity?  
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It’s good to have something extra (stickers, beer koozies, etc) in case they insist 
on paying for your standard merchandise.  
 
There are some hosts who greatly value their CD collection as a souvenir of the 
great experiences they've had hosting house concerts. Occasionally, they are 
surprised that they weren't offered such a basic (and frankly, inexpensive) gift as 
an autographed CD with a few kind words.  
 
Kindness, at every turn, is an opportunity. It’s also a great way to get invited 
back. 
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Help Hosts Do Their Best 
 
How to advance/prepare. (Give them the guide)  
Top Preventable Mistakes that Hosts Make 
 

• Trying to be too big the first time 
• Show promoted too late or ineffectively 
• Show promoted as a party rather than a concert 
• Failure to create an invite list of ample size 
• Failure to require and track RSVPs 
• Failure to send reminder message 
• Donations not properly promoted ahead of time 
• Donations not properly collected during the show 
• Host allowed last show(s) to kill the buzz of the series… could be bad 

performance, small turnout, etc. 
 
When working with fans who are new to house concerts, you should play a pro-
active role in making sure they succeed in setting up a good event. Encourage 
them to sign up as a host at ConcertsInYourHome.com, and many of the items 
below will be handled for you. Otherwise, you should be prepared to handle 
these items in your own way.  
 
Getting the Numbers to Work 
 
When you work with new hosts, it might be best to encourage a small show on a 
weeknight to save your weekends for bigger and surer things. Believe it or not, it 
can be a challenge for someone to get even 10 guests to show up. A small 
successful event could turn into repeat opportunities. Setting too high a target 
can leave your host overwhelmed with the promotional effort needed.  
 
Encourage Advance RSVPs 
 
Choose a tentative date with the host and ask them to pitch the event to their 
friends. Ask the host to get a minimum of 8 solid RSVPs before you confirm the 
show. If they can meet that number in 3-5 days, then you confirm the show, with 
the understanding that they’ll keep promoting of course. If they fall short of that 
number, you can weigh the potential of this show against your other options. If 
you aren’t comfortable moving forward, you can suggest another date or maybe 
try again at another time. 
 

http://concertsinyourhome.com/
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Encourage New Hosts to Make a List of Everyone They Could Invite 
 
Ask questions about how many people they can email, and help them set a 
reasonable target for attendance. Typically, their email list needs to be 3-5 times 
greater than the desired number of attendees. If you want 20 people to attend, 
you need to invite at least 60. 
 
Encourage Host to Make a Waiting List 
 
If RSVPs exceed the goal, a waiting list makes the event look cool, and provides 
a great resource as people cancel in the days leading up to the event. We 
routinely see 20-30% of RSVPs cancel or fail to show up. Even if the host is 
willing to overbook a little, a waiting list can still be useful if cancelations get out 
of control. (“Local team made the playoffs, sorry!”) 
 
Give Them An Easy Template to Promote the Show 
 
CIYH has easy and effective templates for web-flyers. Hosts can create a web-
flyer quickly and include the link in a short invitation email to their list. The web-
flyer includes a video that describes what house concerts are, as well as all the 
information needed to check out the performer.  
 
Encourage them to Send a Confirmation Email Three Days Before 
the Show.  
 
People will cancel or fail to respond. This give them an idea of how many to invite 
from the waiting list.  
 
Introduce Them to a Few Friends 
 
You should NEVER assume that a host wants strangers in their home. Even if 
they ask you to invite people you know... be sure that you aren’t inviting your 
entire mailing list.  
 
That said, most hosts welcome new faces, especially if you have friends in the 
area. If they are into it, introduce them to a couple of your own friends in the 
area. If the host is struggling for attendance early on, she can adopt your trusted 
friends as co-promoters. These aren’t flyer pushers, but friends who’ll take 
responsibility to get a few of their friends to attend as well.  
 
Create a Fun Invite Video 
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Grab your iPhone and have some fun. Upload your live video to YouTube and 
share the link with the host.  “Hi everybody! We're excited to be playing a 
DessertAndSong concert at Fran's house. Here's one of our tunes we can't wait 
to play for you..." 
They’ll be thrilled to send it out with the invitation email, or as part of the reminder 
message.  
 
Preparing Your Hosts: 
 
Every house concert contains missed opportunities and mistakes that can cost 
the artist $20-100 in sales or donations. For example: a new host who has not 
properly educated their first-time audience about the suggested donation, will 
often find that a quick announcement and a well-placed donations jar is simply 
not enough to get everyone to donate. We've seen events where fewer than half 
donated, and the host and artist were left with awkward glances and questions. 
 
This fun, free guide inspires hosts (and artists) to pay attention to details they 
might not otherwise think of. It also provides insights for promoting, booking, and 
tips to avoid getting into trouble with neighbors, zoning officials, and even 
ASCAP/BMI. 
 
Sign them up at CIYH so they'll get the auto-reminder system and webflyer 
without being listed as an active host. -- create this as part of LRN host signup 
process… one-timer status - no selling.  
 
Your House Concert Promotion Kit 
 
Make it easy for hosts to promote their event with you. Give them access to a 
folder or some place where they can find:  
 

•  a nice photograph, optimized to 300 pixels wide, and less than 500k in 
size. 

•  a short version of your bio - one paragraph or two.  
 
Your website is a great place to include a promo tab for people booking shows 
with you. Many hosts/presenters complain that it can be difficult to also find hi-res 
press photos for the artists they want to promote.  
 
Weak Collection of Donations 
 
I once drove a few hundred miles to play a house concert for a very experienced 
host, really anticipating a big and fun night. Due to bad weather we had a small 
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turnout of about 8 guests. The heartbreaker, however, was that only half of the 
audience made the  $15 suggested donation. If this can happen to me, I know it 
can happen to anyone.  
 
I was off my game. I could have helped or encouraged the host put up a better 
sign, and paid closer attention to what was going on. Normally, if I sense that the 
donations basket is being neglected, I like to lightly joke about it. “The suggestion 
donation tonight is $15 per person. If you haven’t found the basket yet, it’s by the 
front door. I’m grateful for your generosity, and my wife thinks it’s really cute 
when I come home with money.” 
 
The free house concert guide at ConcertsInYourHome.com is a great thing to 
share with your hosts. It gives the host clear and easy suggestions to insure that 
most guests will contribute. 
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Your House Concert Promo Checklist 
 
Are you hoping that the host has the act together, or do you have an easy 
system to help them achieve the most important promotional and setup 
objectives? 
 

• Booking - are the details sorted, confirmed by email? 
• Promotion - have you provided a link to promotional items like a short bio, 

downloadable picture, and your favorite video for them to share? 
• Update - check in a few weeks before the show, ask how the RSVPs are 

coming, and if they need any help to better promote the show? 
• Arrival update - does the host know what time to expect you?  
• Load in - is there a slight adjustment you need to make to the setup? Can 

you remove cases and unnecessary items from the scene?  
• Setup - clear sign on the donations jar? march table easily accessible? 
• Friendly time - make it a point to get acquainted with at least a few people 

before the show. Get them to talk - save your voice and look gracious. 8^) 
• Breaktime - do you have a compelling pitch to get people to sign your email 

list and buy your latest CD, or are you winging it? 
• Showtime - be sure to warmly thank the host before your last song. 
• Post show - token of kindness for the host - free CD, or something else? 
• Stay over - if you are tired, be sure to spend at least 10-15 minutes with the 

host and their remaining friends before you head off to bed. 
• Follow up - want to be remembered and invited back? Send a thank you 

note.   
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xxx Alternate ways to Get Paid - Suggested 
Donations and More 
 
Professional artists needs to get paid for performances, and house concerts offer 
several ways to accomplish that end. The most common choice is a “suggested 
donation,” but there are some variations and different ways of getting 
compensated for house concerts and similar performances. 
 
Suggested Donations 
 
House concert hosts should not charge people to come into a residence, or 
derive income from it. Doing so can jeopardize their homeowners insurance and 
may violate local zoning ordinances. In light of these restrictions, the most 
common tradition is requesting a suggested (voluntary) donation from each of the 
attendees. The host and artist will agree to a number or a range, like $15 or $15-
20, and make it clear in all announcements and invitations that this donation will 
be requested from attendees at the door. In the host section of this book, I 
discuss some of the challenges of this model, and how to best encourage 
everyone to give without making it compulsory. 
 
Flat fee from host 
 
Some hosts prefer to pay a flat fee to the artist and make the event free to their 
friends. These hosts may also put up a donations jar for friends who may want to 
contribute, and then make up the difference - so the flat fee functions more like a 
guarantee. 
 
Pros:  
This provides piece of mind for the artist, and leaves room for them to make 
more from merchandise sales. Likewise, some hosts are uncomfortable asking 
friends to contribute, so this option allows them to feel more generous.  
 
Cons:  
It’s human nature for guests to value an experience more if they paid for it. 
Consequently, it can be more challenging to create a listening atmosphere when 
guests do not contribute financially.  
 
Unclear Donation 
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Some artists like Shannon Curtis prefer to ask for a donation without suggesting 
an amount. We’ve seen artists do this with CD prices as well. The audience is 
told ahead of time to come prepared to make a donation for the musician, but the 
amount is left to their imagination and inspiration.  
 
Pros:  
If the artist and/or host can make a great (rehearsed) pitch at the break or end of 
the show, it can inspire people to give much more than they would have before 
they experienced the concert. In situations where additional attendees are the 
priority, this payment model could help the host fill the room even if the dollars 
per person are less than expected.  
 
Cons:  
This model relies on having a generous and inspired audience, for example 
where one or two people make a large contribution of $100 or more. Some 
people prefer to be told what is expected instead of having to guess, and there 
are some artists who feel that an open donation does not reflect the professional 
status of the act.  
 
Package Deals 
 
Some artists have experimented with a higher suggested donation so they can 
include a CD for each attendee. For example, $20-25 suggested donation for the 
show and receive a bonus CD. 
 
 
Again, house concerts should not charge or sell tickets, in order to comply with 
residential zoning, homeowners insurance and more. Don’t let your desire for 
certainty put a kind host in jeopardy. 
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xxxTouring Strategy Learned from Hurricane 
Katrina 
 
© 2012 Jeri Goldstein 
 
As we approach the 7 year anniversary of Hurricane Katrina, 
I thought I'd share a touring strategy that proved the difference 
between suffering and thriving in the face of adversity. 
 
I'm blessed to have a lot of friends and clients in New Orleans in and out 
of the music industry. Many of my friends found themselves displaced and 
homeless as a result of Hurricane Katrina. This tragedy put many lives on hold 
but I'm always amazed at how resilient artists are. 
 
With almost no avenues of support throughout their home Gulf region, artists 
turned their situations into an opportunity to tour to old and new markets. Last 
minute bookings are not something to count on as a long-term strategy, yet by 
turning to 
their mailings lists, friends and family members, last minute gigs became their 
survival 
kit. 
 
Oh, but not just any sort of gig, no regular venues, concert halls 
or clubs—no—they mined gold from their mailing list contacts for small 
intimate house concerts. Not the official series sort of house concert, but 
events that any one of their friends or family could throw together quickly, no 
fuss, 
no major marketing involved, just an invitation to a special evening with a special 
artist. 
 
Three of my friends and clients created tours in this fashion that 
lasted more than one or even two months and Jesse Moore made his 
tour last for the entire fall taking him all around the country. 
 
Now granted, there certainly was a sense of urgency and an immediacy that 
motivated people to help during this unusual time.  But, even in good times, the 
house concert mode of touring among friends, family members and tapping your 
mailing list fans to create a small event, holds an infinite desirability for potential 
success rather than struggling to compete with your many performer peers for a 
limited numbers of venue opportunities. 
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The strategy that I now incorporate into my teachings I call The Wagon Train 
Strategy. By using your mailing list and familiar contacts to plan multiple dates in 
one area, you surround a mainstream venue or festival that you hope to play 
someday. When you build your audience and fan base from doing multiple house 
concerts in the surrounding area, you may leverage your expanding fan base into 
a formal gig at that venue in the future. Those venue promoters are interested in 
how many fans can you potentially bring in. By building your fan base with house 
concerts, you will eventually have a substantial number of fans to convince the 
booker to give you a shot. In the meantime, you have created your own following, 
made more money in the process and sold more merchandise to very 
enthusiastic fans. All without bumping up against a ton of competition for your 
gigs. 
 
You don't need a tragedy to spur you on your road to house concert success. 
You just need to start with a few friends close to home or back in your old home-
town where family still lives. Got some college buddies you haven't seen for a 
few years or your cousin who you keep promising to visit to see their new baby? 
Don't stand on ceremonies or wait for a special occasion or time of emergency. 
Drop them a few personal emails or give them a call. Plan out a routing that 
makes sense based on where your contacts live. 
 
There is gold in them thar mailings and Facebook friends lists. You might as well 
mine them to give your tours some momentum, cash flow and fan-base boost. 
You'll increase your opportunities to eventually play those larger venues and 
festivals you desire. But, instead of hoping you get booked someday, you'll be 
thriving, playing intimate concerts in homes of people who actually care about 
you and your success and you'll have a great time visiting with them to boot. 
 
Jeri Goldstein is President & Founder of Performingbiz.com where she teaches 
musicians, performing artists, agents & managers how to get great gigs. She is  
the author of, How To Be Your Own Booking Agent The Musician's & Performing 
Artist's Guide To Successful Touring 3rd Edition and The Tiny Guide to Huge 
Success100 Biz Boosting Hot tips to Ignite Your Performing Career. Jeri is an 
artist career development coach and keynote speaker.
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General Section merge/rewrite? 
How Artists should and should not promote 
upcoming house concerts on the internet. 
 
I once saw an artist promote an upcoming house concert via the Facebook page 
of a local public venue. The venue owner flipped out, because he saw house 
concerts as a threat to his business. If you see someone as your competition, 
you sure won’t want them promoting on your page. 
 
Be careful how you promote your house concerts. Although there’s great 
potential for public venues and house concerts to work together, some public 
venues feel threatened by the thought of a nearby successful house concert 
series. 
 
4 Rules for Promoting House Concerts on your websites and social media. 
 
1. ALWAYS STATE that this is an invitation-only, private event. 
2. Do not publish host names, numbers, addresses, or even email. Require fans 
to email YOU for an introduction to the host. Hosts should be the only ones to 
share the location of their home, and to handle RSVPs. 
3. Do not promote the event using resources that would conflict with other 
venues i.e. don’t start a conversation about your house concerts on the fan page 
of another venue! 
4. Do not mention “tickets” or “charges” anywhere. The correct language is 
“suggested donation,” but why even put that in your calendar? Make people 
curious, give details (like the suggested donation) only when they ask for it. 
 
Here’s an example of what works great on an artist’s website. 
 
Fran’s Touring Schedule: 
 
July 27th, 7pm 
Lakeview, FL - House Concert 
This is a private, exclusive event for friends and a few select fans in the area. 
Invitation only. Email me for details and we’ll get you an invitation. 
 
Some people (your fans) could feel weird about going to the home of someone 
they don’t know. However, you can turn that to your advantage if you make it feel 
like a VIP event. Have another look at the entry above, and notice how the words 
make the event feel special, and put the reader in your “inner circle” by having a 
direct connection to you. 
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Where House Concerts Fall Short - Challenges 
and Solutions 
 
Are house concerts the perfect pill? 
 
So far you might think so. But a house concert host can have just as much 
trouble building an audience as any club or public venue. Some hosts have a 
natural ability to gather crowds (through personality, standing in the community, 
etc.) but some really have to work at promoting their events. Also, booking a 
“stiff” act or two can start a downward trend of the audience numbers they’ve 
worked so hard to build.  
 
The upside, however, is that even a modest turnout (10-20 people) can be very 
satisfying, profitable, and not leave the artist scrambling for a hotel at the end of 
the night. House concert hosts typically provide food and a guest room for the 
night - two of the biggest expenses of being on the road. 
 
Here are a few things to be aware of.  
 
Cancelations and Failures 
 
House concerts are subject to all the same “acts of God” and “acts of Playoffs” 
that traditional venues deal with. Although you are less likely to be double-
booked at a house concert, they can be more prone to short notice cancelations. 
Some hosts don’t quite understand the expense and challenges that a touring 
artist might face in these cases.  
 
Also, the personal lives of the hosts are a major factor. If a club owner’s father 
passes away the night before your show... chances are your show can still go on. 
For a house concert host, however, that would be a major challenge. Rarely do 
they have a backup venue or host that would be ready to take over.  
 
What to do? 
  
Stay in touch. Much of the damage from cancelations can be prevented or 
mitigated by staying in touch with the host as the date approaches. When you 
are on the road, getting updated information at the right time can make a huge 
difference, even minutes can count. Maybe you should check in before you 
spend $10 crossing the George Washington Bridge. RSVPs still good? Arrival 
time still good? Do we have each other’s cell phones? 
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Hedge your bets. Don’t let newbie house concerts be the anchors of your tours. 
They should be fill-in shows on nights where you don’t have better opportunities. 
Before you book airfare or drive a long way, make sure that you have enough 
shows so that one cancelation will significantly damage your tour.  
 
Never risk more than you can afford to lose. 
 
Lack of Publicity 
 
Although some hosts buck this principle, house concerts need to be private 
events to be legal in most areas. It is unwise to promote these events in a way 
that invites strangers without an RSVP to visit someone’s home.  
 
Touring artists usually want publicity when they tour. If publicity is important for 
the development of your career, you’ll need to mix in public concerts to get your 
name in print. If you’re willing to do a small house concert as a teaser show, you 
can often schedule a public show the following night.  
 
The Creepy Vibe or Dirty House 
 
House concerts are full of surprises. She said she had cats. She didn’t say she 
had 14 cats. You need to be aware of what you can tolerate, and be decisive 
when it’s time to cut bait. “I’m sorry, we’ve decided that we need to get partway to 
our next destination, so we’re going to have to leave.” 
 
Never stay somewhere you feel unsafe or where you’ll be unable to sleep. 
Thankfully, if you are playing for friends or hosts within a network, these are rare 
cases.
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END SECTION
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Additional Materials 
 
You’re Probably Doing it Wrong - article 
 http://www.musicthinktank.com/blog/house-concerts-youre-probably-doing-
it-wrong.html 
Chapter: WHAT MAKES A SUCCESSFUL VIDEO for house concert bookings? 
 
Small is the new big - article - update? 
Advice From Hosts 
Advice From Artists 
Being a good house guest - James Lee Stanley? 
The Newest House Concert concepts - cowrite, tenten, and more.  
DinnerDessertAndSong residencies 
The Performing Opportunity - about the attentive audience.. the subtle plays... 
esp for artists who do a lot of bar gigs...  
Listening Room Festivals 
BMI LIve and Now ASCap 
The Joy of Touring - 10 loves from Fran 
Preserving House Concerts 
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DinnerAndSong Works 
 
Nearing the end of a two-week tour of Alberta, playing 11 nights in a row, thanks 
in part to a couple of DinnerAndSong events. 
 
So many times in my past tours, I recall making OK money on the weekend, only 
to watch most of it evaporate on nights when I didn’t have a show (or 
accommodations.) 
 
I’ve done two DinnerAndSong (DNS) events on this tour - the first was at a Bed 
and Breakfast on a Wednesday night, and the most recent was a Monday night. 
 
The first was attended by 14 people (larger than we suggest) at $10 per person, 
and I sold 12 CDs at $10 each for a total of $240. I played 40 minutes, had a 
wonderful dinner, met some great people, inspired a guest to join as another 
DinnerAndSong host. The Bed and Breakfast was lovely and so were the owners 
who, frankly, spoiled me. 
 
Not bad for an off night in a town where I had no fans or resources. Next time I 
visit this area, I’ll have two DNS options, and a handful of fans to attend. 
 
The second show, last monday, was a cold and snowy night in Edmonton, and 
we only had 4 guests and the 2 hosts. That’s small. However, we cozied up in 
the living room, had some great munchies, shared stories and songs, and I made 
$150 with CD sales and donations - again, after a 35 minute performance. 
Stayed in a gorgeous home with 3 acres of aspens (poplars), a friendly Bishon 
puppy, and some very kind people. 
 
To recap the math, I made almost $400 on two off nights, and easily saved 
another hundred or two on food and hotel. Not bad for “filler gigs.” 
 
Small is good. I bet you have many fans and friends that can help you do small. 
 
www.DinnerAndSong.com  
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The DNS Promo Strategy 
Small House Concerts as Promo Shows  vs. Jeri chapter… which is better? 
 
Residencies 
 
You might be familiar with the plan of choosing a weekly gig to develop an 
audience in a market. This can work, but you typically need more energy than 
that to gain traction, and you’re likely to lose money in the early stages at least. 
 
The DNS Promo residency is a series of weeknight DinnerAndSong or 
DessertAndSong events leading up to a scheduled concert at a public listening 
room. 
 
Example: 
  
I book a show at Eddie’s Attic in Decatur for June 1, and need a plan to start 
drumming up interest in the show. I put the word out to my mailing list 2 months 
ahead of time, announcing that I’ll be available to perform DNS concerts in that 
area during the first week in May. I’m able to schedule a couple of shows for that 
week, say Wednesday and Thursday. 
 
May comes and I play my two DNS events, playing short sets and building 
personal relationships with fans who are likely to attend the show at Eddie’s next 
month. They are also likely to talk about “the amazing, personal show” they saw 
at their friend’s place and how I was “totally cool to hang out with.” That might get 
a few extra people to the Eddie’s as well. 
 
Since I only played 35 minutes at the home events, the public show will feel both 
familiar and fresh to the DNS folks. They’ll know some of my best tunes, but will 
get exposed to plenty of new stuff as well. And the atmosphere and my 
performance will be significantly different than the previous show. 
 
Conservatively, I make $125 per night at the DNS shows, and have little or no 
food and lodging expenses thanks to my DNS hosts. So I’ve made $250, and 
have done a fabulous job of building a fanbase and an audience for my 
upcoming show at Eddie’s. 
 
Rinse and repeat. 
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BMI Live AND ASCAP 
 
http://www.bmi.com/live 
 
House concerts are private events. 
 
Public Events 
 
Performance Rights Organizations have a mandate to collect royalties for the 
public performance of music. Every country in the world has such an agency, but 
in that role is performed by three competing organizations. ASCAP, BMI, and 
SESAC. These organizations issue various licenses in order to collect the 
money, and they employ statistical sampling and reporting techniques to decide 
how the money should be distributed. 
 
Songwriters affiliate with one of these organizations in order to receive royalties 
from their works. Unfortunately, due to the sampling techniques (radio and major 
tours), the money tends to flow upwards to the most successful songwriters, 
while less successful works suffer from undetected airplay and reduced or non-
existent royalty payments.  
 
In order to recognize the live performances of smaller acts, BMI has a program 
that allows member artists to login and report their setlists at each venue they 
play. ASCAP also has a program (ASCAP Rewards) designed for self reporting 
by artists.  
 
There are two important things to know about these programs.  
 
First, that house concerts are private events, and therefore not subject to 
licensing fees by these organizations. Therefore, artists do not receive payments 
by reporting house concert performances.  
 
Second, BMI and ASCAP may then use these reports to track down venues that 
are not paying license fees. Essentially, they could be paying performers to help 
them enforce their licences.  
 
Keep in mind the double-edged sword here. 
 
Yes, it’s great if more venues pay licensing fees and artists who play actually get 
paid for it. 
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But it’s also possible that you’ll be “turning in” venues that will not be able to 
afford the licensing fees. Furthermore, in the U.S. a public venue is technically 
required to pay all three organizations.  
 
If BMI (or ASCAP) intends to pay artists for the actual songs played (instead of 
the usual system of sampling, which results in indie artists creating revenue for 
superstars) this is a great, important step forward. But there can be collateral 
damage. These organizations can sometimes demand exorbitant fees from 
venues who don’t know that the rate/formula is negotiable, and sometimes 
unfairly applied. (Measuring total square footage instead of performance area, 
charging for an assumed full house at every show, etc.) Agents from these 
organizations often work on commissions, and are motivated to get as much as 
they can. 
 
So use these forms judiciously. MOST IMPORTANTLY - do not report 
performances at house concerts or other private concerts. BMI, ASCAP and 
SESAC can only collect for PUBLIC performances, and reporting your private 
events like house concerts will only invite hassles to your kind hosts. 
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Advice from Hosts 
 
We asked hosts at ConcertsInYourHome, “What advice would you give to an 
artist who is just beginning to play house concerts?” Here what they said.  
 
Be upfront with the hosts about anything and everything. Don't come stay at my 
place if you're allergic to dogs, expecting not to see dogs, unless you tell me.  
 
Don't expect a vegan meal if you don't tell me you're a vegan. 
 
Don't do it unless you're comfortable staying with strangers while at the same 
time being a good house guest. 
 
The banter between songs is almost more important than the song. The stories 
connect you to your audience. The music cements it. 
 
Get experience performing where you are interacting with the audience, and 
make sure that you get that on video. House concerts are about audience 
interaction, and this is what sells you to house concert hosts. 
 
Make sure the money situation is understood up front. 
 
Understand that house concerts are not regular commercial "gigs", and be 
respectful that hosts are huge supporters of live music and the arts. 
 
When the show is booked as a "5:30 potluck & meet & greet, showtime at 7:00" 
then don't go into seclusion, making phone calls, or sitting talking with your 
friends until 6:55 while the rest of the crowd waits for a chance to meet you. 
 
Understand that House Concerts are as much about the audience as they are 
about you. If you let your love for what you are doing shine through and include 
the listeners, then the audience will reward you with attention, and are likely to 
increase their donation and/or buy CD. If the musician is just there to play and 
not to interact, then they are missing the biggest joy of the whole thing. 
 
 
[name credits at ebookdraft document - necessary?]
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Advice from House Concert Artists 
 
Make sure to show your thanks and gratitude to the host and to spend lots of 
time socializing with them and with their guests.  The hosts are volunteering their 
time and their space to provide a venue and audience for the show, and social 
connection and appreciation are the fuel that keeps them excited to continue 
hosting future guests.  And it will make your concert more successful as well- the 
more connected people feel to you the deeper they will connect with your music. 
- Ian McFeron 
 
Remember that it is not really about you.  It is about community.  Try to help the 
host build their community and connect with the people who come to the shows. - 
Rob Lytle 
 
Be very patient! There is a lot of great talent trying to book the same places as 
you so it may take time. Understand what kind of music they are really looking 
for. - Larry Mangum 
 
Always show up nice and early. This way you don't look like you're just showing 
up for $$, but you're interested in building a relationship with them. - Kristen 
Graves 
 
Be authentic. Have fun. - Robin O’Herin 
 
Write good songs. Perform them well. (sounds basic, but it's really "it") - Louise 
Mosrie 
 
Stick with it.  I get 2 or 3 YES answers out of every 10 inquiries I make.  Don't be 
discouraged -- in baseball and house concerts, that's a good average. There are 
a gazillion artists and much fewer house concerts, and only some of those 
houses are for music like yours. - Jack Brown 
 
Be joyful. In your interaction with hosts, audiences, and most of all in what you 
share with them musically, be unabashedly   joyful. People 
understand new artists are still developing technically and musically; they won't 
be looking for Leo Kottke or Sting or Bob Dylan. They WILL be 
looking for an emotional response to what you do, regardless of technical ability, 
and they will mirror what you give them. Be joyful. - Kray Van Kirk 
 
Be as social as possible with the audience, as they are there for the intimate 
experience. Don't diva posture. - Mieka Pauley 
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You are a guest in someone's home so all those guest things (being polite, 
respecting people's space and friends', etc. are as important as the music. - 
Cady Finlayson 
 
Be a human being and don't bring any of your artist baggage with you into this 
experience.  People who host house concerts are not venue owners, nor 
promoters and will not understand many of the complex issues that occur with 
creating an event.  Come to the table prepared with answers and helpful 
information for them, and be willing to work within their needs.  You may find your 
longest, truest, most die-hard fans come out of simply being a good person to 
these awesome people. - Michael Shoup 
 
I would tell them to develop a solid show that highlights their artistry in a unique 
way.  Don't just wing it...get a setlist together, create some interesting ebbs and 
flows in it, bring incredible material, and give the audience an unforgettable 
experience. - Mason Douglas 
 
Be prepared to be a little nervous.  Also, talk WITH your audience, not AT your 
audience.  House concerts are much more intimate, so treat the show like a 
conversation. - Roxie Randle 
 
House concerts are a very intimate for performance, go into it ready to make new 
friends and invest in a new community of people. - Kyle James Hauser 
 
It’s not about you, it’s about delivering the song to the audience and sharing an 
“us” experience. - Spook Handy 
 
Find a way to say "yes". I've booked a lot of small, out of the way house concerts 
and backyard parties that didn't seem worth the effort at first glance. But they 
turned out to be well worth it. CD sales, tips, referral gigs. Spend a little gas 
money on your own career. Get in front of people at every opportunity! - David 
Starr 
 
Get used to playing to an intimate listening audience - make sure you are proud 
of all your lyrics you intend to sing, because people will actually hear them. And 
don't be afraid to engage the audience - they like that! - Jon Shain 
 
House concerts are a beautiful chance to intimately share your songs with a 
small group of folks in a private setting, be ready to mix your show up to be a bit 
more "songwriter/storyteller" and really invite people into the stories behind your 
songs. - Katey Laurel 
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Be a giver. Remember these people are pouring a lot of resources into your 
musical career. Pick up, wash some dishes, leave the place better than you 
found it in some way shape or form. Not only does this shine a good light on you 
but for the whole community and now our Host is out bragging about what their 
guest artist did for them (free publicity) and in the process we may add a new 
host to the ranks. - Jeremy Neely 
 
House concerts are the best shows I do.  I love the intimacy of the shows and the 
simplicity of the payment model.  Often, I get a place to stay and a really nice 
meal or two, and enough money to get to the next stop, which is really a bonus 
when you are on the road.    The key thing, above all else, and the reason why I 
do it: I love being with people.  All the people I have met have been really 
wonderful. - Jen Hajj 
 
Get experience performing where you are interacting with the audience, and 
make sure that you get that on video. House concerts are about audience 
interaction, and this is what sells you to house concert hosts. - Anne Roos 
 
Tap your fan base. Your fans are the ones who are most involved with your 
career. Start mentioning house concerts at your regular shows (be careful not to 
offend the presenter, though. For example, let’s say you’re playing a listening 
room venue like a folk music series. Don’t pitch “Hey, have us do a concert in 
your home”. Say something like, “If you love hearing music in a listening room 
environment and would be interested in having us in your home during a time 
when it wouldn’t compete with this fine organization, or if you live in a different 
area, please talk to us about possibly hosting a concert like this in your home”. 
Most of the time, though, you are probably playing at a club show, or resort, or 
something and it’s not an issue. Then we say, “We do a lot of concerts in 
people’s homes. If you’re interested in hosting one, please let us know. It’s kind 
of like putting on a Tupperware party, but for music. We have a flyer up here 
telling a little about it”. We have landed some significant concerts with this 
approach. AND it’s usually their ONLY house that the host, and all of their friends 
and family come. These One-Off concerts are, on average, the best attended 
shows, for us. - Bill and Kate Isles 
 
Write damn good songs.  The more professional you are and the higher quality 
the music, the easier it will be to connect with an audience that is possibly 
attending a house concert for the first time and doesn't know what to expect.  It's 
up to you to make it a memorable night.  Don't depend on anyone else. - Matt & 
Kelley McRae 
 
Learn to tell stories and be an entertainer, not just another singer/songwriter with 
your heart on your sleeve. - Dana Hubbard (CIYH 2012 Artist of the Year) 
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Connect with your audience.  Especially if you have a history of performing in the 
bar scene, realize that house concerts are very different--they are all about the 
sense of community and the sharing of song and stories in a very intimate 
setting.  Also, remember that this is a labor of love for the hosts, and they want to 
have an experience that they can take with them until their next house concert. - 
Laurie Jennings, Jennings and Keller.  
 
If there is a link to a web site, follow it, otherwise, look at the listing of who's 
played there.  Get as much information about the venue as you can BEFORE 
you contact them.  Do the folks who've performed there match up with the genre 
your playing?  Are their dates in sync with your schedule?  Do the numbers they 
generally pull in match what you would minimally need to justify the travel if it's 
not already along your intended route? - Gary Paul Hermus 
 
Make sure the house concert is interactive with your audience. It's not "all about 
you", so and relax and have fun with everyone. - Connie Mims 
 
Get a sense of the house by mingling beforehand. - David Nigel Lloyd 
 
You MUST love what you do. After it's all said and done, you have to LOVE to 
play and sing. That is the ultimate reward for doing this. - Kiki Ebsen 
 
Be nice! This isn't a "venue," it's a private home! - James Hurley 
 
Be honest, be confident, and ONLY reach out to house concert hosts that you 
genuinely feel would fit your mold. If you can, link to a page that has lots of 
videos...they might connect more with one than another. It might be the third one 
where they say "Oh wow, yes...this is the one to have at our home." - Bobby Jo 
Valentine
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The Joy of Touring 
 
I want artists to know about touring profitably and enjoyably.  
 
Get started.  
 
Forget about perfect tour. Create something small even if just a weekend 
in an area where you have few (but some) resources. It’s common advice to say 
you need to be a star in your own back yard. But you have to get out of town if 
you want to build a touring career. Road work shows dedication and benefits 
your reputation at home. 
 
Meet and greet. 
 
Every day you have the opportunity to meet new people and open new doors. 
These are people you can help in some way. That doesn't mean you’ll devote 
hours to everyone's cause, but we all have resources or encouraging words we 
can easily share to give someone a boost.  
 
Create within yourself the desire to serve others every day so that you can have 
a great motive for keeping in touch, keeping track, and allowing people to help 
you in return. This is not quid pro quo - i did you a favor, now help me. It’s an 
embrace of the fact that we naturally want to help people who help us. 
 
Some basic discipline and a simple organizing system can make it easy to help 
others while building your network of friends. 
 
Develop a sense of adventure 
 
Touring presents many challenges and opportunities and you have to embrace 
them both. The toughest challenges will lead to your biggest triumphs. From your 
darkest moments will come your most unexpected allies.  
 
The more miles you put on your tires, the more varied will be the rewards. You 
might make a lot of money. But there is no doubt that the money will be a 
footnote compared to the experiences you create and the stories you'll be able to 
tell afterwards.  
 
Develop a long view 
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Much time and energy have been wasted by trying to put tours together too 
quickly rather than picking an otpimum window to pursue with gusto. Artists who 
never think beyond 2-4 months ahead are unlikely to build a healthy career or 
create enough demand for their art. Quickly planned tours and gigs can be fun 
and worthwhile but strategically they will not match the impact of well planned 
tours. 
 
Find other reasons to tour 
 
Touring presents too many beautiful opportunities to allow ourselves to be 
constrained to a narrow set of professional priorities. The world is loaded with 
friendly people who love artists, so don't let chasing silver dollars create a path of 
interstates and no back roads. 
 
Some of you best gigs will be off the beaten path. 
Some of your best future friends will be met spontaneously. 
Some of your best memories of being a touring artist will consist of events that 
had nothing to do with music.  
 
Realize that there has never been a better time to tour.  
 
Never before have there been so many resources. With couchsurfing.org, 
airbnb.com, your network of Facebook friends, there’s no end to the opportunities 
for cheap and free places to stay.  
 
Airlines criss-cross the world for you, and the shrinking size of gear (amps) and 
merchandise (download cards and thumbdrives) allow you to take a small show 
anywhere.  
 
Your success does not require megafame. 
 
New media is wide open, and everywhere are interested passionate folks 
wanting to connect with music they've never heard of. Artists are proving every 
day that you can make the music you want, control every aspect of your carreer, 
and make a decent if not very healthy income. All that opportunity doesn’t even 
require you to give up on big success. It actually creates a path to self-reliance 
that will put you in a strong negotiating position if the Music Industry wants you to 
play at their scale.  
 
The growing listening room culture.  
 
If you want it, there is a path out of the noisy bars. It is not necessary for artists to 
play in places where the crowd's default setting is to ignore or worse, distract. In 
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these places, the ability to reach a large audience has more to do with spectacle 
and hype, rather soulfulness and content. 
 
Today artists have the ability to connect with small rooms (public or private) and 
play only for people who want to listen. Your opportunity to create or connect with 
places that support music is unlimited. For these audiences, your content and 
personality trumps the light show, the dancers, and the thumping beat. 
 

• You don't have to play in a cafe and compete with espresso machine. 
• You don’t have to play under a television screen. 
• You don’t have to play Margaritaville. 

 
The power of the internet is your power.  
 
The opportunity and tools that the internet offers is greater than you know. There 
are ways to market your music in conjunction with your favorite hobbies (travel, 
teach, workshops) so that your audience and the media can be drawn to your 
music from an interesting new angle. Many artists have built or enhanced their 
audience this way, and created marvelous, profitable, repeatable events that they 
cherish as an important part of their artistic experience. 
 
For example - a Michigan artist who writes maritime songs about ships, 
shipwrecks, and adventures at sea gets a lot of exposure via articles in maritime 
magazines. An artist who tricked out their van to run on veggie oil was able to get 
press about his tours (and music) by going to magazines about environmental 
issues. What causes and issues does your music, hobbies, or career involve? 
Are there websites, blogs, podcasts, or magazines that cater to those causes 
and issues? You bet. Send them a press release! 
 
The gatekeepers have lost their power. You don’t need them. You have the 
internet, your imagination to create your own path.
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Preserving House Concerts 
 
A recent new member of ConcertsInYourHome expressed her concern over a 
few house concerts getting shut down (even if temporarily) in the past few years. 
It's something that comes up from time to time, especially when some hosts get 
overly ambitious with the promotion or size of their concerts. 
 
House concerts have occasionally been challenged (usually unsuccessfully) for 
various reasons like unplanned parking, zoning violations, and performing rights 
organizations wanting to collect licenses. By far the most common reason, 
however, is an irritated neighbor who simply does not understand (or care to 
understand) what is going on. 
 
Here are my thoughts on the matter, including how it relates to the larger vision 
of the Listening Room Network. 
 
For the longevity and preservation of house concerts, we are doing several 
things: 
 
    with small concepts like TenTen, DinnerAndSong and DessertAndSong, we 
encourage all new house concerts to start small, and on weeknights, to provide 
those most critical opportunities for artists not to lose money on the road, and to 
do so with a minimal footprint. We've also seen very successful hosts use these 
concepts as a way to host more often. 
 
    with our free house concert guide, promotional materials,and our youtube 
videos, we make it clear that these events should be private, and that hosts who 
"advertise" or publicly promote their events do so at some risk. We like to 
promote the concept, but we keep people's info and address under wraps. 
 
    with the development of and ListeningRoomNetwork.com, we're turning the 
corner to help public listening rooms (and we mean listening) - first because they 
deserve help, and we want to inspire more venues to follow this model, but we 
also don't want these precious rooms to see house concerts as a threat. We 
firmly believe that house concerts are the new and necessary infrastructure to 
develop the talent of tomorrow, so that artists can build an audience and draw 
enough numbers to make public gigs worthwhile for the venue, artist, and the 
fan. 
 
    with ListeningRoomNetwork.com, we are developing a fan portal for house 
concerts and listening rooms... in essence, forming a club we call "the Live Music 
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Tribe," which will allow our hosts to promote and cross-promote their events 
within our community. 
 
 
So far, every house concert that we’ve seen shut down or challenged was doing 
large and/or frequent events. Some had some other reasons (political activism) 
that made them a target as well. The problems usually start with an unfriendly 
neighbor. 
 
Political fundraisers, Tupperware and Pampered Chef parties in the home seem 
to happen without similar challenges. 
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How to Start a Successful House Concert Series 
or Start Small and Be Exclusive 
 
Finding great talent is the easy part. The promotion of your first show can affect 
the turnout and the amount of work you have to do each time you put on a show. 
 
If you are new to putting on events in your home, here is a tested way to grow 
your audience so that promoting shows doesn't turn into a full time job. 
 
 
Unless you have a mailing list of several hundred people who could attend, it is 
best to start with a small event like TenTen, DinnerAndSong or DessertAndSong. 
Here's why. 
 
We often see a new host schedule their first event on a weekend, so they can 
hope to attract 30 people or more. They send out invitations by email or 
facebook, and are stunned to only find 4 or 5 enthusiastic people willing to 
RSVP. We see this ALL THE TIME. After a few more emails, they might get the 
guest list to 10 people. A few days before the show they realize they are way 
short of their goal, and they panic. Now they start posting like mad on Facebook, 
and have to beg more of their friends to come. Regardless of the final number at 
the show, they have alienated their friends with too many messages, and 
devalued their future events. House concerts can't be all that great if you have to 
beg people to come, right? 
 
Now picture this scenario. You schedule your first show on a weeknight, and limit 
the audience to ten guests. (Yes, there are fantastic artists are willing to play 
small, short shows during the week.) 
 
Before you send out the invitation email, make ten to twenty calls to prime your 
best candidates. So few people use the phone these days. Once primed, these 
folks are more likely to pay attention to your email. Then, you invite 100-150* 
people to come, telling them they need to RSVP quickly because seating is 
limited for this one-of-a-kind, intimate event. Now, you fill your ten seats quickly, 
and yes, start turning people away. "I'm sorry, Betty, we've reached our limit. We 
had no idea this would be so popular! I'll put you on the waiting list, and call you if 
we get a cancelation." 
 
Think of the psychological effect, when you tell lots of interested friends that they 
didn't RSVP quickly enough, and the show is full. What do you think will happen 
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next time you announce a show? Maybe you can limit the next one to 15 guests, 
and grow gradually, without losing your "every show sells out" reputation. 
 
Turn away guests every time, and your friends will not take your events for 
granted.  Otherwise, people won't fully commit, they'll cancel, or just fail to show 
up. You don't want that uncomfortable feeling in your stomach as each show 
approaches. How many people will show up? 
 
Struggling with audience? Start over. Start small. 
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Listening Room Festival - rebuilding the touring 
infrastructure.... 
 
For touring singer-songwriters and small acts. (I'm not ready to take on the 
problems of indie rock yet.) We launched the Listening Room Festival in 2012 to 
make it easier for artists to profitably tour a state. By inspiring house concert 
presenters and a couple of public venues to work together, selected artists were 
able to play a handful of shows to make money and a showcase to plant seeds 
for their future tours in that area. It wasn’t perfect, but it was a great start that 
we’ve built on since. Here was the thinking behind the idea.  
 
Broken or Inadequate Touring Options. 
 
1. The touring infrastructure that exists was designed for acts with label support 
and radio airplay - they are too big.  
2. Even the most talented artists with some traction have trouble filling these 
rooms. 
3. Rooms that are not full don't provide reasonable income for the venue or the 
artist, and they don't provide a remarkable experience for the fan. Nothing sucks 
the energy from a room like a big batch of empty seats. 
 
The Need for Remarkable Listening Room Experiences. 
 
4. Most small rooms do not provide a listening environment. Singer-songwriters 
who compete with Tebow on TV will always lose, long before the fourth quarter 
miracle pass. 
5. Most public venues have a revenue model (alcohol) that is counter-productive 
to a listening room environment. 
6. There is no support (yet - see ListeningRoomNetwork.com) to inspire venues 
to adopt a different ethic for the promotion of concerts, and to get serious about 
creating a concert atmosphere. 
 
House Concerts to the Rescue 
 
7. House concerts have become a vital part of the touring plans of many artists 
because they eliminate key expenses like lodging, food, and even promotion, 
since the events are private and mostly attended by friends of the host. 
8. DinnerAndSong, DessertAndSong events are stepping in to fill the void on 
weeknights, inspiring new hosts and offering a more compact program suitable 
for weeknights and hosts who have smaller homes and/or fewer friends. 
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9. These private events have the potential to help an artist develop a fan base 
with repeated visits - BEFORE they approach public venues that need bigger 
numbers. 
 
Critical Mass 
 
10. Artists and venues spend too much time on the booking process, because 
like-minded venues are not interconnected. This makes it incredibly hard to book 
profitable tours, since invariably there are money-draining gaps in the schedule. 
11. There are too few listening rooms (including house concerts) where worthy 
artists can have a meaningful and profitable experience. 
12. Listening Room Festival is a promising plan to reach critical mass - one area 
at a time. 
 
Festival History 
 
March 15-18 2012, Tampa Bay 
August 1-10, 2012, California 
February 26 - March 3, 2013,  Florida 
April 1-7, 2014, Florida 
April 20-26, 2015 Florida 
March 28 - April 3, 2016, Florida  
April 19-23, 2017 Florida 
 
Future Festivals 
 
It’s our goals to take this festival from state to state as we form regional teams of 
house concerts through our network.  
www.ListeningRoomFestival.com 
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Better than House Concerts... DinnerAndSong 
 
Over the past 10 years, house concerts have become an increasingly vital part of 
touring plans. For singer-songwriters, duos, and small ensembles, there's little 
that can rival the intimacy, format, merchandise sales, and sometimes even the 
accommodations of a concert in someone's home.  
 
However, artists have also discovered that it can be difficult to inspire fans to 
host a show. The two most common reasons are "my house isn't big enough" 
and "I don't know enough people." By design, a rewarding and enjoyable 
DinnerAndSong can happen in small homes with as few as 8-10 guests. 
 
    Important: These are not destination gigs. DinnerAndSong events are 
designed to fill the most critical gaps in your touring schedule... nights where you 
might otherwise lose money or play a soul-draining gig. 
 
How it Works 
The DinnerAndSong host gathers 8-10 friends to join a professional touring artist 
for a casual dinner and a memorable unplugged concert. Guests donate $10 
each for the artist and they enjoy the opportunity to purchase CDs after the 
performance. It starts promptly, ends promptly – all tucked neatly between the 
artist’s daytime travel and their normal evening of booking or songwriting, or just 
a great book. 
 
Format 
Dinner = 35 minutes 
Stretch = 5 minutes 
Concert = 35 minutes 
Wrap up = 15 minutes 
 
Want more upside? A few one-set events (Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday) can 
promote your friday night public show at a respected listening room nearby. A 
small house concert stays off the public radar (the venue won’t know) and allows 
you to do a “teaser show” of 40 minutes that leaves the audience wanting more. 
Where can they get more? At your public show, of course. 
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Article - not needed… pilfer content if needed. Pitch to medium. 
 
House Concerts - The Lifeboats of the Music 
Industry? 
 
"House concerts have been the saving grace - allowing me to get my music to 
open and attentive ears." -- Mason Douglas 
 
Many artists will tell you that they simply could not or would not tour without the 
financial support of house concerts along the way. But money is just the tip of the 
iceberg. Below the surface we find that house concerts are bringing artists 
(literally) closer to their fans, and sometimes they even help artists rediscover 
what they enjoy most about playing music - the intimate connection with an 
audience.  ListeningRoomFestival.com 
 
What are house concerts? 
 
House concerts are private events in the homes of music fans. Friends, 
neighbors, and acquaintances are invited to attend a two set performance, and 
make a suggested donation of $10-20 per person. Often there's a pot luck dinner 
or dessert, and it's not unusual for guests to bring a beverage along with their 
favorite dish. 
 
What's the big deal? 
 
Well, one of the key benefits of playing house concerts is the ability to play in 
markets where you don't have a significant fanbase. Play a public venue and you 
are expected to draw (or sell a lot of booze.) Play a house concert and you are 
expected to be kind, fun, and damn good. Although house concerts usually 
welcome some local friends/fans of the artist, for privacy, safety, and legal 
reasons, the promotion is best done by hosts and their close friends. 
 
And here's the really big deal. 
 
You get all the money. You get dinner and a place to stay. House concert hosts 
are volunteers and the most important new "patrons of the arts." They host 
events because they love the music, and they love impressing their friends with 
concerts in their homes. There are thousands of them around the world. And 
now, the tools exist for artists to pitch the idea to their fans. 
 
Playing in homes is not for everyone. 
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If you're interested in playing house concerts, it's important to look at the 
advantages and disadvantages of your situation. 
 
Most house concerts take place in average living rooms, with little or no PA 
provided. These shows are attended by people who will want to talk to you. They 
might sit within 3 feet of you, and they will be looking at you and listening to every 
word. This is not for shy artists. This is not for smelly artists. This is not for prima 
donnas. This is (usually) not for a full drum kit, backline and entourage. 
 
If you're looking at websites that support these events, you'll also find that the 
majority of house concert events feature folk, acoustic, and original music. 
 
 
Why are house concerts having such a dramatic impact on the tours of 
small acts? 
 
It's important to look at some important trends that are not often discussed in 
music circles. 
 
Demographics: There was a time when teenagers were the most important 
market for most genres of music. If you want to sell CDs, that time is gone. If you 
want to sell to kids, you need to be on the cutting edge of technology, and find a 
way to sell digital items to digital natives. However, we have this massive 
population of middle-aged folks, who own homes, have some money, and have 
spent 30-50 years buying LPs, cassettes, and CDs… they like taking home 
souvenirs after the show. Furthermore, they are often empty-nesters with at least 
one guest room and a desire to have more people around - and most of their 
friends are just like them. It's no accident that acts from the 60s and 70's and 80's 
are still powerful concert draws and unavoidable on the radio. The baby boomers 
are kicking your teeny bopper audience's ass. 
 
Live music ain't all that's out there. In the past few decades, we've invented 
hundreds if not thousands of new diversions, and most of them you can 
experience without getting off the couch. Most people now go to one or two 
shows a year. This means that the audience for any particular event (live music 
or otherwise) is shrinking. 
 
Ahem, profits? What happens when you build a touring infrastructure in the 
booming '70s and '80s and try to fill it in the slowing '00s and '10s? You have too 
many acts playing half-empty rooms, putting enormous promotional strain on 
venues and themselves. Traditional promotional costs continue to be expensive 
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while the returns continue to diminish. Run a print ad for your next show if you 
want proof. 
 
Label support - what's that? Most touring acts have to develop new markets 
without any significant money or people behind them. That can be costly and 
depressing. Without a support system for developing artists, music fans and 
public venues will be worse off. 
 
That's why house concerts are good news. 
 
By forgoing venue profits, embracing small acts, and serving older and smaller 
audiences, house concerts are now the best vehicle to get artists on the road 
without losing money. House concerts create an easy way for the massive 
middle and upper class baby boomer generation to become patrons of the arts. 
They don't have to write five-figure checks - they just take in an artist they admire 
for one night. House concert hosts are also frequent contributors to fan-funding 
projects. Good friends to have. 
 
How small are we talking about? 
 
We've seen fruitful, fun evenings with as few as 10 attendees. Consider the value 
of  
    1. a free place to stay 
    2. dinner 
    3. a show you didn't have to promote 
    4. the opportunity to play for an attentive audience, who wants to hear your 
original music.  
    5. friendships, return invitations, and other perks. 
 
After you factor those benefits in, how much money do you need to make for it to 
be a worthwhile evening? How many people's attention would you actually have 
at a club or coffeehouse? The usual target for attendees is 25-35 people, and 
many house concerts draw more. 
 
What about public venues? 
 
House concerts are a great way to build your fanbase BEFORE you book the 
show at a club, where numbers are more critical. It doesn't do you, the club, or 
the audience any good to play for a half-empty room. Not all house concert 
attendees will go to late night shows at rock clubs, but good listening rooms 
(think Eddie's Attic, Passim, Bugle Boy, Coffee Gallery Backstage, etc.) often 
appeal to these folks. 
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What if I tour as a full band? Although there is an underground scene for "house 
shows," there is less of a tradition for treating these acts as professionals. House 
shows usually cater to indie bands, and the party atmosphere tends to bring in 
less money. [At CIYH, we've found the distinction between "house concerts" and 
"house shows" to be a meaningful one.  We like to emphasize the word "concert" 
to give a strong cue to the audience about the expected atmosphere.] 
 
TenTen, DinnerAndSong and DessertAndSong… Meaningful shows on 
weeknights? 
 
House concerts tend to happen on weekends. The traditional format of 2 sets 
and potluck dinner can stretch these shows into 3 hour events, which is too much 
of a commitment for hosts and attendees who have day jobs. Since 2010, two 
new formats (DinnerAndSong and DessertAndSong) have made it easier to 
create in-home concerts on weeknights. DinnerAndSong is the most intimate, 
requiring only 8-12 attendees. They have a simple but enjoyable meal with the 
artist, and then a 40 minute concert following. The essential difference is that 
Dinner/DessertAndSong concerts are one-set performances. 
 
DessertAndSong is the simplest and most flexible format, allowing the host to 
simply get a few pies and brew some decaf. Since the audience doesn't have to 
gather around the dinner table, it also allows larger crowds to attend if the 
demand is there. 
Another great advantage to these events is that they require even less setup. For 
a 40 minute show, many people are comfortable leaning against a wall, and you 
don't have to rearrange furniture to set up neat rows of chairs. The 
DinnerAndSong is so intimate that it makes carting in a sound system almost 
silly. 
 
The smaller audiences and donations for weeknight shows are usually more than 
offset by the benefits, when you consider the other choices available. Would you 
rather play a coffeehouse, pay for your sandwich, and then hunt for a hotel? 
 
 
 
When you consider how little of the general population knows about house 
concerts, despite the fact that more than 10,000 of these events* happen each 
year, it's difficult to overstate their potential impact. It's always been incredibly 
difficult to keep an artist career afloat, and the music industry reminds some 
people of the Titanic. If that is so, you might consider house concerts as the 
lifeboats. 
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*this is a conservative guess, based on the number of reported events at 
ConcertsInYourHome and HomeRoutes, and the knowledge that the vast 
majority of house concerts are one-offs set up directly by artists and their fans. 
 
Prior to 2006, there were only a handful of websites that listed house concerts 
and artists. Since then, professional networks were developed to create tours 
and provide enhanced services and information. In addition, sites like 
Meetup.com, Ning, and Facebook have allowed informal house concert 
communities to link up and promote themselves.  
 
 
 
Helpful Resources:  
House Concert Invitation Video 
House Concert Guide 
Instructional Videos 
House Concert Map 
$100,000 email and tips for house concert booking 
House Concert Websites/Communities: 
HomeRoutes.ca - more than a dozen house concert circuits across Canada 
EuroHouseConcertHub - Ning site with many hosts and artists 
HouseConcertsAustralia - Ning site with many hosts and artists 
ConcertsInYourHome.com and DinnerAndSong.com - are global resources, 
founded by this author.  
PrivateRecitals.com - new site for house concerts with a focus on Classical 
Music (affiliated with CIYH)
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Beyond House Concerts 
 
What about public venues? 
 
House concerts are a great way to build your fanbase BEFORE you book the 
show at a club, where numbers are more critical. It doesn't do you, the club, or 
the audience any good to play for a half-empty room. Not all house concert 
attendees will go to late night shows at rock clubs, but good listening rooms 
(think Eddie's Attic, Passim, Bugle Boy, Coffee Gallery Backstage, etc.) often 
appeal to these folks. 
 
House concerts and your long-term career 
House concerts are having a major impact on the lives of troubadour types. If you 
are willing to be a guest in someone’s home, these shows can offer significant 
advantages over the alternative coffeehouses and clubs. Breaking new markets 
can be tough, and a couple of house concerts along the way has saved many a 
tour.  
 
That said, there is concern about existing clubs and the trajectory of your career. 
It’s possible to build a career and fan base to keep you playing in living rooms for 
a very long time. Is that what you want? 
 
If you want a shot at breakout success, it’s wise to not let house concerts 
become your primary objective. House concerts should be used to develop your 
fan base for the great public venues in the markets you tour, and to fill the travel 
gaps where such venues do not exist.  
 
Public venues are a valuable cultural resource. Although we don’t serve them or 
ourselves by bringing events that only fill them to 20% capacity, we are foolish to 
not see the potential for growing our fan base to fill such venues. Public venues 
allow us to cut loose a little more, to enhance our experience with dramatic 
lighting and effects, and connect the community in numbers and atmosphere that 
can’t be created in a home. 
 
The intimacy and warmth of house concerts can be addictive. It can be a huge 
relief to let someone else be in charge of bringing the crowd. Don’t let house 
concerts become the expedient choice for paying the bills. Create a strategy to fill 
the 50-100 seat venues in several markets. Then book house concerts in such a 
way to help you achieve that. 
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Layout Notes: 
 
Even the PDF version could benefit from this if we encourage readers to print it.  
 
Quotes:  add “quote” label to each? 
 
Folk Alliance? 
Euro Routes Australia sofar?
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Additional Resources 
 
Visit CIYH…   for links to: 

• FREE PDF version 
• House Concert Survey – how do other hosts do it? 
• House Concert Host Blog – tips to get the most from the experience 
• Mailing List Form  

 
Fair Use of this Document.  
Quote from it. But do not alter it, sell it, or try to pass it on as your own work.  
 
Fran Snyder is a singer-songwriter and the founder of 
ConcertsInYourHome.com He can write a snappy tune, and you can hear many 
of them at fransnyder.com 
 
ConcertsInYourHome.com is an online community of artists, house concert 
presenters, and music fans. 
 
Our Mission: ConcertsInYourHome and Listening Room Network - These 
sites create and nurture opportunities that pay artists to perform in a listening 
environment, while bringing communities together with a renewed passion for live 
music. 
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